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Photographs by M.F.A. student Daniel Robinson ('08M) are currently on exhibit in the Leeolou Alumni Center's Lantz Gallery.
Robinson says that he "likes exploring previously inhabited spaces." Here, Robinson's two tree scenes were captured at
Harrisonburg locations. Above, "the juxtaposition of the manmade and the natural" on Walnut Street caught Robinson's
eye. "I think this worked really nicely. Neither the telephone pole nor the trees have much inherent significance, but in the
photograph they are made more significant." At right, a bare tree stands alone in a small field on Monroe Street. The "crooked
shape" appealed to Robinson. Read more about Robinson's photography in the Expressions department on Page 36.
When you travel back to the 'Burg this year for Centennial Celebration events, check out undergraduate, graduate and
professional art and photography exhibits in the Lantz Gallery in the alumni center, the artworks Gallery and the New Image
Gallery at 131 Grace Street, and Sawhill Gallery in Duke Hall. And, don't forget the Madison Art Collection - more than 3,000
art objects featuring Neolithic through contemporary art pieces - in the Festival College Center.
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24 Countdown to 100

40 You're Hired!

covrn srnRY BY BRAD J ENKINS ('99)
While COB 300 has been known to strike Trump-like fear in the hearts of some, this incense,
integrative, real-world simulation course pays handsome dividends for graduates and has
helped propel JMU's business programs into the top 5 percent in the nation.
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JMU President Linwood H.
Rose on Madison's second
century of leadership

BY CHRIS ED WARDS

Theater professor Richard Finkelscein's theatrical stage and lighting designs and his photography
are garnering national attention. Who else benefits? His JMU students.

54 Building community spirit - on the playground

VOL.30

Up Front

BY MARTHA GRAHAM

JMU's Centennial Celebration kicks into high gear chis month. Madison gets in on the action
with an excerpt from Madison Century, the upcoming book about JMU from its founding in
1908 as the Normal until today.

48 Lights, camera, teach

*

ON THE COVER:
Photograph of CoB 300 by
Casey Templeton ('06)

BY MAR G IE SH ETTERLY

NASA researcher and philanthropic activist Dan Irwin ('90) spends his days monitoring environmental changes and providing
real-time information to Central American regions hit by natural disasters. In his spare time, he's building communities one playground at a time.
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News U.S. News cites JMU as No. 1; Major gift endows the Center for
Ethical Business Leadership; Mineral Museum moves; local teachers learn
robotics, GPS through JMU grant; biology professor Reid Harris ' research;
nursing program reams with community colleges

11

By the Numbers

13

Connections CyberCity computer camp, JMU Meteorite Collection,
Content Teaching Academy, Summer Arr Program

16 Special Report

What's No. l? And, 12, 14 and 30?

BY ANDY PERRI NE

Lights,
camera,
teach

('86)

Alumni participation keeps Madison strong

18 Purple Carpet

BY P AM BRo cK

Madison Bluesrone Steinway stars in NYC, campaign stops
in Atlanta, Baltimore and Staunton

21

Dukes Turf Amanda Howard interns with U.S.
Olympic Training Center, Follow the football ream on TV

Theater stage
and lighting
professor Richard Finkelstein
paints another
award-winning
stage set.
PAGE 48

Departments
30 Be the Change

BY EuzABErn HoLE NA ('07)
Sarita Hartz ('02) is changing hearts and lives in Uganda

32 Bright Lights Boeing Dreamliner engineer Jeffrey
Scheerer ('06), Hollywood hopeful Ty Strickler ('08) and
reading specialist Joan Kindig

36 Expressions

Poetry by history professor Michael D. Gubser
and photographs by Daniel Robinson ('08M)

56 Professors You Love

BY CELESTE "CEc1L" Co BB

KELLY ('73) Hank Bowers shouldered burdens and shared joys

57 Essay

BY LA URA TAALMAN, PH.D .

Mathematics professor creates original sudoku puzzles

59 Mixed Media

Books by alumni and professors: Cassie Was
Here; Crescent; Radioman for the Artillery; Slope of the Child Everlasting; Secret, but Kept it Room; Time's Visible Surface: Alois Rieg!
and the Discourse on History and Temporality in Fin-de-Siecle, Vienna

Alumni
61 News

New alumni staffers and new alumni board leadership, chapter
news, Carrie Kutner Memorial Scholarship, Mini-Reunions and a wedding
proposal in the arboretum

63 Senior Week 2007

Building
community
Spirit Dan Irwin
('90) loves the laughter of children at
play. PAGE 54

May graduates inducted into the alumni

association

66 Be the Change

Kim Farrar ('87), Virginia deputy secretary of

administration

68 Bluestone Reunion Weekend

The Class of 1957 joins the
Bluestone Society, reunion interview with Tresa Quarles ('57)

72 Class Notes

News from alumni, JMUWorks: Colonial Metalcraft,
scholarship thanks, Don Mossman ('85), Stephanie Griffin ('95) and John
Defilippo ('00)

Bethe
Change
Sarita Hartz ('02)
is touching the
hands and hearts of
Ugandan children.
PAGE 30

Countdown to 100 The arts have
always been important at Madison as evident
in this Normal school-era Shakespeare pag-·
eant. Learn more about the history and traditions ofJMU's first century in a book excerpt
from Madison Century on PAGE 24
FINKELSTEIN
CASEY TEMPLETON
Published
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2007 ('06); PLAYGROUND COURTESY OF DAN IRWIN ('90); HANDS
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Remembering Julie Campbell;
Mama Sherry, waler quality
The lessons I learned from both Ron
Remembering Julie Campbell
I want to share a remembrance of my and especially Sherry have served me well.
friend Julie Campbell ('89), who was The duo also taught me to give back to
the athletic training protragically killed in
fession and co invest in
April while serving as a
the future of our profesPeace Corps volunteer
sion. JMU's first athletic
in the Philippines. Julie
trainer, Robbie Lester,
exemplified the "Be the
got me involved in work
Change" spirit chat JMU
with the Athletic Trainstands for. She did so
ing Certification exam.
much during her short
I served in chis capacity
life. Her murder creates a
for 18 years, both as the
great loss for the world. If
exam site administrator
Julie were here, I believe,
for Virginia and as a sixshe would encourage her
year member of the Midfellow alumni co Be the
Aclan tic Region Exam
Change. I will never forAdministration Comget her friendship, her
mittee. I have mentored
silly sense of humor, her
councless high school and
ever-present smile and her
college students, and have
sweet and kind nature.
Peace Corp volunteer Julie
taught the OrganizaSARAH MELVIN ('89)
Campbell ('89) exemplified
the Be the Change spirit.
tion and Administration
Richmond, Va.
course in athletic training
Mama Sherry's influence
at Virginia Commonwealch University
Thank you for the great article about for five years. I will begin teaching a high
Sherry Moses Summers in your summer school spores medicine class chis fall.
issue. I entered Madison College in fall
Sherry Moses Summers has had a tre1975, when Sherry Moses was a senior mendous impact not only on JMU athstudent athletic trainer. It had been my letes, but also on the athletic trainers that
dream since ninth grade to go to college Madison has produced through the years.
and become a certified athletic trainer. I thank you again for recognizing the conSherry was the "mother" of the athletic tribution chat Sherry has made ro JMU
training room, even back then. As a fresh- and its extended family. She deserves it.
man, new co the college scene and co the
HUNTER DURVIN ('79)
world of athletic training, Sherry became
Mechanicsville, Va.
my mentor and a source of strength. As
the fledgling athletic training program Thanks for the features
grew - with Ron Stefancin and Sherry Thanks so much for Chris Bolgiano's
going from graduate assistants to full- wonderful article, "A bend in the river," in
time athletic trainers - I became the your summer issue. It is great co be able co
first graduate earning a minor in athletic put names co some of the many who are
training. In chat same time period, Madi- working to remedy the ills of our river
son College became JMU. I'm proud system. The illustrations were well choto have been part of the beginnings of sen and added a lot to the content. I also
JMU's now renown accredited Athletic really appreciated Chris Edward's article
Training Education Program. After grad- on biology professor Louise Temple and
uation in 1979, Sherry and Ron cold me undergraduate research [Spring 2007] . Dr. ·
chat I would not be accepted as a gradu- Temple and her students are doing amazate assistant at JMU. I was distraught, but ing things. Thank you for letting us know.
ANNE NIELSON
they encouraged me. They said that I had
Dayton, Va.
learned well the JMU brand of athletic
training, but it was time to "expand my
horizons." I graduated in 1980 from che Water quality importance
University of Virginia with my M.Ed. and I was thrilled to read the articles in the
launched a 28-year career in chis field.
Summer 2007 issue on Shenandoah River
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Engaging history
and the future

I

n his forward to Madison Century, the
upcom ing book about James Madison
Un ivers ity, history professor Sidney
Blan d discusses the aspirations and
idealism of the Progressive period, during which the Normal, JMU's predecessor,
came into being. The belief around the
time of JMU's founding in 1908 was that
"in education, as in other reforms, the individual could still take charge of his/her destiny and effect personal and societal change.
The moment of creation for the future university was a propitious one," Bland writes.
Readers note JMU professors' and students' work on water
In the midst of this idealistic time, the
quality - especially in the Shenandoah River.
Normal's birth was a practical one. First
wa tershed protection as well as President the proper ride.
president Julian A. Burruss set to work with
R o se's remarks on greening the Madi( 0 Shenando is
a pragmatic sense of purpose and expectason campus . As former general counsel of a line from the
tion: To train furure public school teachers
the N ation al Association of Clean Water Erb arrangement.) Without check ing the
who, in tu rn, wou ld educate the people of
Agencies, I know full well the challenges of Web site, no one reading the h ard copy
the commonwealth, which would, in turn,
achieving our nation's water quality goals. would ever know that this was the wonbe lifted to a more optimal state of being. ·
T he impulse of the Normal's founders to
Nearly 35 years since the enactment of the derful arrangement by James E rb. C red1972 C lean Water Act, the statute's goal its were given to composers or arr angers
refo rm the commonwealth still drives JMU
rhar all waters in the nation be fishable and for the other artists m entioned on Page
today. It's easy to see that the Madison Expeswimmable remains elusive. In August, I 54 , but not James Erb. I am an a lumna
ri ence attracts engaged professors, srudents
joined the Pace University School of Law as of JMU (B.S . 1982 ) and of the U niverand alumni. Be the Change (www.jmu.edu/
assistant dean for environmental programs.
sity of Richmond (B .M . 1993), which was
bethechange) tells many of these stories. It's
Ir is encouraging to know that Madison James Erb 's teaching venue and one of his
equally obvious, as today's mission statement
students and the university administration many performing venues throughout his
(We are a community committed to preparare committed to the environment - and exemplary career. I studied this piece with
ing students to be educated and enlightened
to water quality in particular.
citizens who lead productive and meaningful
him in various UR choral groups. I wa nt
A LEXAN DRA DAPOLITO DUNN ('89)
M adison readers to know th e wonderful
lives.) establishes, JMU quire purposefully
Washi ngton, D . C.
and deliberately sets out to create them.
performance by the Madison Singers is an
arrangement by James Erb. Thank you.
T his end uring engagement with the pubOh Shenandoah
CATH ERINE B. CHAMBLEE ('82)
lic good has become a personality trait of
I enj oyed the summer 2007 magazine's
the university, where the teaching, research
Springfield, Pa.
coverage on the Shenandoah River, and
and service of engaged individuals take on
I fou nd the photography absolutely stun- ,.. Madison welcomes letters in response
the big problems of society. This mission
ni ng. I would like to clarify some infor- to magazine content. We reserve the right to
stee rs Madison toward the next century
m at ion about the song that the Madison edit fo r clarity, length and sty le. A nonymous
when, as President Linwood H . Rose preSi ngers p erformed. On the MadisonOnletters will not be p ublished. Send to "22807" ! d icts, the universi ty will be recognized as
line Web site, it is clear that the version the Madison, 220 University Blvd. , M SC 3610,
great because of it.
Geoffrey Colvin, senior editor-at-large of
gro up sang is James Erb 's, but iris listed ]MU, H arrisonburg, VA, 22807, or e-mail
as O Shenando, nor Shenandoah, which is
Fortune magazine has written that achieving
madisonmag@jmu.edu.
greatness at anything comes from intentional
and repeated practice. JMU has taken an
READERS RESPOND:
innate talent and ability to do something espeResults from the Summer 2007 Madison poll on readers' favorite renditions of Oh, Shenandoah:
cially well and honed it over the last 99 years.
Madison reader tally as of Aug. 2, 2007:
As we start Madison's centennial year, we
29 VOTES
Madison Singers' a cappella arrangement by James Erb
pause to recognize this truth and celebrate it.
In this issue of Madison you'll find a calen14 VOTES
Country/Gospel performance by Chris Campbell ('96) and the
dar of centennial festivities and excerpts from
Coachmen Quartet
the first chapter of M adison Century, as well
14 VOTES
JMU Wind Symphony Ensemble's Shenandoah 's Simple Gifts written
as
a story on a much-praised business course
by Larry Clark ('91M)
that engages marketplace practices.
8 VOTES
JMU professor Eric Ruple's piano performance
PAM BRO C K , Executive Editor
RIV ERby
P H JMU
OTOGRScholarly
APH BY MIN DI
WESTH OFF (' 02007
7)
Published
Commons,
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Martha Bell Graham is a part-time staff writer for the JMU
Centennial Celebration office. She is the primary author of
Madison Century, the book commemorating JMU's centennial. The next three issues of Madison will feature excerpts
from this book, which is a brief glimpse at some of the most
interesting elements of the university's first 100 years. Graham has handled many writing and editing assignments
for JMU over the past 30 years both as an employee and
as a freelance writer. She also served as associate editor of
Virginia Tech Magazine. Read the first Madison Century
excerpt on Page 24.
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History professor Michael D. Gubser, Ph.D., teaches courses
in Modern European history, intellectual history and world
history. His research interests also focus on ethics and phenomenology, and applications of history in international
development. Gubser earned his Ph.D. from the University of
California, Berkeley. He published two books last year: Time's
Visible Surface examines philosophies of time and history in
turn of the century Vienna by focusing on the art historian
Alois Rieg!. A poem from his first volume of poetry, Secret,
but Kept it Room, appears in Expressions on Page 36.

Madison magazine intern Carly LeDuc ('08) is a School of
Media Arts and Design major with a concentration in journalism and a minor in music. She also writes for MadisonOnline,
the Be the Change office and The Breeze. LeDuc is a member
of the Marching Royal Dukes, as well as the JMU Pep Band
and Concert band. She also works as a receptionist for the
School of Music. Afrer graduation, she would like to work for
a magazine or sports media outlet in the greater-Washington,
D.C., area. Read LeDuc's highlight on Ty Strickler ('08) in the
Bright Lights department on Page 32.
One-of-a-kind photographs by Daniel Robinson ('OSM) appear
in Full Frame (Page 2) and the Expressions department on Page
36. Robinson built his own camera and creates unique exposures that cannot be classified as prints or additions. Robinson
is completing his M.F.A. in studio art with a concentration in
photography and has worked for JMU's New Image Gallery. He
earned his B.S. in art from Radford University. Through his
photographs Robinson enjoys exploring previously inhabited
spaces. "Each place I visit causes me to internally re-examine
the psychological relationship that all human beings have to
their place, be it a home, a business, etc."
Mathematics professor Laura Taalman, Ph.D., is a frequently requested speaker on the topic of Sudoku. She and
history professor Philip Riley, together known as Brainfreeze Puzzles, create "cyborg" Sudoku puzzles. The duo's
puzzles are created via computer but designed and built by
hand, and some include color and letter variations. Taalman shares an original puzzle, "James Madison Sudoku,"
in her essay on Page 57. The Mathematical Association of
America has honored Taalman with its tops awards: the
Trevor Evans Award and the Alder Award for Distinguished
Teaching. She is one of the organizers of the Shenandoah
Undergraduate Mathematics and Statistics Conference at JMU. Win a copy of her new
book, Color Sudoku, by completing the puzzle on Page 58.
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Be lhe Change in Madison's second century
JMU's fellowship of doers will multiply the positive effects of J\fadiso11 i11 sOCll'I)'
ith the start of this academic year, we commemorate a special time in the history of
James Madison University. T h e 100th
anniversary of Madison's founding occurs
on March 14, 2008. During this year of our
Centennial Celebration, I invite you to join
the festivities , which peak on James Madison Day with a campuswide celebration.
Several large historical
exhibits will be on view
during the year. Developed
for the Centennial Celebration by JMU centennial historian Fred Hilton , each
exhibit tells the story of one
aspect of the university from
its founding to the present.
Afrer viewing the plans for
these displays, I was struck
by a dichotomy in our history: While the Madison
campus has changed and
grown dramatically over the
decades, the kind of person drawn to become a Madison student
and faculty member has remained consistent over time. Madison
always has attracted capable, engaged, smart and sociable people.
In fact, this engaged persona has become a JMU hallmark.
This issue of Madison - as most issues do - contains story
after story of Madison community members who make a difference by becoming involved in the world around them. Alumn i
Dan Irwin ('90) and Jeffrey Sheerer ('06), faculty member Joan
Kindig, student Amanda Howard ('08M) and numerous others
in this issue are like so many who have gone before them at Madison - radiating positive effects as they advance their studies,
conduct their careers and live their lives.
In speeches I have given at Madison Century campaign events
across the country I have invoked Teddy Roosevelt, the 26th
president of the United States. Roosevelt was president in 1908,
when Madison was founded, and belonged prominently to the
Progressive Movement, which held education in the highest
esteem. He also was known for his vigorous lifestyle. Roosevelt
admired individual achievement above all else and believed that
everyone should aspire to join a "fellowship of doers ." I firmly
believe this fellowship lives among Madison alumni and facu lty
members, who encourage the development of this outlook and
the "Be the Change" spirit within each JMU student. As the po~~
of JMU alumni grows ever larger - as "chis fellowship of doers
expands - the positive effects of Madison in society multiply.
I also have been outlining in my speeches what I believe t_o
be a promising development at James Madison University as 1t
moves forward into its second century. We are among a handful of institutions across the country founded as liberal arts and

teaching schools, which over time have added technical, cientific and professional programs. Thi combination yield a
graduate who is adept not only at a technically spe ializ.ed and
applied skill, but who also possesse a broad view of how he
or she fits into the world. In considering the role of the 21stcentury university, I believe the great univer itie will be rho e
that prepare students to transform the power of knowledge into
practical olutions for the
good of society.
Jame Madison himself propo ed to ongre
in 1809, during his first
term as president, chat the
federal government create a national university
in Wa hington, D . . In
making his proposal, Madison eloquently tared the
planned purpose of the
chool: " By en Iigh ten i ng
the opinions, by expanding the parrioti m; and by
assimilating the principle ,
the sentiments and the manners of those who might re ore to
chis Temple of Science, to be redistributed in due time through
every part of the community, source of jealousy and prejudice
would be diminished, the features of national chara ter would be
multiplied, and greater extent given to ocial harmony." Thi i
what we have done since the birth of the ormal and what we
continue to do today at Madison.
This year's Cente nni al elebration is a wonderf~I rime t
reconsider our history. Visit www.jmu.edu/centenn1alcelebra
cion/ to view the calendar of event and plan a vi it to campu
during chis most significant mile ton~ in ~u~ in citut!on' hi tory. Perhaps you will re~ch a conclu 1011_ 1mdar co m111e: That
if che legacy of Madison s fir t century 1s change, growth and
development, then our second century will come co be ~now_n a
the era in which we are recognized for leading the way 111 bringing higher education to bear on i sues for the public good.

L1Nwooo H . Ro E
President
James Madison University
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JMU gets national nod for first-year experience
MU is the South's top public master's-level university, according to the annual US. News & World Report 2008 America's
Best Colleges guide. In addition to retaining its top spot in the
news magazine's regional ranking for the 14th consecutive year,
Madison earned national recognition for its outstanding firstyear experiences, learning communities and service learning.
A total of574 universities make up the "Universities-Master's" segment of the US. News rankings. The schools in this segment provide
a full range of undergraduate and master's programs but offer few,
if any, doctoral programs. JMU provides doctoral programs in psychology, communication sciences and disorders, clinical audiology
and musical arts. Schools in the "Universities-Master's" segment are

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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ranked within four geographic areas Orientation program assistants, in
- North, South, Midwest and West.
purple and wh ite,
In the combined ranking of both public talk with freshmen
and private Southern master's-level institu- during Orientation.
tions, JMU is ranked fourth.
In the US. News lists of schools with outstanding examples of
academic programs that are commonly linked to student success,
JMU is one of23 colleges and universities recognized for its service
learning program in which volunteer work is an instructional strategy to complement classroom studies.
JMU appears on two other "Programs to Look For" lists. The
university is one of 24 schools US. News cites for exemplary learning communities, where students take courses as a group and get
to know one another and their professors well. JMU is one of 40
schools on the first-year experiences list for excellence in programs
ffi
that go beyond orientation to help freshmen feel connected.
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[Grand Opening]

[Professorships]

Howdoyou
move20,000

KPMG recognizes
accounting professor

rocks?
Mineral Museum moves to
Memorial Hall
B Y L AURA T UTINO

F

('07)

or more than 30 years,
geology professor Lance
Kearns has obtained
and cared for the thousands of
mineral and crystal specimens
chat make up JMU's Mineral
Museum. Formerly housed
in Miller Hall, the Mineral
Museum has been renovated
and relocated co Memorial
Hall (formerly Harrisonburg
High School) . With the help
ofJMU staff members, lapidary and mineral societies in
the region, and generous gifts
from individual supporters,
the Department of Geology
and Environmental Science
will hose a grand opening ceremony on Oct. 13 beginning
at 11:30 a.m.
The Mineral Museum collection hoses displays from
Virginia and Tennessee,
minerals from the Richard S.
Mitchell Memorial Display,
a fluorescent collection and
systematic displays arranged by

Paul Copley tapped for endowment

A

udic, tax and advisory firm KPMG LLP has
joined with JMU's College of Business co create
the KPMG Professor Endowment. Paul Copley,
professor and director of the School of Accounting, is the first recipient of the $250,000 endowment.
JMU's College of Business was selected because of the
school's reputation for producing high-quality accounting Accounting professor Paul
Copley is the first recipient of the
graduates, according co Jerry Pierce ('81), a tax partner at KPMG Professor Endowment.
KPMG in McLean. Pierce helped create the endowment
with his fellow KPMG partners, employees and the KPMG Foundation. "JMU produces
talented, well-rounded, hard-charging students, and the profession needs more of these,"
Pierce says. "KPMG works closely with JMU and provides numerous opportunities for
students co build their accounting and information technology careers at KPMG."
KPMG employs more than 120 JMU alumni, including eight partners.
Accounting professor Paul Copley started his accounting career at what is now KPMG.
He has written two textbooks on governmental and noc-for-profir accounting and serves
on both the U.S. Comptroller General's Advisory Council on Government Auditing Standards and the Virginia Society of CPA' s Educational Foundation. He completed undergraduate studies at the College of William & Mary and earned both his master's degree
and doctorate from the University of Alabama.
"Dr. Copley is leading JMU into further national prominence, and I know he will
recruit cop-notch professors co cake the school co even higher places," says Pierce. "We are
honored co have Dr. Copley as our initial recipient." ffl

chemistry and structure.
The process of packing
the many minerals and specimens for the move "was quite
spectacular," says Kearns. "In
addition co myself, and several

trustworthy students, I had the
help of local mineral collectors because they know how co
properly handle the specimens
without damage."
Since some of the specimens
are very large, they were placed
in custom-made wooden boxes
designed and constructed by
JMU carpenters, adds Kearns,
who is always ready co talk
minerals. "It's a work oflove
- anything to do with minerals. I really enjoy sharing chis
passion with JMU undergraduates."
As curator of the museum,
Kearns has conducted research
on the many specimens and
served as a contributor co the
first-ever International Encyclopedia ofMineralogy (2002).
His interest in geology began
at an early age. Kearns began
his personal collection of rocks
and minerals when he was
only 5 years old.

STUDENTS
AND KEARNS
PHOTOGRAPHS
BY DIANE
Published
by JMU
Scholarly
Commons,
2007ELLIOTT ('00); COPLEY BY CASEY TEMPLETON ("06)

....
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In 1976, when Kearns
spread the word about JMU's
newly developing mineral collection, the University of Delaware Mineral Museum and
the Bryn Mawr College Mineral Museum provided support
and donations. Kearns also
received numerous donations
from individuals including
JMU alum Mark Jones, Victor
Yount of Warrenton, Va., and
William Severence of Pennsylvania. JMU has also obtained
three micromineral collections,
as well as the Virginia Mineral
Archive collection, which are
not individually cataloged.
With these collections, JMU's
mineral specimen count
reaches more than 20,000.
To attend the Mineral
Museum grand opening,
please call the geology office at
568-6130 by Oct. 8. ffl

*

Learn more at http://csm.
jmu.edu/minerals/
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[Grants]

Engaging
teachers
Teachers learn robotics,
CPS through grant program

E

i

rn

•

lementary-school teachers from Harrisonburg,
Charlottesville and Page
County began a two-year
training program in robotics,
Global Positioning Systems
and visual math through a
$310,000 grant from the State
Council for H igher Education
in Virginia.
"The state recognizes that
meeting the demands of teaching Standards of Learning for
Virginia Public Schools content
and actively engaging students
can be challenging," says Nick
Swayne, director ofJMU's Partnerships for Realizing Improvements in Science and Math program. "The PRISM program
will show teachers and future
teachers how robotics and GPS/
GIS devices can be integrated
in classrooms to promote SOL
knowledge while engaging students in problem-solving, creativity and higher-order thinking," he adds.
The two-year program
began in August, and teachers
received instructional materials, including a Lego robotics
kit and a GPS device. This fall,
teachers will receive classroom
assistance from a JMU graduate student one day a week.
Together, the teacher and graduate student will implement
new practices in the classroom.
In spring 2008 teachers will
receive full-time support from
a student teacher from JMU's
College of Education for eight
weeks. Next June, teachers will
attend the annual Content
Teaching Academy atJMU to
learn additional visual math
and music strategies.

CoB addresses ethics
Major gtjt endows the Center for Ethical Business Leadership

R

ichard and Leslie Flanary Gilliam ('82) of
Charlottesville have
established an endowment to
fund the new Gilliam Center
for Ethical Business Leadership
in JMU's College of Business.
"My JMU degree has served
me well in life, and Richard and
I are happy to support JMU as
a vital educational resource for
today's young people. We are
proud to partner with the College of Business to empower
tomorrow's business leaders to
make the best possible decisions," Gilliam says.
Bob Kolodinsky, assistant
professor of management, will
direct the center and coordinate collaborative activities
with other professors. "One of
the primary goals of the center
is to raise student awareness of
the implications of their own
and others' behaviors and decisions, and the degree to which
such actions have the potential
to harm or benefit others," say
Kolodinsky.

Robert Reid, CoB dean, says
some of the donated funds are
in place to open the center in
the 2007-08 academic year.
While the center eventually will
be a multi-faceted resource to
provide research, service and
curriculum development, initial efforts will focus on pairing
qualified students with seasoned
mentors and hosting nationally
known speakers co talk about
ethical leadership.
This curriculum will build a
framework for future decisionmaking as students enter the
business world. "People don't
get up and say Tm going to be
unethical today.' They rationalize their decisions until chey
cross chat line into unethical
activity. A primary goal will
be to ground students in good
ethical, rational decision-making processes chat they can rely
on for the rest of their lives, so
when the pressures come, chey
don't cue corners," Reid says.
Kolodinsky, who is passionate about teaching ethical leader-

'The state recognizes that meeting the demands of teach·
ing Standards of Learning for Virginia Public Schools con·
tent and actively engaging students can be challenging.'
-

NIC K SWAYNE ,

dirrctor ofJMU's Partnerships fo r Realizing Improvements in Science and Math p rogram

AD I SON MA GAZ I NE
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College of Business Dean Robert Reid says the Gilliam Center for Ethical Business Leadership will allow CoB professors who have expertise in the
areas of ethics and leadership
to collaborate on curriculum
development and research.

ship to future business leaders,
says the college plans to "ratchet
up" che ethics discourse in CoB
classrooms. Curriculum materials developed through the center
will assist professors throughout
the business college as they introduce ethical leadership topics with
the goal of reaching all students
with the message chat effective
business leaders are sensitive co
ochers when making decisions in
the workplace. "The demands in
today's competitive business environment focus primarily on meeting financial performance metrics.
Because of this, workers typically
are under constant pressure co do
whatever it cakes to meet chose
goals," Kolodinsky says.
In che future the center will
serve as a resource clearinghouse
by providing an extensive library
and an information-rich Web
site chat will include center
publications, case studies, overviews of prominent work and
thought in the areas of morality,
ethics and leadership. Plans for
the Web site include posting
links co related news articles and
ocher helpful Web sites.

REI D PHOTOGRAPH BY CASEY TE MPL ETO N ('06)
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During Madison's first 50 years, one of the tunnels
under the Quad was widely used by students and professors to get from Dormitory No. 1 to Science Hall,
(today known as Jackson and Maury Halls). The tunnel (originally a steam distribution duct) was later
expanded to Ashby and Harrison Halls. Around 1960
the use of the tunnels under the Quad was prohibited

ers

to students, and the legend began. Now, JMU is constructing one more historic tunnel under the Quad.
The viaduct project, being completed in phases, is
aimed at creating a safer, below street-level passageway
for pedestrians crossing South Main Street to the new
Performing Arts Center. In July and August, workers
completed utility relocation under the Quad.

30

The bill authorizing Madison College to change its
name to James Madison
University was signed
30 years ago by Gov. Mills E. Godwin
and became effective on July l, 1977.
Members of the spring 1977 graduating
class were given the option of having
their diplomas read "James Madison
University" even though the institution was still named Madison College
in May. If a graduate did not provide
a specific request, the diploma read
"Madison College." Among the 1977
graduates, 1,050 received diplomas saying Madison College (1,001 bachelor's
degrees and 49 master's degrees). The
remaining 94 graduates (76 bachelor's
degrees and 18 master's degrees) opted
for James Madison University.

record, according to athletics director
Jeff Bourne. The Duke Club hopes to
raise $1 million next year during JMU's
Centennial Celebration.

12
Gov. Mills E. Godwin signs bill to change the name
of Madison College to JMU. Present: Mrs. Althea
Loose Johnston, a member of the faculty when
the school first opened in 1909, and her son-in·
law, Tom Rice of Richmond.

$921000

TheDukeClub
raised $921,000
in donations for

'
the 200~-07 year
- a nearly 15 percent increase from last year's roral. This marks
the seventh straight year the Duke Club has set a fundraising

The Class of 2011 arrived
on campus on Aug. 22, bur
many of these freshmen
were officially welcomed
to JMU in their own hometowns at 12
summer Freshman Send Off picnics.
The ]MU Office of Parent Relations
and the JMU Parents Council sponsor
the annual picnics, where freshmen and
their families meet university staff members and other freshmen and parents
from their region.

14

TheJMU Children's Playshop delighted audiences for
the 14th-straight summer
with several productions,
including the musical western Showdown at the Sugar Cane Saloon
Quly 12-22). The rip-roaring western filled Theatre II with humor
and song. Children's Playshop is an annual project of the JMU
School of Theatre and Dance and has a long tradition of excellence
in providing live, affordable entertainment for local families.

Published
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PHOTOGRAPH
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[Nursing]

Diagnosing
a need
]MU nurslngprogram teams
with community colleges

J

....i

MU has teamed up with
nursing departments at
four community colleges
around the state to open doors
to students who have an interest in furthering their nursing
education and addressing the
national nursing shortage.
Blue Ridge Community College in Weyers Cave, Lord Fairfax
Community College in Stephens
City, Piedmont Community
College in Charlottesville and
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College in Richmond have
signed agreements to coordinate
their programs with JMU, whose
nursing program is 25 years old.
Once accepted at Madison,
the community college graduates
are on track to complete a Bachelor of Science degree in nursing
within two years.
Students who earn an associate' s degree from one of the four
programs and who maintain a
minimum cumulative gradepoint average of 2.8 would be
guaranteed admission to the
JMU program, says Vicki Martin, associate professor of nursing
and the coordinator of JMU's
RN-to-BSN program. "Through
these partnerships, greater numbers of high-school students will
have the opportunity to ultimately attain a B.S.N. through
JMU and do so affordably. The
solid foundation for a successful
nursing career will have been laid
and we will strive to further challenge these students to become
empowered pacesetters in the
nursing profession within their
communities. This is certainly
crucial as we face an even greater
nursing shortage, both locally as
well as nationally. "
Once in the RN-to-BSN program, the students may also complete eight credit hours toward a
m
master's degree in nursing.

[Research]

Amphibian
bacteria repels
deadly fungus
National Science Foundation
funds professor's research
BY ERIC GORTON

F

('86)

irst in a Petri dish and now on
live salamanders, natural bacteria seem to repel a deadly fungus being blamed for worldwide
amphibian deaths and even extinctions,
according to research conducted by biology professor Reid Harris. The National
Science Foundation funded Harris'
research, which was presented in May at
the 107th General Meeting of the American Society for Microbiology.
More than 15 national science journals
and organizations reported on Harris'
research this summer.
Though the research 1s in its early
stages, Harris and his colleagues are
encouraged by results that could lead the
way to vaccinating endangered species like
yellow-legged frogs of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains of southern California.

Biology professor Reid Harris includes undergraduates in his National Science Foundation
funded research on natural bacteria that seem
to repel a deadly fungus being blamed for worldwide amphibian deaths.

Experiments have shown that Pedobacter cryoconitis, a natural bacteria on the skin of redbacked salamanders, wards off the deadly chytridiomycosis fungus. In late 2004, Australian
researchers cited chytridiomycosis as one of the main factors imperiling up to one third of the
world's amphibian populations. "The exciting aspect is that we identified at least one bacterium from the skin that in both the dish and on the salamander aids the healing process ...
one species of bacteria which you could tentatively view as a probiotic," says Harris.
The professor hatched the idea of using the bacteria to fight the skin fungus while researching another am phibian killer, a fungus that attacks their eggs. Research by other scientists
indicated bacteria on some amphibians produced antibiotics against the egg fungus. "We were
starting to work on that and then it suddenly clicked that the emerging fungus killing adults
was chytrid fungus and that the skin bacteria producing antibiotics against the egg fungus
could do the same against the chytrid fungus," Harris explains.
Working with another scientist at Duke University, Harris was able to create the Petri dish
experiment, which clearly shows the skin bacteria fending off the fungus. Harris then secured
a $356,000 National Science Foundation grant to continue the work and has since received
another $360,000 grant.
With the help of postdoctoral assistant Antje Lauer and his students, Harris is continuing work to isolate the most effective antifungal bacteria and grow them in the lab. Of the
two bacteria he has tested so far, one (Pedobacter cryoconitis) has speeded the recovery of
infected animals while the other (Pseudomonas reactans) has slowed the process, at least on
the salamanders.
"There will have to be careful testing," says Harris. "Just because on the Petri plate yo u
find a species of bacteria that is anti-chytrid doesn't mean it's going to be anti-chytrid on the
amphibian. So we're going to have to do some tests to make sure which ones are actually most
effective on the organism. But we did find one."
Eventually, the research could lead to procedures for vaccinating endangered populations,
ffl
Harris says.
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onnect1ons
CyberCily

HEADLINES+
HIGHLIGHTS

* Brightening the Lights ofMadison
monthly e-newslettcr. ub cribe:

High schoolers from Harrisonburg, Charlottesville, Richmond,
Lawrenceville and Chesterfield composed the inaugural class of
CyberCity, a new computer camp held at JMU in June. Participants explored cutting-edge technology with professors, alumni
and students through hands-on experiences and interaction
with industry experts. Computer information systems professor
Thomas Dillon says that organizers hoped "to stimulate students' interest in college-level studies and information technology careers." Participating high schools were identified by JMU
Computer information systems profesas having underrepresented populations, which, according to
sor Thomas Dillon talks with a CyberCity
Dillon, "increases our opporparticipant about careers in technology.
tunity to reach and serve those
who are not traditionally pursuing a college education." CyberC ity will return
next year. E-mail Dillon for more information at dillonrw@jmu.edu.
http://cob3.jmu.edu/cybercity / overview.htm

www.Jmu.edu/alumni/newsletter

* Madison Century News campaign
updates, c-ncwslctter. ubscribe:
www.Jmu.edu/madlsoncentury

* The Family Connection insights
for JMU parents: www.Jmu.edu/
parents/Update_Form.shtml

WEB

* JMU's front door: www.Jmu.edu
* Everything alumni: www.jmu.
edu/alumni

* Madison Channel: live and archived
video and audio coverage ofJMU
activities and events: http:! /media.
Jmu.edu/

CyberCity students have
fun learning technology
in the classroom, as well
as visiting D-Hall, learning about college life and
touring campus.

From outer space lo JMU

* MadisonO nline: the JMU Webzine:

The JMU Meteorite Collection, which includes fragments of a meteorite
from the Moon and a meteorite from Mars, has almost tripled in size over the
years. Astronomy professor William Alexander is acting curator, and students
in JMU' s astronomy program help ro care for the collection and also regularly identify unclassified meteorites. Want ro see the stars up dose? Explore
the collection on the second floor of the Physics and C hemistry Building, and
don't miss the newest addition on the first floor - a m assive 500-pound iron
meteorite discovered in Argentina. Think you've found a meteorite? Vi sit
the collection's Web site links page for information on identifying "meteorrights" from "meteor-wrongs." Contact Alexander at alexanwr@jmu .edu .

* Centennial Celebration -

http://csma31.csm.jmu.edu/ physics/ JMUMC/i ndex.htm I

http://coe.jmu.edu/ academy2007 /

centennialcelebration

TELEVISION

* WVPT: Students intern at the PBS
affiliate for Central Virginia, Shenandoah
Valley and Northeastern West Virginia,
(540) 434-5391: www.wvpt.net

RADIO
rudent programm ing,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7

www.Jmu.edu/wxjm/listen

* AM 1610: T une in when you roll
in ro the 'Burg.
* WMRA: NPR, local news and
music programming. WMRA,
WMRY, WMRL, WMLU at 90.7,
103.5, 89.9 and 91.3 on your FM dial.

PRINT

* Madison, the JMU magazine:

rory
ideas or sub ctiprion request: (540)
568-2664, madisonmag@jmu.edu

See the stars up close at the JMU Meteorite
Collection, which includes this seymchan
specimen of iron, pallasite a~d coarse octahedrite. According to collection records
other seymchan specimens have been found
with metal detectors, but "a few rare pieces,
like this one, contain olivine crystals, and
appear pallasitic."

See,
create, understand
,

.
f
fi
ticipants - this summer's
JMU s Summer Art Program for children offers a wide range o courses or par
db
.
·
·
1
d
d
·
d
·
M
I
omic
characters.
Le
y cem. offenngs me u e architecture, "found fashion," and rawmg anga-sty e c
c
.
.
d
·d
rd foundation ror seemg, creanng
fied art teachers, th e age-appropriate courses are des1gne to prov1 e a so 1
k d
.
.
.
h.b. .
f h youngsters' wor an a recept10n.
1
d
and understan mg art. Classes culminate with a pub 1c ex 1 mon o t e
Contact Karen Gerard, program director, atgerardkr@jmu.edu. www.jmu.edu/art
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a yearlong bi rthday parry: www.Jmu.edu/

* WXJM:

Content Teaching Academy
11
teaching" teachers
More than 600 Virginia public-school teachers
convened at JMU June 25-29 for the eighth
Content Teaching Academy and gained new
insights about the subjects they teach.
Sponsored by the Virginia Department of
Education and the JMU College of Education's Center for School Leadership,
the academy offers teachers and publicschool administrators practical methods for
enhancing their teaching of specific content,
including mathematics, English, history, science, early childhood education, English as a
second language, educational technology, gifted education and art. Academy director and mathematics professor Laurie 0 . Cavey says, "Even teachers who have
been out there for 20-plus years still have things they
can learn about the content that they are teaching."

www.Jmu.edu/MadisonOnline

METEORITE PHOTOGRAPH COURTE SY OF JMU METEORITE COLLECTION

NEWSLETTERS

* Biology, chemistry, ed ucacion, geology, history, music, nu rsing, phy ics,
poli cical science, theater and dance
publish once or rwice a year; some
wiU snail mail, others will e-mail. Call
(540) 568-2664 for yours.

SPORTS

* www.jmusports.com
* Pawprint: the Duke Club Newsletter, (540) 568-6 164

* MadiZONE, catch all the exciting
JMU spores action on chis broadband
video channel - the online desrinacion
for live and on-demand screaming video
and audio: www.jmusports.com
FA L L
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Is it true? Could these "dirty
Dukes," above, be the inspi·
ration behind an infamous
Madison urban legend? Post
spelunking, circa 1973, are
(l·r) Stuart Mercer ('75), Bill
Kane ('75), unidentified, Jeff
Smith ('74) and Mike Smith
('74). At right, avid Madison
reader and myth debunker
Judy Kane ('73) with her hus·
band, Bill ('75), in Geneva,
Switzerland, in May 2006.

Your stories tell the Madison Experience
What's your favorite JMU memory? Who was the best professor? D o you still get together with M adison
classmates ? Which recent activity changed your life view? Do you know an alum who is changing the world?
Will you share your expertise? Share your stories with fellow alumni in Madison magazine departments like
My Madison, Be the Change, Real Life, One World, Professors You Love and Transformations.
The magazine staff will help with writing and editing, but we're depending on your stories! Send submissions to
madisonmag@jmu.edu or Madison magazine, 220 University Blvd., MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Road Dawg's
appointment book
Is filling fast.
Are you planning a trip?
Heading for the 'Burg?
Do you want a dog-gone
great companion?
Get your request
in soon to host
Road Dawg.

In his first adventure,
Madison's lovable pup
lounged under a beach
umbrella and romped
In the sand and waves
with Lauren Young
Lalmon ('02) and five
classmates.

Road Dawg Is splfflng up his tux for a wedding and visiting a JMU family
welcoming a Future Duk~. Host R~d Dawg at your event this centennial year!
Sen_d yo~r request to mad1sonmag@Jmu.edu (put Road Dawg Road Trip in the
subJect line). You may be selected to take him on an adventure and then send
back mementos and photos of your experience.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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Remember this wake-up call?
The Office of Institutional Resear ch has landed a gra nt to continue the "Picturelt! JMU"
project, in which 18 students are documenting thei r college career in photograph s. Above,
Trevor Wilhelms says, "8 a.m. is a little early tor a symphoni c exploration of sound right out·
side my window." The Marching Royal Dukes wake him up every Saturday before home foot·
ball games. Inset, Anna Young captures students in a Mad ison t ra dition - enjoying Reddi sh
Knob. See all the students' freshman -year photographs at www.j mu.edu/pictureitjmu/.
FA LL
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SPECIALREPORT

Engagement makes Madison
and lhe world go 'round
BY A N DY PERRI NE

....i

('86)

tudents and their families
their debut in 2006, the JMU College
are ravenous for informaof Business premiered in the top 5 percent nationally (and ranks there again in
tion to help choose the right
college. Online guides such
2007) specifically citing the COB 300
as Peterson's and rankings
experience and its real-world business
such as "America's Best
plan preparation component.
Colleges" published by U.S. News &
Additional proof of engagement at
World Report are popular resources for
Madison is our graduation rate. Much
research has concluded that the more
satisfying their hunger. But while these
resources provide decent general guidinvolved students are in their campus,
ance based on schools' assets, profile
the greater the chance they will succeed
and selectivity, few actually rate schools'
and graduate. Typical graduation rates
abilities to teach well and prepare stufor public universities like Madison are
dents for the real world.
55 percent. In other words, just more
Interest is increasing in the National
than half of all freshmen go on to finStudy of Student Engagement (www.
ish. Madison's graduation rate, however,
nsse.iub.edu), launched eight years ago,
is 80 percent, and was cited in the New
which measures how deeply students
York Times as the highest in the nation
actually engage in educational activities
among schools similar to JMU.
on campus and whether that engageOnce Madison students graduate,
ment deepens between their freshman In one of his first public engagements as JMU
their engagement continues. President
and senior years. In fact, USA Today Alumni Association Board of Directors president, Linwood H . Rose writes in this edition
Jon Offley ('89) visited with students during
is considering publishing results of the Senior Week 2007. Offley inducted graduating
of Madison that JMU attracts and culNSSE yearly. Madison is one of about seniors into the alumni association during the
tivates a "fellowship of doers" among
l, I 00 schools that have participated in annual candlelight Senior Induction Ceremony on its students, faculty and alumni. Evithe Quad. "Giving back is important," says Offley,
the NSSE since its inception.
dence of higher-than-average engagewho is a former president of the Black Alumni
JMU rates very highly in the NSSE. Chapter and a longtime alumni board member.
ment among Madison students certainly
In fact, both JMU freshmen and seniors
supports the idea that a "fellowship of
score above national norms for engagement. What is most sig- doers" exists at JMU. That's the idea behind the university's "Be
nificant about JMU students' scores, however, is that seniors score the Change" campaign (www.jmu.edu/bethechange) highlighting
much higher above national norms than do freshman. So while Madison community members who positively affect their world.
JMU attracts a type of student that is engaged upon arrival to camAnd while Be the Change presents examples of all kinds of engagepus, the Madison Experience increases students' engagement over ment, when alumni turn their engagement back toward their alma
time, according to Randy Mitchell, associate vice president of stu- mater in particular, the results are remarkable. A key factor in the
dent success at JMU.
College of Business' recent success, for instance, is the involvement
"It starts with admissions," he says. "We admit students also of an Executive Advisory Council comprised mainly of successful
because of what they did in high school, not just what they learned. alumni. This group spends a remarkable amount of time in classAnd then, once on campus, students have to become involved if rooms teaching, mentoring and helping the business faculty stay on
they're going to succeed. It's simply part of the culture."
the cutting edge of contemporary business practices. The Business
It's also part of the curriculum. Courses such as Integrated Plan Competition, which is the culmination of the COB 300 experiFunctional Systems (see "COB 300" on Page 40) are designed to ence, is judged by these alumni. They even fund the prize money.
encourage engagement by creating real-world experiences. This
An important goal as JMU moves into its second century is
sort of applied learning requires that students and professors cul- to further encourage alumni to remain engaged with the univertivate a close relationship. "That's much of the idea behind COB sity after graduation. Alumni involvement multiplies the power
300," says Robert Reid, dean of the College of Business. "Stu- of Madison to achieve its goals. Over the last century, engaged
dents have to engage faculty members and engage one another on students, professors and alumni have become a hallmark of JMU.
their teams to get through the course. The days when you simply That is a true measure of Madison's value and continuing success
can study a text and then regurgitate it on a test are gone."
and something students and parents poring over the rankings can
When Business Week magazine's business school rankings made take to heart.
ffl
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JAMES MADISON UNMRSI1Y:
Please help Madison keep your information current!
Affiliation: 0 Alumn i O Parent O Friend O JMU Employee
Prefix: 0 Mr.

0 Mrs. 0 Ms. 0 Miss O Dr. 0 Other

Name
First

Middle

Last

Home Address
City _ __ _ __

State

ZIP

Phone (H) ___________ (W) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Cell _ _ _ _ __

Preferred No.: 0 Home O Work O Cell

E-mail (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W)
Employer-----------------Job T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

ZIP

Yes, I want to support JMU! Please accept my gift of

0

BE PROUD
For almost a century
engaged professors, students and alumni
have been taking on the world's issues.
Your gift helps continue the tradition.

Please give. Help Madison. Be the Change.

$1,000

0

$500

0

$250

0

$100 other$_ _ _ __

Please designate my gift to the following purpose(s):
0 Madison Fund (for use where the need is the greatest) $ ____
0 Faculty Development
$____.
0 Scholarship(s)
$ ____
0 Parents Fund
$ _ __
0 College of Arts and Letters
$ ____ _
0 College of Business
$ _ _ __
0 College of Education
$ ____
0 College of Integrated Science and Technology $_ _ _ _
0 College of Science and Mathematics
$ ____ _
0 College of Visual and Performing Arts
$ _ _ __
0 College of Graduate and Outreach Programs
$ _____ _
0 General Education Program
$ _ __
0 Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
$ ___ _
0 Carrier Library
$ ____ _
0 Student Affairs
$____ _
0 Athletics Scholarships (Duke Club)
$ ____ _
OOther
$ _ __
(Your gift is tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.)
Please accept my payment:

0 Enclosed is a check, payable to the JMU Foundation
0 Charge my credit card (please circle one)
VISA

Card Number

MasterCard

Discover

American Express

Expiration Date

Signature

2947
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When Elizabeth Swallow moved to Harrisonburg 20 years ago to practice obstetrics and gynecology, she needed to live near
the hospital. "That meant I could just walk over the hill and attend performances at JMU," she notes. Her purchase of a 100year-old piano moved her to call JMU professor Eric Ruple and ask for lessons. What happened next was perfect harmony.
Through Ruple, she was introduced to Jeff Showell, director of the School of Music, who shared his vision for the school's
future. Her decision to donate $1 million to elevate the school to All-Steinway status ignation -

the first Virginia school with that des-

was a "no brainer" according to Elizabeth. "It's a winner for the students, faculty and School of Music -

and the

most fun donation I have ever made!" Today, her energy, vision and generosity have given birth to the Madison Bluestone Art
Case Steinway and the JMU Centennial Steinway Series -

100 Steinways of all shapes and sizes, one for each year of JMU's

history, each with a painting by artist Mia LaBerge ('92) on the piano's music rack. Proceeds from the sale of these pianos
support the new Performing Arts Center and School of Music scholarships. "People are amazed that I didn't attend JMU. It's
important to give back to the community and school that give me so much," Elizabeth says. "I only wish it helped me play
better." Read more about Elizabeth at www.jmu.edu/steinway.

BE the CHANGE
www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange
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Madison Bluestone Steinway stars in NYC
JMU's new Madison Bluestone Steinway Arc Case, unveiled in April at the Kennedy Center, has been moving from one celebrated arcs ven ue to the next. In
May, the hand-painted piano made a stop at Steinway Hall, just across the street
from Carnegie Hall, for a Madison Century campaign reception fo r New York
City alumni and friends . The piano symbolizes JMU's Centennial Celebration
and the Madison Century capital campaign's focus on the arts, including the
designation of JMU's School of M usic as an All-Steinway School and the fu ture
Performing Arcs Center. The arcs facility is slated to
open in 2009 and will also feat ure Steinways.

*To learn about the 100 limited edition JMU Centen-

Art Case artist and 1992 alumna Mia LaBerge

nial Steinways, commissioned to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of JMU's founding in 1908, visit www.jmu.
edu/steinway.

(right), talks about the creative process with College of Business alumnae Kathryn Byrne ('87)
and Kathy Foley ('76).

School of Media Arts
and Design donors
Ryan Kraska ('07), and
her parents, Maryann
and Ronald Kraska,
who also gave to the
Parents Fund.

College of Business donors Michelle Militello
('97) and Deborah Richardt ('78) visit with JMU
President Linwood H. Rose.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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Beverlee (' 70) and Michael
Cappeto ('70, ' 71M) are
supporters of the JMU
arboretum, the Madison
Fund and other projects.

STEINWAY EV ENT PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANNEMARIE POYO FURLONG
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CoB dean visits Atlanta
Alumni and friends from the Atlanta area
gathered at the home of Steve ('8 1) and Jenny
Hufford, (at right) with Kathie Carr, fo r a
Madison capital campaign reception. Steve is
a member of the Executive Advisory Council
of the College of Business. He and Jenny are
also financial supporters of the college.

Future Duke Emily
Grace XinLan,
daughter of Steve
and Jenny Hufford,
gets some fitness
and health insight
from Mary Lou Riddleberger Barnes
('52, '68M}, whose
lead gift to JMU
has endowed the
Morrison-Bruce
Center for the Promotion of Physical
Activity for Girls
and Women.

Atlanta Alumni Chapter President Melissa Palla·
dino Roberts ('98), center, touches base with fellow
alumna Karen Perry ('93).

Baltimore
alums show
car1raign
spin
Jeffrey Strzelczyk ('88),
left, with Presid ent
Linwood H . Rose, seconds the university's
campaign message by
hosting a reception for
Baltimore area alumni
and friends at the Center C lub in the Legg
Among those attending were
Mason Building. H e
Edwin and Barbara Henry
('51), a home economics grad· is endowing a scholaruate of Madison College. Their
ship in the College of
daughter, Kim Reitz ('78), is
Business.
an education graduate.
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Lin Rose joins Tom Clawson and Jon Offley ('89), who Vfas
elected president of the JMU Alumni Association in JuJy.
I

Parents Council
members Steve and
Lori Fuchs, whose
daughter, Sarah, is
a junior, speak with
Jennifer MacDonald
('79), who received
her fine arts degree
fromJMU.
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Above, JMU Associate Vice President for Development Weston Hatfield speaks with Parents
Council members Sandy and Tom Clawson, whose
daughter, Elizabeth Ashley Clawson, is a junior. At
left, the Clawsons' enjoy the view of Baltimore.

Madison Century
campaign stops
in Staunton

....i

UJ

Capital campaign excitement
drew clo se r to home wh en
alumni and friends gathered at
the home of Howard and Linda
Holden ('73) in Staunton .
Cohosts were Madison professor
Karen Santos and her husband,
Victor, Robin ('00) and Roger
Van Seldeneck and T h o m as
('90) and Kristin Dahl.

Howard Holden speaks with Mary Stout
('39, '69M), who wore her Bluestone
Society medallion to the reception.

Linda Holden welcomes cohosts Eric
and Robin Van Seldeneck ('00 MPA) and
Eric ('94 ISAT, geography) and Jennifer
Obaugh ('03 M.Ed).

Karen Santos, head of JMU's Center for
Faculty Innovation, greets professor
emeritus Howard Wilhelm ('61M) and
Nancy Dahl, mother of co-host Thomas
Dahl. Wilhelm was a professor of Linda
Holden's, left, at Madison.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1

Alan Goldenberg and hosts Kristin and
Thomas Dahl.
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Olympic-size bragging rights
Graduate student lands internship at US Olympic Training Center

BY C ARLY

LED uc ('08)

---------1..

manda Howard
('08M) spent her
summer in a gold
medal-worthy incerns hip. Howard was
one of 28 students
chosen from more than 600 applicants to the U.S. Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs. From
June co August, Howard managed
programs for and lived with Olympic
athletes and coaches.
"Livi ng in the complex keeps
everything interesting, " she says.
"You never know who you are going
to meet or see. I went to visit a friend
on the floor below me and met
Rachel Komisarz, an Olympic swimmer and gold medalist."
Howard, a 2006 graduate of
Youngstown Scace, is completing her
graduate degree in sports recreation
management through JMU's Department of Kinesiology.
Hanging out with members of the '
U.S. women's hockey and volleyball
teams was "memorable," but so was
her day-to-day work. Howard learned
about biomechanics, sports medicine, Amanda Howard ('08M) spent her summer interacting with Olympic athletes and coaches durspores nutrition and spores psychology ing her internship at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in Colorado. Howard (far left) also found
time for fun with fellow interns.
with the U.S. Olympic Committee's
Even with a busy summer schedule, Howard also found time
performance services division. She managed the athletes' dental and
rehab referral program. Athletes with Elite Athlete Health Insur- to volunteer for the U.S. National Gymnastics competition and
ance contacted Howard to be referred to U.S.-based dentists or the 2007 Internacional Blind Sports Association's World Youth
rehab specialists. She also completed stateside administrative work and Student Games. "There were 250 blind and visually impaired
for the PanAm Games in Rio de Janeiro and the Summer World athletes from all over the world - ages 12 to 19 - in Colorado
Springs competing in swimming, track and field, goalball and
University Games in Bangkok.
"The training center complex is a very positive atmosphere," judo," Howard explains.
Currencly finalizing her graduate thesis, "Facilities in Sport,
says Howard, who compares living with the athletes to being an
undergrad again. The cafeteria ranks among the nation's top six Recreation and Exercise," Howard is a kinesiology teaching assistant. In May, she received the Marilyn Crawford Scholarship, an
best places to eat, and, according to Howard, the food is "great."
$ 1,800 award given to a graduate student who has been nomi1
nated and voted for by their professors. "I felt very honored and
appreciated when I received chis award," Howard says. "Honored
because Marilyn C rawford was a phenomenal woman - and
appreciated because the faculty voted for me."
Howard will decide afrer graduation whether to coach college
swimming, earn a doctorate or continue teaching college students.
"I want to work with a college student population," she says.
"I like seeing the development from teenagers trying to find
their way, and who they are, to mature adults who are ready for
the real world. To know chat I can help chem on chat path and
share my passions is rewarding."
ffl

1want to work with a college student population. I like seeing the
development from teenagers trying
to find their way, and who they are,
to mature adults who are ready for
the real world. To know that I can
help them on that path and share
my passions is rewarding'
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Preseason poll
ranks football
team 8th
LeZotte makes Sports
Network second team

J

MU's football team was
ranked eighth in The Sports
Network's preseason Football Championship Subdivision
(formerly Division I-AA) poll
released in August.

....I

Coming off a 9-3 season
and an NCAA playoff berth
last year, the Dukes received
1,149 points in voting by
sports information directors
and media members. JMU has
been among the top-25 teams
in every TSN poll since the
final vote of the 2005 season.
Senior free safety Tony
LeZotte was named to The
Sports Network's preseason
All-America football second
team. The Sports Network,
which conducts a weekly poll
and recognizes preseason and
postseason All-America teams
and players of the year in the
NCAA Football Championship
Subdivision (formerly Division
I-AA), named preseason AllAmerica first, second and third
teams. LeZotte, the preseason
defensive player of the year in
the Colonial Athletic Association, was among nine CAA
players included.
This season, LeZotte may
become the league's first fourtime, first-team all-league

honoree. He began the season
with 321 career tackles needing only 20 stops to move
onto JMU's career top-10
tackles list. LeZotte has started
each of JMU' s 38 games during his career, and he was the
conference's co-rookie of the
year in 2004 during JMU's
NCAA championship season
and its defensive player of the
year in 2005.

Follow the
purple and gold
action on TV
Broadcast partnership
includes four ]MU games

F

our JMU football games
will be televised through
a package coordinated by
the Colonial Athletic Association. Dukes' home games with
New Hampshire, Villanova
and Richmond and their road
contest with Delaware are
included as part of the television package for the CAA's

2007 season. All JMU home
games are available via W eb
streaming at ]MUS ports.com.
JMU's Sept. 8 home game
with New Hampshire will
be televised by cable affiliate
CN8 and will begin at 3:30
p.m. Dukes' home games
with Villanova (Sept. 29) and
Richmond (Oct. 27) and their
Nov. 3 game at Delaware will
be carried by cable affiliates
Comcast SporrsNet Middle
Atlantic, Comcast SportsN et
Philadelphia and Comcast
SportSouth. The Villanova,
Richmond and Delaware
games begin at noon.
The Dukes' television package is a part of the largest TV
package among the nation's
Football Championship
Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA) conferences. CAA
commissioner Tom Yeager
announced a 31-game TV
schedule as part of the league's
media day events in Baltimore
on July 25. The schedule is
highlighted by a conference-

JMU NATION! Don't miss the Dukes in action this season
MINI PLAN 1

MIN I PLAN 2

MINI PLAN 3

DISCOUNT DUKES

PREMIUM DUKES

TOP TEN DUKES

Three game packages at
a great price

Three game packages that
include Homecoming (10/27)

Three game packages in the top
IO rows of the end zone bleachers

Includes: Towson (11/17) and

Includes: Homecoming (Richmond
10/27) and select two games from New
Hampshire (9/8), VMI (9/15), Coastal
Carolina (9/22) or Towson (11/ 17)

Includes: Towson (11/17) and

you select two games from New
Hampshire (9/8), VMI (9/15) or
Coastal Carolina (9/22)

Sideline seating sections:
6-9 & 16
$36 total ($51 value)

Sideline seating sections:
6-9 & 16
$49 total ($59 value)

End zone seating only:

you select two games from New
Hampshire (9/8), VMI 9/15 or
Coastal Carolina (9/22)

$27 total ($36 value)

www.Jmusports.com (540) 568-DUKE
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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only package of 20 games on
CNS, The Comcast Network
and Comcast SporcsNet.
"This is truly a milestone day
for CAA football," says Yeager, whose league in 2007 is
assuming operational control
of the former 12-ceam Adantic
10 Football Conference. "We
have assembled the largest
FCS conference television
package in the country thanks
in part to our partnerships
with CNS and Comcast
SportsNet, WABI-TV, ESPN
and others."
All of the CAA games airing on CNS and Comcast
SportsNet regional networks
will be available to Comcast
Digital Cable customers "On
Demand" at no charge for
up to one week following the
broadcast. Additionally, all
games airing on CNS will
stream online concurrendy at
www.CN8.tv.
"This is an ideal broadcast
partnership for the first-ever
CAA football package, " says

Yeager. "Comcast's family of
networks reaches roughly 20
million homes in our conference's region, which means our
league's most passionate fans
will have an opportunity to
tune in to the games they want
co watch most. "

Softball team
most decorated

in2007CAA
j unior Jenn Chavez is CAA
Co-Player of the Year

The

softball season was
one for the record
books as the Dukes
continued to develop the
young program. In the team's
sixth year, the Dukes recorded
a single-season record with 38
victories. The team recorded a
school softball record 18-game
winning streak co finish the
regular season. With their
best-ever conference record
(1 7-3), the Dukes shared the
regular season crown with

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

H ofstra and earned the second
seed in the Colonial Athletic
Association tournament.
JMU was the most decorated team in the CAA this
season with junior first baseman Jenn Chavez leading the
award winners as the CAA
Co-Player of the Year and
first team All-CAA member.
Joining Chavez on the first
team were sophomore pitcher
Jenny C lohan, senior shorestop Katie George, freshman
designated player Lauren
Mernin and sophomore outfielder Kaitlyn Wernsing (an
All-Rookie team designee) .
With five players on the first
ream, the Dukes led the CAA
for most players selected.
Three players also made the
All-CAA second team: sophomore pitcher Meredith Felts,
sophomore third baseman
Amber Kirk and freshman
outfielder Courtney Simons.
A JMU player was named
CAA Player of the Week
five rimes throughout the

season - the most for any
team. The Dukes also had
three players named to the
NFCA Mid-Atlantic AllRegion Team. Four Dukes
were named to the All-Scace
Team. In addition to che 38
wins, the ream broke 13 ocher
records and was nationally
ranked in eight statistical categories. The Dukes finished
29th in winning percentage
with a .704. ffl

,.

Junior first
baseman
Jenn Chavez.

1:1
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Excerpts from ]MU's

•

centennial book chronicle
the efforts of President
Burruss as he transforms
empty farmland into
the Norma l

A

MADISON
CENTURY BEGINS
When Julian A. Burruss arrived in the sleepy little town of Harrisonburg in 1908, he envisioned
an exceptional institution for higher learning. It was a bold vision, given that this first president
STATE NORMAL
of the Normal and Industrial School for Women at Harrisonburg was surveying empty farmland.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
This grand enterprise came with a charge issued by the General Assembly of Virginia to produce
HAlUUSONBUR.G, VlRGlNlA..
public school teachers and thereby serve all the people of the commonwealth.
Unlike today, with stiff competition among high school seniors for admission to JMU, there
were no entrance exams and no transcripts required for admission to the Normal. The transformation of James Madison University since then has been extraordinary.
LAYING OF CORNER-STONE
As his story in Madison Century makes clear, however, Julian Burruss would wholeheartedly
O F SCIENCE HALL
embrace the sophistication and scope ofJMU's continuing intellectual and civic mission today.
He would recognize the outstanding quality and reputation of JMU' s 134 undergraduate and
~'-'Y..BlL 1.'S, 1000.
graduate programs as emanating from his own early work. So too would he immediately grasp the
significance of the sprawling Madison campus that grew from the very first bluestone buildings
- buildings that still burst with student life today - he planted around the Quad.
To coincide with Madison's centennial and share the story of the university's history, JMU is publishing Madison Century.
Excerpts from this commemorative coffee table book, written by Martha Graham, will be published in Madison during this
Centennial Celebration year. The first excerpt focuses on a selection of Burruss' plans and accomplishments. In future issues of
Madison, look for excerpts from the tenures of other JMU presidents - Duke, Miller, Carrier and Rose.

---------

•
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JULIAN A. BURRUSS: A vision for education

Delighted with rhe land chosen by the board, Burruss and
he board's unanimous choice for president was Robinson created the Bluestone image chat would become the
33-year-old Richmond native Julian A. Burruss. A signature picture of the school for a century.
In September, two and a half months after first setting foot
graduate of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Burruss
was head of the manual training programs in Rich- in Harrisonburg, Burruss presented the board with a compremond and a doctoral candidate at Columbia
hensive campus plan of 40 buildings planned around three sides
of a quadrangle, which Burruss envisioned as
University. In July President Burruss arrived
an academic village. (The original plan closely
in Harrisonburg with his bride of less than
resembles today's Quad.)
a year ro begin building a school, literally
With the ink barely dry on the land deed,
from the ground up.
Burruss and the board were looking squarely
Burruss proved ro be a tireless and deciinto an exciting future. Once again, the board's
sive president with the same enthusiasm for
the school that its local backers held. Followvote was unanimous.
ing the board's expeditious lead, he moved
State Education Superintendent J.O. Eggleston's estimation of the campus plan was that
quickly, spending two months traveling to
"it will be the first time since Jefferson founded
examine schools in other states before returnthe University ofVirginia that a great school has
ing to Harrisonburg with solid plans. "All
been organized on strictly definite, scientific,
told, in that first year, Burruss traveled 6,000
pedagogical principles before a nail is driven or
miles, mailed 4,300 letters, oversaw the distria class taught. Ir presents the ideals for a really
bution of approximately 16,000 information
great school - one worthy of the Valley of
bulletins and circulars," according to Carrier
Virginia - that can be completed in 10 years
Library staff member L. Sean Crowley.
or less without wasting a dime or an ounce of
His first step was to plan the campus.
Working with Richmond architect Charles JULIAN A. BURRUSS effort. When completed ... it will be beyond
comparison the most beautiful, the most comRobinson, Burruss developed a campus
Tenure 1908-1919, The State
plan that reached far into the future . Rob- Normal and Industrial School for prehensive school of its kind in the South Women at Harrisonburg (1908),
and indeed will have few equals anywhere."
inson, the quintessential architect of VirThe State Normal School for
Eggleston's words were bold- and prescient.
ginia schools, also designed Harrisonburg
Women at Ha rrisonburg (1914)
With the campus plan on paper and board
High School (the original building on Main
Enrollment: 150 to 300
approved, Robinson designed the first two camStreet), Waterman School and Rockingham
Campus size: 49 acres
pus buildings: Science Hall (Maury Hall) and
Memorial Hospital.

NOfillal
IS BORN

James Madison University was born out
of a political compromise.
The events leading to the founding of
the Normal School that would become
JMU began in the early part of the 20th
century. At that time, interest in public education grew rapidly in Virginia
and led to the call for the creation of a
new normal school for the education of
women teachers.
Normal schools derive their name
from the French phrase "ecole normale."
They were designed to set a pattern
- a "norm" - after which all other
schools would be modeled. Most normal schools, like Madison, later became
known as teachers colleges.

The 1902 session of the Virginia General Assembly appointed a special committee of two state senators and three
delegates to study the establishment of
a normal school for women that would
also offer industrial training.
There was widespread competition
among Virginia cities and towns that

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1

wanted to be the site for the new school.
The legislative committee visited 28
locations throughout the state - from
Wytheville to Newport News, from
Alexandria to Martinsville.
Citizens of Harrisonburg, along with
the .other cities and towns, lobbied long
and hard to acquire the new school.
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Dormitory No. 1 Gackson Hall). By October, con- Normal students
scholarly and practical manners. "Without depreciating
struction bids were awarded and before Thanksgiving, arrive on campus the limitless stores of useful information bound up in
in 1910.
ground was broken. The vision was taking shape.
printed volumes," he wrote in Prospectus, "it must also
Julian Burruss was a man who understood the times in which draw from the outside world, the home, the farm, the workshop,
he lived. He also understood what the future would require. In the office and the mans of trade." His broad perspective on 1earnProspectus, a document he sent to potential students, he wrote, ing would become a hallmark for the new school and a philosophy
''Teaching is counted a profession, but the idea has too largely that would remain with the school throughout its first century.
prevailed that it differs from other professions in that its qualifiIn less than 14 months, the president, working in lockstep
cations are less and more easily acquired. ... the general awaken- with an enthusiastic board, planned a campus from the ground
ing of the public as to the importance of education on the part up to accommodate 1,000 srudents, devised courses of study,
of those who would teach, and it may be said that in the not very hired a faculty and staff of 17, increased the size of the campus
distant future it will be impossible for any one to teach in the from the original 42 acres to 48 acres (with the purchase of an
public school without adequate special preparation.... "
estate bordering the Newman farm), interviewed and admitted
How right he was. At the turn of the century, teaching was a 150 students, and contracted and built two major buildings,
profession practiced haphazardly, yet Burruss knew teaching was which, 100 years later, still anchor the Quad.
On Sept. 27, 1909, President Julian Burruss opened the
too important to remain so. In crafting the curriculum, he considered the whole student and the impact a teacher would have.
doors for the first student of the State Normal and IndusBurruss also understood that education went beyond books. trial School for Women at Harrisonburg. Three days later, on
ffi
As a practical man, he expected students to be trained in both Thursday, Sept. 30, classes began.

'The Normal's come to Harrisonburg,
And Oh! My lawsy daisy All the folks around this town
Are just a-runnin' crazy.'
-

ADOLPH H. SNYDER, editor of the Harrisonburg Daily News, 1908

A mass meeting of local citizens at the
Rockingham County Courthouse on
Jan. 4, 1908, drew a large and enthusiastic crowd in support of the Harrisonburg site for the normal.
When the 1908 session of the General
Assembly began, the state was ready to
appropriate funds for the new normal.
The debate among the legislators quickly
boiled down to three finalists: Fredericksburg, Harrisonburg and Radford.
State Sen. George B. Keezell and Del.
P.B.F. Good of Rockingham County led
the efforts for Harrisonburg in the State
Senate and House of Delegates.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

Radford was eliminated from the
debate but the two houses of the legislature split on their choices: the State Senate backed Harrisonburg and the House
of Delegates supported Fredericksburg.
A compromise was cut allowing the
creation of two new normal schools.
Harrisonburg would receive start-up
funding in the 1908-09 fiscal year and
Fredericksburg rhe following year.
The bill passed both houses on March
10, 1908, with Gov. Claude A. Swanson
signing the bill on March 14 that created both the Stare and Normal School
for Women at Harrisonburg and the

State and Normal School for Women at
Fredericksburg.
That week, Adolph H. Snyder, editor of the Harrisonburg Daily News - a
long-rime vocal supporter of the normal
- wrote and printed a 20-line exuberant poem in his newspaper that began:
The Normal's come to Harrisonburg,
And Oh! My lawsy daisy All rhe folks around this town
Are just a-runnin' crazy.
When Sen. Keezell and Del. Good
returned to Harrisonburg, they were
greeted by a throng of local residents at an
enthusiastic reception. The Daily News said
Harrisonburg had not given such a warm
welcome to anyone since President William McKinley visited the city in 1899.
The welcome rally included a parade
through the city and a public meeting at a
packed Assembly Hall in the courthouse.
At the meeting, Harrisonburg Mayor 0.B.
Roller called it "the proudest moment in
the history of Harrisonburg." ffi
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Want to
reaclmore?
Get your copy of Madison Century, available Dec.1,
at www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration
This is the year to be in
the 'Burg. Come celebrate
JMU's 100th birthday:

t.1111)4

I
I

Locations: Carrier Library; Warren
Hall; CS-ISA T Building; Madison Art
Collection (Festival Conference and
Student Center); Memorial Hall; Massanutten Regional Library

o Athletics Through the Years at JMU
@

Campus Life Through the Years at JMU

@

Leadership Through the Years at JMU

O The Campus Through the Years at JMU
0

Arts Through the Years at JMU

mAcademics Through the Years at JMU

t.11111.i

~ANU~R~ 2~·~7

The Gallery at Festival reopens
with "Exhibit to Celebrate 100 Years
atJMU!"

-- • • InMad1sonsT1me Weekend of concerts featuring music from
James Madison's lifetime as well as music
written around 1908. School of Music

OCTOBER 13

FEBRUARY

S_EPTEM~E~

- - • - • Six centenmal displays
on ]MU history open:
I

: Puc Up Your Dukes- Duke Dog
: Statues on display

Above: A centennial exhibition, Dressing for Education: JMU in the Founding
Years 1909-1929, runs until May 2008
in the historic lobby in the 1939 wing of
Carrier Library. The display features photographs, yearbooks and ephemera from
the library's Special Collections' JMU
Historical Collection and period clothing
from the School of Theatre and Dance's
Historic Clothing Collection. The exhibition is based on a research project by
theater professor Pamela Schuelke Johnson and Sabrina Claire Chapman ('05).

JMU Mineral Museum Grand Opening : Reception commemorating local support for locating the Normal School
Memorial Hall
in Harrisonburg
OCTOBER 22·27

Homecoming Weekend: "The Birthday Parry of the Century"
Art and Art History Symposium,
School of Art and Art History
Faculty and Faculty Emeriti Exhibition

MARCH 14

: James Madison Day and the Centennial Celebration in the Convo
MARCH 15

New Century Celebration Banquet
Festival Conference and Student Center

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

Alumni Exhibition featuring 12 artists,
School of Art and Art History

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1

See a complete list of events at
www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration
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The original campus plan for the
State Normal and
Industrial School
for Women at Harrisonburg bore a
striking resemblance
to the Quadrangle
of today's James
Madison University - down to the
crisscross sidewalks
that were recently
put in place at JMU.
The campus plan
was designed by
Richmond architect
Charles M. Robin·
son and JMU's first
president, Julian
A. Burruss. One of
the earlier buildings
on the Quad was
Spotswood Hall, built
in 1917 as Dormitory
Number 3. Students
walking on the
boardwalks crossing campus needed
some protection
from the Shenandoah Valley sun.

I
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~ ~ ~ BETHECHANGE

Transforming hearts
Zion Project founder says change comes by deciding to take a stand

I/

MU's Be the Change office intern Elizabeth Holena
('07) talks with world changer Sarita Hartz ('02) for
Madison magazine. Hartz reveals her dedication to
transforming hearts and empowering the lives of girl
child soldiers in Northern Uganda.
Madison: What is the purpose of the Zion Project?
Why did you decide to create chis organization?
Hartz: The purpose of Zion Project is to transform hearcs and
empower lives of girl child soldiers to revolutionize war-affected
communities in Africa.
In March 2006, I went to Uganda for five months and saw
with my own eyes things I had only read about. I saw the disease,
starvation and desperation of communities that are now forced
to live in crowded camps because of a 20-year war that the outside world knows little about. I heard the people say they wanted
to go back home, and they wanted to work their own land. But
what was most unjust were the young girls who were not going
to school, but caring for infants as a result of their rapes. I spoke
with these girls and found that while some are taken to reception
centers upon escaping their captors, most do not receive coun-

!
I
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seling or care after being returned to their Sarita Hartz ('02)
camp. Their neighbors often call them and is transforming
their children "killers. " After seeing cor- hearts and empowering the lives of
ruption in both the government and in aid girl child soldiers
organizations, I decided to start something to revolutionize
of my own to ensure chat donors' money war-affected Afriwould be invested where it was intended can communities.
- in the lives of those who need it most.
Madison: Tell us about your recent trip to Uganda.
Hartz: Basically chis trip was about trying to figure out my
next step in terms of setting up a nonprofit in Uganda. I needed
to do more research about how this project is going to work and
where we are going to begin as well as investigating the process
for applying as an organization over there.
I have so many memories of the trip , but one sticks out in
particular. I went to an orphanage for children who used to live
in child-headed households (raising themselves). That night I
saw a room of huddled children on their knees, skinny arms
outstretched to the sky, and faces pressed to a dirty floor with
tears of worship to a God they truly believed in. I knew then

PHOTOGRAPH BY MATTHEW WORDEN
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After seeing corruption in both the government and in aid organizations, I decided to start something of my own to ensure that donors'
money would be invested where it was intended-in the lives of those
who need it most.' - SARITA HARTZ ('02)
1

Madison:Whar are
char revival is coming to
Uganda, and it is comyour future plans?
ing through children.
Hartz: I just try to take
it one day at a time and
They gave me hope that
Uganda will not always
focus on what I can do to
be at war, but that there
make the lives of the peowill be peace, not only
ple I love in Uganda a litfor a country, but also
tle better. I find rhar plans
in suffering hearts. One
are often changed, and we
boy used to run away
have to be flexible to roll
when he first came to
with it. My only plans are
just to go back "home."
the orphanage. He was
so used to the camps
Madison: How do
and to loneliness that
you see yourself making
he did not know what it
a difference or "being
was like to be loved.
the change?"
Lives can be changed
Hartz: We never
for the better, hope
really know if we are
restored to the destitute,
making a difference. We
even when peace agree- Zion Project founder Sarita Hartz says, "The children give me hope that Uganda give and we try, bur ultiwill not always be at war, but that there will be peace, for the country and for
ments fall through. The suffering hearts."
mately we have to leave
children taught me that.
it up to God and the
Given the chance, they can teach their a legacy, bur often it is the simple acts of self-will of each individual to realize that
country and the world this, too. People love to those who are in need that create .they have the power not only to change
can read my blog to see more about this beauty in the world and set us free from their lives, but the lives of others. I just
remarkable transformation at www.zion- our own selfishness. I love that it always decided that if I wanted the world to be
project.org.
surprises me how much I learn and receive different then I had to stop complaining
Madison: What do you enjoy most in comparison with how much I give.
and do something about it. If I am being
about volunteer and nonprofit work?
Madison: Your blog says you enjoy the change, it is through standing up
Hartz: Ir is what I was made to do. I writing. What do you like to write about? and saying that it is wrong that we have
love it because when I do it, I am most What gives you inspiration?
children as soldiers in the world. And if
fully myself. I also believe I am investing in
Hartz: I write poetry. I write on napkins I don't do something about it, then who
something larger than myself and therefore in restaurants and on scraps of junk mail. I will? I am the change because I refuse
it will outlast me. Everyone wants to leave write because I have to, and I write about to remain stagnant. Hopefully others
what I need to get out of me emotionally become connected to me and we pull each
About the interviewer: Elizabeth Holena in order to live. I've been published, bur other along toward growth. My motto is
('07) graduated in May with a degree in technical it's more about what I get out of it, than it
words by Margaret Mead: "Never doubt
and scientific communication and minor in pubis if people recognize it. Check out www. that a small group of thoughtful people
lication management. She plans to enter graduate
innisfreepoetry.org/and click on "Previous could change the world. Indeed, it is the
school. She completed an internship with JMU's
only thing that ever has."
ffl
Issues, March 2006" and [Sarita Hartz).
"Be the Change" office last semester.

s

Madison professors, students, alumni and donors have been changing the world since the university founding in 1908.

[

I

Who is making a difference in your part of the world? Nominate a world changer at www.jmu.edu/bethechange/
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[Jeffrey Scheerer]

Designing the Dreamliner
BY

KATIE

O'Dowo ('07)

effrey Scheerer ('06) is flying high at his first job out of college.
Scheerer works as a manufacturing engineer for Global Aeronaucica LLC, a startup company developed for the Boeing 787
Dreamliner project.
"The main difference between the Dreamliner and commercial airplanes of the past is chat it is primarily constructed of
composites instead of aluminum and sheet metal," Scheerer says.
Older commercial airplanes have metal frames wrapped in sheer
metal. Bue the Dreamliner, Scheerer says, is made in sections our
of composite materials s·uch as carbon fiber.
"This makes for much easier and faster manufacturing and
assembly," he explains. "It also makes it much lighter ... , which
makes it faster and more fuel efficient."
Scheerer says the Dreamliner is also designed for better passenger comfort. "In general, passengers will have more room, exposure
to better air quality and access to all sorts of technology."
But one feature chat stands out, Scheerer says, is the Dreamliner' s windows. "They will be much larger than chose on traditional
airplanes, giving passengers great views of their surroundings."
Scheerer helped manufacture and install all systems in the fuselage for the Dreamliner. After completion, the 787 was returned to
Boeing for final assembly.
An ISAT major with dual concentrations in engineering/manufacturing and energy, Scheerer says JMU helped prepare him for
the job industry. "ISAT doesn't just teach students a regime of
material, but also teaches students how to learn new material and
adapt to new situations in a variety of technical fields, " he adds.
ISAT professor Jonathan Miles says Scheerer was an excellent
student in the program. "He was determined to excel," he says.
The summer after his junior year, Scheerer interned in the Baltimore area with Northrop Grumman Electronic Systems, which he
says taught him a lot about the aerospace field.
His internship also helped him land his first job with Global
Aeronautica. When Scheerer first heard about the Boeing project,
he knew it was something he wanted to be a pare of. "I have always
been very interested in airplanes and manufacturing, so I knew I
wanted a job in the aerospace field," he says.
Scheerer began researching the company and networking
through contacts at Northrop Grumman. H e eventually got in
touch with the operations manager, which led to interviews and
a job offer.
Miles says the job is entry level, yet "unusually visible" given the
national importance of Boeing and the new Dreamliner.
ffl
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The professors> students
and alumni who shine in
Madison>s constellation
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[ly Strickler]

Hollywood
hopeful
BY C A RLY

L ED UC ('08)

T

y Strickler ('08) has rubbed elbows
with God. Well, not God per se
.. . but with Morgan Freeman,
who played God in the film Bruce
Almighty and its sequel, Evan Almighty,
which released nationwide in June.
Strickler, who began working as an extra
on Evan Almighty during 2006 filming
in Waynesboro, Crozet and Richmond,
made friends with several producers .
"They saw how interested I was in filming
and asked if I would like to help on the
film," says Strickler.
The camera crew began teaching Strickler the ropes, and before he knew it, he
was accompanying the crew to Los Angeles to work on the back lot at Universal
City. "I was so lucky," says Strickler. "So
many doors opened so quickly for me. I
had to leave the Evan Almighty production to work on a pre-arranged visual
effects internship as a rotoscope artist for
the Los Angeles-based Flash Film Works.
My internship job was basically tracing frame by frame - an image shot in front
of a blue screen to make it ready for the
next level of effects. I did work on The
Guardian tracing a boat 'crashing' because
we couldn't replicate that in real life."
After he finished his internship commitment, Strickler returned to his camera PA job on the Evan Almighty set at
Universal Studios. "It was a real honor to
work under film director Tom Shadyac
and the director of photography Ian
Baker, a four-time Australian Film Institute award winner," says Strickler. "They
taught me the ins and outs of everything

I

Above, Ty Strickler
('08) jump started his
career in cinema by
spending his summer
rubbing elbows with
the cast and crew
on the set of Evan
Almighty, including
Morgan Freeman.
Right, Strickler directs
his short film Tourist
Trap, which was filmed
in Melrose Caverns
and the New Market
Battlefield.

'They taught me the
ins and outs of everything from lighting to
sound, and they did
all this in an inviting,
friendly atmosphere.'

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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Evan Almighty
star Steve
Carell takes
a break from
filming with Ty
Strickler ('08),
who continues to work
with the film's
director Tom
Shadyac on
script projects.

PHOTOGRAPHS COU RTESY OF TY STRIC KL ER ( ' 08)
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from lighting to sound, and they did all
this in an inviting, friendly atmosphere.
My task was to make sure the cameras
were always ready to go. When you're in
the middle of a hot shoot, they can't be
waiting for film to reload."
Strickler even made the acquaintances
of the film 's stars, Steve Carell, Morgan
Freeman and John Goodman. "A film
set is kind of like a big family," Strickler
explains. "When you work 14-hour days
together, you really get to know everyone.
It wasn't unusual for me to be sitting next
to John Goodman at lunch. The whole
on-the-job experience with professionals in the field was amazing. It was such
a big wake-up to the way the film industry
really operates. There are things you have
to learn - set etiquette you have to be
taught - all the things you'll never learn
in a textbook."
As a senior School of Media Arts and
Design major with a concentration in
producing and directing, Strickler doesn't
discount the impact SMAD has had in his
education.
"SMAD is a great starting point," he
says, "It gives you a sample of everything,
from writing to camerawork. You can figure out your strengths and what you want
to pursue. My professors are very supportive of me and my professional growth.
They have provided a great stepping stone
into the industry."
This summer, Strickler studied cinematography and film courses at the University of Southern California and worked as
a script reader for Tom Shadyac at Shady
Acres Entertainment, one ofUniversal's
rwo in-house production companies.
"This job has helped me to clarify the
difference berween commercially successful and unsuccessful scripts as I continue
ro work on my own short film projects ,"
says Strickler.
The Hollywood hopeful will graduate in December and plans to continue
his cinematography studies if accepted to
USC's graduate program. Eventually, he
would like to open up more film opportunities in the Shenandoah Valley. "My goal
is rwo-fold," he says, "to give back to the
community that has been so good to me
and to never have to worry about where
my next job is coming from . But, that is
everyone's hope in L.A."
ffl
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[Joan Kindig]

Children's lit
expert judges
national awards
B Y K ATIE KELL OGG

H

( ' 07)

ow long was yo ur summer
reading list?
Joan Kindig's is neverending. The reading education
specialist will review virtually every picture book that comes out this year.
Kindig's distinguished background in
children's literature includes service on
the national selection committees for both
the Newberry and Caldecott medals.
"It shows her expertise in the area of
children's literature, which of course is
an asset to us, " says Martha Ross, head of College of Education reading specialthe Department of Early, Elementary and ist Joan Kindig has served the national
Newberry and Caldecott award selection
Reading Education. Ross also says that
committees.
Kindig's strong background with literacy
education will be helpful as JMU redeAlmost as soon as she stepped down
signs its advanced licensing program for from the Newberry Award Committee,
Kindig was appointed to the selection
reading specialists.
At JMU, it has all come together for committee of the prestigious Caldecott
her. Kindig says that she found her niche Award. The committee will announce
when she joined Ross' department in the this year's award winner in January 2008.
"It is such a thrill, but also a big responCollege of Education in January. "It's
just a vibrant and exciting program," sibility," she says. "I want the winner to be
Kindig says . "Coming to JMU has just the best book out there because children
been wonderful."
will be reading this through the ages."
It's as part of her volunteer position on
While serving on the committee of
the Newberry Award, Kindig bowed out the Caldecott Award selection committee
due to a conflict of interest that arose that Kindig will be looking at all the picwhen one of the authors under consid- ture books publishing this year. Publishers
eration for the award thanked her in the send her copies of books to review, and
when she is finished reading them Kindig
book's dedication.
has donated them in the past to grateful
teachers. Since joining the Madison faculty, Kindig has donated the books to the
JMU Reading Center. She estimates that
she has already donated close to 1,000
books to the center.
Kindig earned her doctorate from the
University of Virginia where she taught
graduate students before coming to JMU.
Kindig says that she was attracted to
Madison because of the quality of the
School of Education, the faculty and the
M ARTHA Ross, head of the Department
students. "The students have been outofEarly, Elementary and Reading Education
standing, " she says.
ffl

'Kindig's strong background with literacy
education will be
helpful as JMU redesigns its advanced
licensing program for
reading specialists.'
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ON E
of a kind

Currencly on exhibit in the Lantz Gallery in the Leeolou Alumni Center,
photographs by Daniel Robinson ('08M)
are made using a camera the photographer constructed. "My camera is a large
wooden box with a small aperture made
in a metal plate by a sewing needle," ay
Robinson. "The pinhole camera ha no
lens and is a simple adaptation of the
Camera Obscura, the fundamental ph tographic device. Constructing the devic
myself makes it not simply a camera, bu t

my camera. My pictures, as opposed co
more traditional photographic proce e ,
are not prints or additions; the paper n
the wall is the same paper that was once
in the camera. Each image is made one at
a time and is one of a kind. This specific
attention to each image changes the way
I photograph. Each exposure gets greater
attention, the attention I believe it should
get, because there is no second chance. I
like exploring previously inhabited spaces.
Each place I visit causes me to internally
re-examine the psychological relation hip
that all human beings have to their place,
be it a home, a business, etc. The very fact
that the places I photograph have been
abandoned implies a certain amount of
trauma has occurred at that place, and
what surrounds it has been the witness. "Rl

;.:b~~t·t-~.~ ~~t·i~t;·D~-~i~i ·R~·bi~~~~ /oaMj
was born m Kentucky and grew up in Southwest
Virgmza: He earned a B.S. in art from Radford
University and ts completing an MFA in studio art with a concentration in photography at
]MU. He has studied ceramics, sculpture and
photography and is a teaching assistant for Intro
to Photography. H e has worked for ]MU's ew
Image Gallery an_d has exhibited work at ]MU,
Radford Uni versity and in Richmond.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CASEY TEMP~ETON ( ' OG)
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AT L A N
By Michae l Gubser, Ph .D.

Slow. So goddamn slow. Forgive me, Lord.
How can I stay in this house
when every day I see him tumble
down the stairs. He called to me before
he stepped off, his voice earnest,
he simply wanted my audience for his final
fall. When he landed on the concrete foot
of the stairs, I called the ambulance quick
as I could. I stayed
upstairs when the paramedics came,
I was scared, there
was no room for me
on the alcove, the tiny alcove.
I remember his body

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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pale and sprawled, and the doctors,
the doctors, standing there poking him, diagnosing
a dead man. I told them remove
his body from the machine. He wouldn't want it.
"Life is to be lived," my husband always
said. They pronounced him
dead at the hospital.
It is amazing, but you know what?
The tears just wouldn't come
then. Nothing.
So suddenly here I am. And I'm moving.
What else can I do?
Moving from a house
of memories.

PHOTOGRAPH BY MICHAEL PIER AZZI / GETT Y
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36 years.
36 years we lived in chis house.
27 years we hosted students,
each from a different country. Seil!
remember chem all, some just like my own
children. I remember all
of chem. I cold chem here
I treat you just like home. This
is your home. Don't feel
uncomfortable and don't cake advantage.
You just do like you would
at home.
We had one girl from Denmark,
fine looking girl, I can cell you, but boy
she put on
weight, so you know what I did?
I put her on a diet. I did! She was homesick. I felt so sorry
for her. That ofren happens, you know. They gee far
from home and they scare co
eat. Poor liccle thing. She walked around the beach,
a little sering
wrapped round from back co front, stomach and
boobies hanging out all over the place,
the boys laughing. I
was so embarrassed
for her.

Ouch!
Sometimes I gee sharp pains in my back. It hurts,
like something pinch a nerve,
like there's a knife up there.
Bue ic goes away pretty quick.
I move along well for my age,
don' t you chink?

We had another girl from- where was she from?Spain, I chink. Absolutely beautiful girl, her looks I mean.
She knew it coo. She used co parade around, hours
at the mirror, stay
out rill all hours.
Ir's coo bad
when girls gee
chat way.
Noc nice at all,
and chat counts for something.
You can be as ugly as home-made
sin and if you' re nice you got things going your way.

But, you know, you never can judge people really.
I do it, though I shouldn't. My husband,
God rest his good soul, always
helped people out, worked for charity, and for the
church, never made judgments.
After the accident,
I got a card from Jack, the black fellow
who cleans at the hotel. He said "I loved
your husband. It's because of him
I'm a Christian. He used
co come out for the morning paper at sunup,
when I would scare my cleaning,
and we'd sic
on che curb,
and he'd cell me
about the Lord,
and about Christ.
I converted because of him.
He was such a good man."
You know, you never can cell what's inside a person.
My husband never judged anyone.
He used co say "The right kind of people
talk about things. The wrong kind of people
talk about people." God bless him.
You really never know what's inside a person. '!ITT

See that hotel over there?
Most ridiculous place
co build a hotel. I've never seen anything
like it in all my
born days.
A hotel in a subdivision. It's dangerous, coo.
Was a crack house for awhile, and you know

About the poet: History professor Michael D . Gubser teaches courses
in Modern European history, intellectual history and world history. He is
also an international development consultant. Gubser earned his Ph.D.
from the University of California, Berkeley, and has published poetry
in numerous journals. This year, he published two books, including the
poetry book Secret, but Kept it Room. Learn more in the Mixed Media
department on Page 59.

Iced tea?
With sugar?
My husband, rest his soul, always liked
lots of sugar, but not everyone
does. You
know what they call sweetened ice tea down here in the
South? Devil's lemonade.

I·

what? The guy who builc it was running
for office! Trying co gee elected! Yes! Stace senate,
I chink. Crazy, corrupt politicians.
My husband, he was angry. He cold him
he'd never get elected co office.
Tm going co cell
everyone I know not co vote for you,"
chat's what he said. It's a dangerous place.
I always cell my granddaughter not
co walk out lace at night, a pretty girl, lee me cell you.
T here's always noise,
folks going
and coming in and out
lots of blacks
lots of drugs over there.
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Years before Donald Trump created The Apprentice and made "You're fired!"
part of the pop-culture lexicon, professors in JMU's College of Business were
already using some of the show's concepts in an academic setting.
Their idea: Create a 12-credic class with a practical centerpiece chat requires student teams to build a business from the
ground up. While tamer than Trump 's reality-TV version ,
the course features aspects of the show, such as long hours
wo rking on what at times seems an impossible cask, tense
arguments as students vie for places on a team or deal with
fellow students who have not lived up to expectations and,
in the end, the exhilaration of completing a project that has
consumed an entire semester.
Students complete the business plan while learning the fundamentals of finance, management, marketing and operations
during 12 hours of classroom work each week. Robert Reid,
the college's dean, describes the class - required of almost
all business majors an d taken junior year - as the "gateway"
into the college, taken as the first class before a student's
major curriculum. That makes chis course different than at
other universities, where students usually take the course as a
capstone at the end of their studies, Reid says.
"In a mere 15 weeks," says finance instructor Scott Lowe,
"we give chem a dose of a practical business environment. "
With its time-consuming centerpiece - a business plan
chat gives students an example of how business functions are
integrated in real life - one professor has called the co urse
"che mother of all classes."

Students say it is the mos t challenging course they have
ever taken. The stories they tell about the class are passed
down like family history, thus adding to a reputation already
bordering on the mythological. For instance, students created
a Web site where you can buy COB 300 shirts among other
things. One shirt declares "ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE" and another displays "COB 300, where six strangers
become a dysfunctional family ... "
The course has gained a reputation beyond the university,
too. In 2006, Business Week magazine cited the class and its
sim ul ated real-world project, which chis fall will have been
req uired for a decade, as a reason why the college is ranked in
the top 5 percent of undergraduate business schools. "COB
300 ... is che hardest thing I have ever been through, " one
student wrote in the magazine's ranking profile, "but it is the
most valuable thing that I will take away from here. I learned so
much about the business world from that course. It's amazing."
"Amazing" is one of the words students tend to use only
after they have completed the course, making it one of the
most dreaded yet also one of the most rewarding courses on
campus. "It's incense," management major Katie Warner says
halfway through a recent semester as she and her team huddle
with laptops in a conference room. "The amount of work is
definitely intense."
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It is incense because of the detail Huddles of student
required. Warner's team developed teams inhabit the
hallways and classMadison Biometrics, a company chat rooms of Zane
installs fingerprint-recognition locks at Showkei' Hall from
hotels in the Washington, D.C., area. early morning to
It's more than just a pie-in-the-sky idea late at night. As
though. Details in the team's plan are the semester progresses, the hours
real all the way down to the specific and the stress take
tract ofland where the company's office their toll .
will be located. Ocher details reveal the
depth of research required to complete the business plan, such as
how much office equipment would cost, the cost of telephones,
as well as how many hotel rooms are in the D.C. area.
Members of another COB 300 team - developers of a
$15 million all-natural grocery score - say they coo were surprised by the derail. This became especially evident when they
realized they had co know how much money to pay a janitor.
Bottom line: When these students research their projects, they
know more than anyone else on campus about their topics.
Getting there requires long days and nights. The grocerystore teammates - all strangers until randomly assigned co
their team - neglected roommates and shunned social lives
while spending much of the semester huddled in the hallways
and classrooms of Zane Showker Hall. Many times during the
semester, the team came co Showker before the sun rose and
stayed well into the evening co collaborate, argue, disagree,
crunch numbers, research and finally create a 25-page plan to
start their business.
At the end of a semester, teams present their plans to
professors and ocher students . During these presentations,

I
.1

professors play the roles of potential investors as they pepper the students with questions about their plans. This is a
big day, and after months of work students arrive early co
rehearse in empty classrooms. Inside a basement classroom,
the Madison Biometrics team is still trying to pare down the
presentation. "We're still way coo long," one student says.
"We're good. Let's go," another counters.
The students make their way to an adjacent classroom and
sit together near the back of the large lecture hall. As marketing professor Claire Bolfing grills the first group of students,
the Madison Biometrics team occasionally huddles and whispers co make sure they can answer a similar question if asked.
Another team presents, then finally it is Madison Biometrics' turn. Team members talk about finances, explain what
their product does and answer questions. It was a good performance, and they all appear relieved as they return to their
seats with smiles and handshakes.

'COB 300 ... is the hardest thing I have ever been through, but it is the most
valuable thing that I will take away from here. I learned so much about the
business world from that course. It's amazing.' - BusrNEssWEEK
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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case may be too similar) makes the
course successful. "There are always
going to be team dynamics and team
problems," says marketing professor
Bolfing, who taught COB 300 for
the first time this year. "You want
the students to take what they know and figure out how to
solve their own team problems."
Warner, who is the self-described "mom" of the biometrics
team because she bakes cookies and has team members over
for dinner, knew teamwork would be key. So she started the
semester proactively by sending teammates an e-mail early on
in an attempt to get things organized. "Sorry if this e-mail
was a lot!" she wrote after brainstorming several ideas. "I just
want us to be prepared and get a good head start!"
Madison Biometrics teammates say they have had little conflict and that any disagreements were minor. That's surprising,
they say, because they come from such diverse backgrounds.
One member grew up and still lives on a family farm in Rockingham Counry, another is from Long Island, and yet another
dropped out of college and worked for a few years before
returning to school. They cringe when they see dysfunctional
teams like the team that had a member storm out of the library
and others whose teammates show up late for class.
To these team members, the class and its project are not
as harsh as people make them out to be, especially if students
work well together and use common sense. "It is a lot of work.
You have to go into this course [and be] willing to work. If
you're lazy, you're not going to succeed," says Woodstock.
Some students, however, "don't work very well in teams,"
says finance professor Lowe, a former entrepreneur and airline pilot who has been teaching COB 300 since 2005. "For
many, it's ... a rude awakening. "
Every detail matters as the Madison
Biometrics team
approaches the
final presentation
at semester's end.

"I thought we did really well," team member Joe Woodstock says a few days after the presentation. " . .. We worked
hard on this project."
Teams that work the hardest are rewarded in other ways
besides good grades - entry into a springtime competition
and an opportuniry for the team to win a cash prize. "When
you throw that competition into the mix, people want to
work harder," says Scott Gunter, a member of the Fresh Harvest Grocers team. "For me, it was the competition aspect
[that] made me want to do it perfectly."
Aiming for perfection is one way a team can have friction.
All six members of the Fresh Harvest Grocers team are leaders.
They all have strong personalities and describe themselves as
Type A perfectionists. Tension emerged for this team as students
navigated their roles during the semester. Michelle Wilson, team
member Ashleigh Gillinder's roommate, says Gillinder sometimes
came home crying or slammed a door when things got stressful.
"There was no relief until the semester was over," Wilson adds.
Those familiar with the program say that forcing students
to work with randomly selected teammates whose temperaments or work styles may not mesh (or in Fresh Harvest's

'When you throw that competition into the mix, people want to work harder.
For me, it was the competition aspect [that] made me want to do it perfectly.'
-

SCOTT GUNTER,

member of the Fresh Harvest Grocers team
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'Recruiters have consistently told us our grads are better prepared, and they
know how to work in a team environment.' - ROBERT REID, CoB dean
Ultimately, that rude awakening strengthens the projects. John
Rothenberger, a 1988 College of Business graduate who now runs
Strategic Enterprise Solutions in Reston, and who served as the
college's first Entrepreneur in Residence last semester, has seen
many of the projecrs during his years judging the associated business plan competition. Most are "impressive," he says, but can
lack the level of practicality found in a professional business plan.
Even so, the real world-like interactions during the process create a
more maturely qualified student who is ready for today's business
climate, which is increasingly collaborative. "It is as practical and
as constructive a class as you can possibly get," says Rothenberger,
also a member of the college's Executive Advisory Council.
Before working on the Madison Biometrics team, teammates say,
they were focused only on their own concentration. Woodstock
thought management was just about getring people to do their jobs
well, but the project has shown him how much other disciplines
are involved in management. And, teammate John Samuels says,
there's a lot more math in marketing than he imagined.
Business professionals e-mail and call professors to pass along
their compliments and praises of and for JMU graduates and
COB 300's integrated learning experience. They say JMU students are quicker to acclimate, are better team players and don't
have the "entitlement mentality" graduates of some other business
schools have. One manager called JMU studenrs his go-to people.
"Recruiters have consistently told us our grads are better prepared,
and they know how to work in a team environment," Reid says.
It's not just the students who have to work well together.
Because the integrated course includes four disciplines, a team

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

of professors teaches the classes and assists students on the business plan. "This course is very draining as a faculty member,"
says Bolfing, the marketing professor. "It's everything. It consumes you, and yet you have other responsibilities."
COB 300 professors get together for weekly meetings to discuss
how the class is going and what's coming next. They also spend a lot
of time meeting with students to advise them on the business plan.
Lowe, the finance instructor, is well known among students
for the long hours he devotes to the class. Students loaded down
with notebooks, calculators and laptops often line the narrow
hallway outside his third-floor office in the College of Business
building. A list outside the door is filled with names of students
who have signed up for appointments.
They come looking for advice, and they find it. Many studenrs
say Lowe is often at the office early in the morning and stays until
late at night. One student says he "practically lives at the office."
"If I'm going to set these high expectations, I feel an obligation to support them," Lowe says.
That support helps students as they complete the business
plan; it also helps them become more serious about their studies and motivated to think creatively. In the end, students and
professors say the semester can be life changing. "Some just grow
up in a short amount of time," Lowe says.
Perhaps that's why students continue to praise the course,
despite the intense pressures involved during the semester.
Gunter, a student in the grocery-store team, says the class is
worth the rigors. "I learned more in that class," he says, "than the
ffl
whole time I've been at this school."
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The Business Plan Competition
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While mo t college students are sleeping in on one cold, rainy
aturday morning in April, a select group of 30 students are
having an early breakfast with high-powered corporate executives, mo t of whom are JMU graduates. For chese students,
thi i an opportunity to break the ice and get some last-minute coaching from che nine bu iness professionals on campus
chat day to judge tudent presentations in the College ofBusine s's fifth-annual Bu ine s Plan Competition.
The e seven student teams were created during one of last
year' three sections of COB 300, Integrated Functional System . ow, chey are the la t teams standing after two rounds
of judging have eliminated about 150 business plans submitted

by their classmates. During che weeks prior co the competition,
as they rehearsed their 15-minuce pitches and brushed up on
details of projects chat had been wriccen months before, they
also talked through possible questions judges might ask and
tried to come up with convincing answers. With more than
$17,000 in scholarships and prizes on the line, the competition
isn ' t unlike an actual venture capital fair where aspiring entrepreneurs pitch ideas to venture capitalists in hopes of finding an
investor with the resources to give legs co their business plan.
"We wanted to give the students a valuable life experience
chat is german e to a business career, which is competing for
money," says judge Don Rainey ('82), above, a partner with the

Student teams get face time with successful executives and entrepreneu
.
reward ing careerlong relationships . Learn more about COB 300 at www ~s. Sometimes this contact blossoms into
.Jmu.edu/cob/academics.shtml.
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venture capital firm Intersouth Partners and a member of the college's Executive Advisory Council. "So
it gives them a wonderful, real-world experience."
If the students are nervous, it doesn't show.
Dressed in professional attire, each student appeared
poised, confident and knowledgeable about his or
her business as team members take turns at the
podium, describing different facets of operations
from marketing and financing to recruiting personnel. Proposed businesses include Rejuvenate
LLC, a waste vegetable oil collection service and
recycling facility; Meal Works, a make-and-take
meal franchise; Innovative Golf Technologies, a
company that produces golf training aids; Six Solutions Accounting, an online accounting and payroll
service firm; and BioBlock Manufacturing Inc., a
company that produces energy efficient compressed
earth blocks for building homes.
While turning an academic exercise into a realworld application, students try to give a little flair
and personality to their PowerPoint presentations
by adding music, photos and, in some cases, a touch
of humor. To help illustrate the products and operations of their proposed companies, the presentations
include visual effects such as graphs, photos and, in
the case oflnnovative Golf Technologies, a sample golf training
vest designed to help novice golfers perfect their swing.
"I continue to be extremely impressed with the level of professionalism and maturity these students bring to the table,"
says judge Maribeth Herod ('82), an EAC member and vice
president of Freddie Mac's Enterprise program office. 'They
just continue to knock my socks off."
The winner of this year's competition is BioBlock Manufacturing. This team created a company that manufactures earth blocks
to be used primarily for the construction of single-family houses.
A similar business actually already exists in Arizona, which is
where the team proposed basing their company. The team presented hard data about potential earnings and showed photos
depicting proposed operational procedures for their business.
Important components of the competition are the coaching
and mentoring each team receives from the judges, who are all
top-level executives from a variety of industries. On the eve of
the competition, Rainey, who has been a leader in developing
the event, met with each team to offer advice on what to expect
as well as how to handle the unexpected. When the competition
is over, judges go into a closed session with their assigned teams
to offer students constructive feedback on what they did well
and where they might improve.
An important result of this event is that it introduces students to
the possibility of an entrepreneurial career, says ~n~. ~ e these
business plans aren't necessarily judged on their feasibility, Herod
points out that some of the ideas presented at the competitio~ ~e
potentially viable businesses. Two of the concep~s. alr~~dy eXIst m
the real world, and "that's how you build compennon, she says.
Perhaps the most important outcome of the c~mpe~tion is the
boost in confidence students gain from networking with success-

Students say the
experience of creating
and then presenting
a business plan to
high-powered judges
gives them an invaluable advantage when
they graduate.

ful alumni, presenting their pitches
and answering tough questions on
the spot. Rainey says the partici-

pants leave "a half-inch taller."
"Maybe two years down the
road, I'll get a job interview or go
on a sales call, and I'll think back to
this moment and go, 'Wow, I've spoken in front of people like
this before - I can do it again,"' says Mike Fogarty, a rising senior
and member of the second-place team, Innovative Golf Technologies. "I've spoken in front of judges; I was able to create a business
plan of my own. Now I feel confident that in the real business
world, if anything like this came up, I would be successful."
The event also showcases the outstanding academic programs
of the College of Business, Rainey notes, and few other business
schools in the nation do anything like it. With the exception of
one corporate award, the financial support for the competition
comes from EAC members and alumni. It's a "great convergence point for alumni to interact with the students," he says.
Katherine Ferguson ('04), a past competitor who served as a
judge for the first time this year, says the experience has proven
invaluable for her career development. An associate with the
executive search firm Christian & Timbers, she continues
to network with former judges - including Rainey - and
believes participating in the competition puts students ahead of
their peers in the marketplace.
"You kick-start your career from the competition with a great
network of mentors in the judges and other students in the competition who you can always turn to [for] advice, ideas and opportunities," says Ferguson. ''They'll get you internships, they help
you get jobs and from there you prove your value and success."ffl

'We wanted to give the students a valuable life experience that is germane
to a business career, which is competing for money.' - DoN RAINEY ('82)
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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e's part of the 'new' faculty,"
says Tom Arthur, Finkelstein's colleague in the JMU School
of Theatre and Dance - referring to those who make waves
far beyond Harrisonburg. Yet the recently retired Arthur
dubs Finkelstein, who has taught scene and lighting design
at JMU for five years, "a teacher down to his toes."
One evening last spring, senior Ben Nicholson ('07) and
six classmates/assistants painted flat boards for the house
about to rise above Madison's Latimer-Shaeffer proscenium
for Arthur Miller's All My Sons.
This English major from Chantilly had found his calling
in Finkelstein's set design class. After assisting him in fall
2006 with sets for The Laramie Project and Sweetest Swing
in Baseball, Nicholson created his own through an independent study.
Hundreds of 1940's-era houses photographed by Finkelstein - whose photography has also gained prominent
recognition - gave Nicholson a resource for designing the
home where Miller's postwar tragedy unfolds.
As the crew painted realistic Styrofoam cornices, cut by
Finkelstein with a hot wire, the professor brought the student good news: The Barter Theatre, where Finkelstein has
worked, was offering Nicholson an internship.
For young people seeking theater careers, Finkelstein calls design "where it's
at. We live in such a visual
world that people with skills
like Ben's will get 100-percent employment."
At the University of Colorado, Finkelstein was named
state Higher Education
Teach er of the Year for the
area of cheater. Five former
students - from four different schools - worked in the
main national tour of The
Lion King. Another took
charge of flight automation
for Broadway's Mary Poppins, while four from JMU
have worked in productions
of Orphan Train.

For young
people seeking theater
careers, Finkelstein calls
set design
'where it's at.
We live in such
a visual world
that people
with skills like
Ben's will get
100-percent
employment.'

Finkelstein's designs for JMU productions of Medea (2003)
and Hamlet Variations (2004) were selected for exhibition in
the prestigious Prague Quadrennial in June 2007. His Hamlet set also appeared at Toronto's World Stage Design Expo
and became the cover for Charles McGaw's drama text Acting
is Believing.
That play grew from director Arthur assigning students to
write impressionistic, melancholy Dane-based scripts, and
Washington, D.C.'s, Old Post Office building was the inspirations for Finkelstein's set. "This is the roof of the old post
office turned sideways," he explains as he rotates a photo of his
airy, trapezoidal design. The building reminded him of vintage train stations - settings one student suggested because
"Shakespeare finds energy where people are thrust together."
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Collaborating with then-student Crystal Munson ('05),
Finkelstein recalls, "We just sat here and played with images
in Photoshop doing amazing things. Crystal thinks she came
up with the magic formula, and I think I did. "I told Tom,
you'll hate this;" [but] he said, "I love it."
Finkelstein's lighting - fiery reds, deep blues - shifted
moods. Munson recently did designs for actor/director
Leonard Nimoy.
Having earned an M.F.A. from Carnegie-Mellon University, Finkelstein says, "I never learned from traditional
sources. I learned new things no one knew yet." He's worked
with luminaries including choreographer Pat Birch, actor Jack
Gilford and - for one day during his college years - actress
Lillian Gish. "She was so nice," he recalls.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

He has designed Web
sites, published an online
theater review journal
and ventured into film
for the 1997 Tale ofCinderella after creating its
sets in his frequent venue, the New York State Theatre Institute. Many of his designs are posted at www.rfdesigns.org.
In 2006, Finkelstein became official photographer for the
quadrennial USA International Ballet Competition. Though
pleased to find his photos in the New York Times and international dance publications, he seemed more delighted to have
met veterans of the Ballets Russes while serving as the photographer at their historic 2000 reunion: Performers in their 90s,
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still fervent in rivalries and still dancing. He's similarly fascinated with the heartland atmosphere of Branson, Mo., where
he designs sets for comedian Yakov Smirnoff.
Finkelstein conveys zest for puzzles and historic trivia
challenges - such as locating a typewriter for the 1920sera Thoroughly Modern Millie after students mistakenly
produced an old electric.

He queries a visitor, "Who was the bestselling author of all
time?" (Hint: "a woman in England" though not J.K. Rowling, not yet anyway.) The late Agatha Christie's estate tapped
Finkelstein to design sets for the first staging of her mystery,
Ordeal by Innocence, in February 2007 at the NYSTI.
Finkelstein's passion for history extends far deeper. He calls
stage and film "part of the telling of truth" and cites Laramie,
a set he designed for productions at both Colorado and JMU,
and playwright/ actress N aava Piatka' s Better Don't Talk! "It's
a~azing how quickly history can be gone forever."
The Orphan Train assignment prompted Finkelstein to
research that migration of homeless urban American children. For Piatka's tribute to her mother, Chayela Rosenthal,
a Holocaust-survivor and actress, he placed Piatka on a raft
among old portraits and multilingual papers. He'd selected
and enlarged those onto scrim after photographing, then
selecting from among 997 artifacts Rosenthal had stored in

11
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boxes. Following the 2006 NYSTI debut of Better
Don't Talk!, the play's 2007 performance at JMU
sold out.
Finkelstein discovered JMU when nephew Ben
Finkelstein ('97), a founder ofWXJM's MACRoCK
festival, attended. Nor surprisingly - given his own
Renaissance-man portfolio - Richard Finkelstein
discourages narrow specialization. Theater majors,
he insists, should nor only learn, but develop enthusiasm for all aspects of production: scripts, acting,
directing, sound, costumes, sets and lights.
He adds, "You must know what you want to say."
He advises against approaching any production as
"just entertainment." Successful theater - including comedy - requires "making some sore of commentary. Ir makes you feel, 'I know these people;
they're my family."'
m
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disaster-related information. The challenge is keeping
the system manageable and effective.
While Irwin 's NASA work focuses on the region's
environmental reporting needs, his philanthropic work
aims at the hearts of the children. San Andres, his
second home, is the focus of playground construction
efforts. Irwin first came to San Andres in 1993 to map
local forests as part of an effort to develop geographic
information systems and train local researchers to use
remote sensing technologies. He also met Julieta Puga,
and they married in 1996.
The more time he spent in San Andres, the more Irwin
noticed a social dilemma: "There were so few things for
the kids to do." The town's one playground was falling
BY MARGIE SHETTERLY
apart, and there was no library or recreation center. In
I
1999 Irwin and partners launched a project to build
L-----------------------1
Viva la Selva (The Forest Lives), a children's library.
NASA RESEARCHER DAN IRWIN ('90) monitors
In 2004, he spearheaded a community playground project.
environmental changes and provides real-time information to 1 Tapping into Alabama's existing relationship with Guatemala
Central American regions hit by natural disasters. In his spare 1 through Partners of the Americas and $7,000 in donations,
time, he builds and advocates for Guatemala's children.
Irwin teamed with Guatemalan craftsman Tito Chi, countless
Sound like a new superhero? Kids in San Andres and those who
community volunteers and his family, Julieta and daughters, 17
benefited from the satellite imaging that made damage assessment
and 7, to build the playground.
and relief possible in areas devastated by Hurricane Stan think so.
Irwin is adamant that the playground and those planned for
Irwin begs to differ. He's simply committed to his job and 1 other Guatemalan communities are the result of development
passionate about what he does. "Some people play golf; my hobby
fueled by community ownership and involvement, not charity.
is community development in Central America. That's what I
"We're not coming down to do it for them, " he explains.
I
"Community volunteers are working and have ownership in it.
enjoy doing," he says.
Irwin, a computer information systems graduate, works at the 1 There's an awful lot to be said for the satisfaction that comes from
seeing the results of your own hard work. "
National Space Science and Technology Center, part of NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala. For the last several
That ownership extends to the children. "A lot of the design is
years, he has worked with fellow NASA researcher Tom Sever to
actually,working with the kids, getting them to dream about what
develop a regional environmental visualization and monitoring
th~ playground will be like, what they would like. It's wonderful
system known by the Spanish acronym SERVIR. The system, which
when they can get involved, too," he says.
helps scientists and authorities in southern Mexico and Central
Spinoffs from the playground have been the biggest surprise for
American countries identify sudden changes in environmental
Irwin. "It's remarkable what that playground has done to revive
conditions, can provide satellite imaging and mapping details of
abandoned parts of the community." Once overgrown and in
environmental events such as tropical storms, hurricanes, toxic
disrepair, the city park now teems with activity. The whole area
radiates with community pride.
algae, forest fires and the climatic effects of deforestation.
SERVIR officially launched in February 2005 with the opening
Of six upcoming and current projects, the largest is a playground
of a regional operational facility in Panama
for Jan Jose, the only remaining Mayan
and a second research facility at Huntsville.
community in northern Guatemala.
Irwin splits his time between the two.
Irwin raised $40,000 for materials and
The first look at the system's usefulness
teamed with New York-based playground
came in fall 2005 when Hurricane
designers Leathers and Associates for a
Stan, (the worst since 1998's Hurricane
design like a Mayan temple with jaguars
Mitch), killed 2,000 and left 200,000
and other jungle animals.
homeless. By mapping areas hardest
So how does Irwin manage a demandhit, identifying stranded communities,
ing job, a more demanding hobby and
washed out bridges and roads, SERVIR
being a husband and father? "It certainly
was an important information source for
helps to have the family buy into this,"
he laughs. "Part of it is efficient use of
rescuers and relief organizations.
SERVIR is a key component of a
time. Life is a balance. Family time is
important. Sometimes sleep and rest sufcooperative effort between the United
fer, but there is nothing like the sound of
States and more than 70 nations, Global
children on a playground."
ffi
Earth Observation System of Systems, to Dan Irwin's philanthropy is aimed at the hearts
unite information and imaging systems to of Guatemala's children, and he has inspired
Read more about Dan Irwin ('90) at
www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline/lrwin.shtml
collect and distribute environmental and local volunteers to help him build playgrounds.
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Shouldering burdens and sharing joys
Hank Bowers changed students' lives through example
ore than 35 years ago I stood anxiously with
several ocher students in a Wilson Hall hallway. We, Madison College's newly elected
Class of 1973 SGA class officers, were awaiting
the arrival of our class adviser. We only knew
his name was Henry C. "Hank" Bowers III
and chat he was the dean of men. While I may not remember
much else about that night, I do know chat meeting Dean Bowers marked a turning point in my life.
What I remember about Dean Bowers was his warmth and
concern for students. His door was always open, and many students found their way to his office overlooking the Quad. Dean
Bowers displayed a very real compassion for Madison students.
My time at Madison was during a time of great change.
Among ocher things, the small predominantly women's college
was focused on opportunities such as establishing its identity,
hiring new administrators, enrolling more men, establishing fraternities and dealing with national unrest as well as the everyday
successes and struggles chat accompany college life.
During chis time, Dean Bowers was there to help shoulder our
burdens as well as share our joys.
After all these years, I can still recall the love Dean Bowers
demonstrated for students and Madison. I was not in any of his
classes, yet his everyday walk in life imparted valuable lessons to
me. He demonstrated the importance of caring for ochers, and
his example taught me to be more compassionate and givi ng.
Dean Bowers taught me to be myself and to stand up for what
I believed was true. He challenged me to strive for more, to raise
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the bar of excellence. I came to better understand the values of
honesty and integrity, yet his most important life lessons were
chose chat caught me about faith.
The time and interest he invested so long ago created in me a
desire to be a better person.
Dean Bowers' daily life spoke volumes, and I am sure chat is as
true today as it was more than 35 years ago.
His infl uence on my life has been deep reaching and long lasting. I want to share my sincere and deep appreciation to Dean
Henry "Hank" Bowers for the difference he made in my life. ffl
About the Author: Celeste "Cecil" Cobb Kelly ('73) of Dothan, Ala.,
earned her B.S. in early childhood education, was a member of the social
fraternity Phi Mu, and was active in both student government and the Honor
Council. She earned her master's in education at Old Dominion Un iversity
before moving to Dothan in 1988. Kelly spent 15 years as a K-3 teacher and
later an administrator. She taught on the junior college level and worked as
a supervisor for a child-care management agency before retiring to spend time
with her husband. Her family includes two daughters, four stepchildren and
seven stepgrandchildren.
About the Professor: Professor Emeritus of Education Henry "Hank"
Bowers III served the Madison faculty from 1962 to 1972 as dean of men.
He served Harrisonburg High School as assistant principal and then principal
until 1978. Then, he returned to ]MU to coordinate the secondary education
program. He retired in 1992. Under Bowers' leadership, ]MU created the
clinical faculty program of the MidValley Consortium. In 1988, 21 cooperating teachers from Augusta County, Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
schools participated in inaugural training sessions. The program has evolved
to improving the quality offield experiences for students preparing to become
teachers. The consortium has trained more than 650 teachers and continues
to train approximately 100 clinical faculty members annually.

PHOTOGRAPH BY EVAN DYSON ('08)
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Puzzling over Sudoku
Explaining - and expanding on - the pop -culture phenomenon

I
I

B Y L AU R A T A ALMA N, P H. D.

merica has been taken over by little 9 by 9 grids
Although puzzles with fewer clues tend to be more difficult
full of numbers. Sudoku puzzles are now a regular than puzzles with more clues, the number of clues alone does not
feature in almost every newspaper, and bookstores determine the difficulty of a Sudoku puzzle. Because difficulty
devote entire sections to Sudoku books. But, we're level is subjective, it is hard to accurately rate Sudoku puzzles.
late to the party; Sudoku has been popular since Different puzzle makers will use different methods to rate their
the '80s in Japan after its first appearance in print puzzles, usually using computer programs written for that purin an American puzzle magazine in 1979. The roots of Sudoku pose. Some puzzle rating programs apply well-known human
are even older, dating back to Latin squares and magic squares, solving techniques to a puzzle and keep track of the complexity
which have been studied for hundreds of years.
of techniques required to solve the puzzle. This method of rating
In case you've missed the phenomenon, here is how Sudoku works well if the people later playing the puzzle tend to use the
puzzles work: each puzzle is a 9 by 9 grid with some numbers same solving techniques used by the computer program. If you've
filled in, and your job is to fill in the rest of the grid so that every ever played a supposedly easy-rated puzzle and found it very chalrow, column and 3 by 3 block contains each of the whole num- lenging (or vice-versa), it may be that you do not usually use the
bers from 1 to 9 exactly once. Sudoku puzzles are always con- same solving techniques used by the rating program.
structed so that there is only one possible way to fill in the grid.
A more objective way of rating puzzles, developed by JMU
Many puzzle authors also impose the condition that the set of alumnus Philip Riley ('02M), is to have a computer play a particcells in which the initial clues appear has 180-degree rotational ular puzzle thousands of times in thousands of different ways and
symmetry. This means that if you rotate the puzzle 180 degrees, keep a running average of the time and number of steps required
the cells with clues appear in the same locations. This symmetry to solve the puzzle. This is in fact how the puzzles in this article
convention is also followed in the black squares of most crossword were rated. However, since the puzzles are not all of the same
puzzles. Although this symmetry does not add anything to the type, you still might find some puzzles inherently harder than
experience of playing the puzzle, it does make the puzzles more others. One-star puzzles are meant to be very easy, and five-star
pleasing to the eye.
puzzles should keep you awake at night.
One of the most basic questions that can be asked about
But perhaps you are a Sudoku expert already? Are you bored
Sudoku puzzles is an unsolved problem: how many clues are with solving the same type of puzzle over and over again? Do you
needed to guarantee a unique solution? Mathematicians and com- need a new challenge? There are many ways of adding new rules
puter scientists have conjecrured that at least 17 clues are always and conditions to Sudoku that result in puzzles that require new
needed. Although there are many known 17-clue puzzles and solving strategies. One very simple way to do this is to require that
no known 16-clue Sudoku puzzles, it is still an open problem to the diagonals of the puzzle also contain the numbers I through 9
p rove that no 16-clue puzzles exist. When the rotational symme- exactly once, as in "Sudoku X" below. This does not necessartry condition is imposed, the conjectured number jumps to 18; ily make the puzzle easier, since the new information from the
no 17-clue rotationally symmetric Sudoku puzzles have yet been diagonal regions means that the puzzle maker could potentially
found. You won't usually see 18-clue puzzles in Sudoku books, use fewer initial clues. This easy Sudoku X puzzle has 30 clues,
because they can be quite difficult. If you're up to a challenge, try but there exist Sudoku X puzzles with as few as 13 clues. Another
the puzzle below left. The unique solution to this puzzle is below variation on Sudoku is shown in "Pyramids" below right, in
right; notice that each of the numbers I through 9 appears exactly which the four pyramid regions must also contain the numbers 1
once in each row, column and block of the solution.
through 9 exactly once.
~
~
~

8
6
1
5

3

2 4

*

7
3
1

5 2
8

{I

6
2
1

7
4

18-clue Sudoku: Each row,
column, and block must contain
1 to 9 exactly once.

8
9
1
5
7
6
3
4
2

6
4
5
2
3
9
7
8
1

3
7
2
4
1
8
6
9
5

7
5
4
6
8
1
9
2
3

1
6
3
9
2
5
4
7
8

9
2
8
7
4
3
5
1
6

4
1
6
8
5
7
2
3
9

2
3
9
1
6
4
8
5
7

The solution to the puzzle.

5
8
7
3
9
2
1
6
4

~
6
9
5
~
9 8 3
6
2
~ 1
'1, 4 3
9
3
5
2
{I
9
8
5 6
'
8
9
8
2
4 1 '5.
2
4 ,7' 6 8
9
', 3
,•' 1
4 '8
4

7. 3

*

Sudoku X: Each row,
column, block and main
diagonal must contain 1 to 9
exactly once.

II

~

7

~

3
4

9
4

I!

9

~

*
{I

1 3
7

5
6

9
4
5

Pyramids: Each row,
column, block and pyra mid
region m ust contain 1 to 9
exactly once.
I
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I

Newspapers that run Sudoku puzzles often reassure their readers that although the puzzles involve numbers, they do nor require
any mathematics. What they really mean is that Sudoku does not
require any arithmetic. We do nor need to worry about the numerical properties of the numbers in the puzzle. However, the heart of
mathematics is nor numbers and arithmetic, but rather reasoning
and logic. In this sense, Sudoku puzzles are entirely about mathematics. Of course, we could
always put some arithmetic into
a Sudoku puzzle just for fun,
2
8
as in the "Mystery Sums" and
4
7
"Worms" puzzles, right. Notice
2
8
that the M ystery Sums puzzle
7
3
9
6
offers only 16 clues - fewer
7
1
clues than any known standard
3
7
Sudoku puzzle - because it has
7
3
more conditions than just rows,
columns and blocks . In fact,
at least 10 initial clues in this
=- D=- =- D = - O:_
puzzle are not actually needed
Mystery Sums: Each row,
to guarantee a unique solution.
column and block must contain
They are only included here so
1 to 9 exactly once. Regions of
that the puzzle is nor prohibithe same color add to the same
tively difficult. In other words,
sum, which you must determine.
this Mystery Sums puzzle could
have been a six-clue puzzle .

Even worse, rhe Worms puzzle has no initial clues! The worm conditions are so restrictive that there is only one possible solution to
the puzzle, even though no initial clues are given.
So where do Sudoku puzzles come from? The puzzles in most
Sudoku books sold in the United States are generated by computer, sometimes by starting with a completed grid and removing entries one by one, and sometimes by starting with a blank
grid and adding entries one by
-i) one, at each step checking to
see if the puzzle has a unique
~ solution. There are Japanese
puzzle companies that make
{I all of their wonderful puzzles
entirely by hand. The puzzles in this article were made
by myself and Philip Riley,
together known as Brainfreeze
Puzzles. We make "cyborg"
puzzles, meaning that we use
Worms: Each row, column
computers for the tedious parts
and block must contain 1 to 9
of the process but design and
exactly once. The entries in each
build each puzzle individually
worm decrease from head to
by hand. The "James Maditail (but not necessarily sequenson
Sudoku" puzzle below was
tially). For example, a worm
made especially for Madison
could contain 2, 3, 6, 8, in that
magazine readers.
ffl
order, from head to tail.

*

.

*

About the Author: Mathematics professor Laura Taalman earned her Ph.Din mathematicsftom Duke University and completed undergraduate work at the
University of Chicago. Her research includes singular algebraic geometry, knot theory and the mathematics of Sudoku and other puzzles. She has written a textbook
that combines calculus, pre-calculus, and algebra into one course, and she is one of the organizers of the Shenandoah Undergraduate Mathematics and Statistics
Conference at ]MU The Mathematical Association ofAmerica has honored her with the Trevor Evans Award and the Alder Award for Distinguished Teaching.
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WIN A COPY OF LAURA TAALMAN'S

A

D M

0

M

N

M

s

NEW BOOK : ColorSudoku

Directions:
Each row, column and jigsaw region must
contain exactly the letters that appear in
"JAMES MADISON. " Notice that the letters
A, M and S will each appear twice in every
row, column and region.

M

N

0

M

D

A

How to enter:
Submit your completed puzzle by Oct. 15
to be eligible for a drawing Homecoming
Weekend. Ten readers will win Brainfreeze
Puzzles' new book Color Sudoku. Mail entries
to: Madison magazine, MSC 3610, 220
University Blvd., JMU, Harrisonburg, VA
22807. Be sure to include your name, class
year, mailing address and major.
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{Books}

Radioman for the Artillery

L

BY LAWRENCE WORTH H ATCH (' 50), 2006, NORTH BEACH PUBLISHING CO ., LLC

arry Hatch volunteered for the U.S. Army
in 1943 and left for basic training one week

after he graduated from high school. He

served as a field artilleryman with the 248th Field
Artillery Battalion in North Africa and Italy during World War IL After his release from the Army,
Hatch became one of the first males to attend Madison College. His descriptions of wartime experiences
range from the terror of being under direct fire co
the ways American soldiers dealt with tension and
loneliness. Radioman for the Artillery offers personal

Radioman Lawrence
Worth Hatch ('50).

glimpses of an "ordinary GI's daily life in WWII," says Hatch, who tells his
personal story through anecdotes, memories, pictures and song lyrics.

Cassie Was Here

Crescent

BY CAROLINE SMITH HICKEY ('97)
2007, ROARING BOOK PRESS
ISBN: 1·59643-205-5

BY PHIL ROSSI ('01)
2007, PODCAST

Bree's mom is busy with work. Her
brother Reid is mad at her about his
broken arm, Cassie, who's spending the
summer with her grandmother across
the street, is too cool for Bree's games.
The only person Bree can depend on
is her old friend and playmate, Joey,
who's trustworthy - but completely
imaginary, "Caroline Hickey's debut
book captures the
shaky essence of
what it's like for
an 11-year-old to
be shy and desperately lonely in
a new town ....
Bree's spunk and
quirky behavior
will endear her
to even the most
rooted of readers," according to a Publishers Weekly review. Tweenagers ~ree
and Cassie learn about the unpredICtabilicy of friendship, and Bree learns to
rely less and less on Joey. Hickey earned
an M.F.A. in creative writing from The
New School in New York City.

*www.carolinehickey.com

Crescent is the debut science fiction
podcast novel by Phil Rossi ('Ol).
"Some places are far darker than deep
space," says the author. "Places where
the shadows smile. Where men go mad
and lovers go missing." Crescent is dark
science fiction at its most visceral. Rossi
weaves a tale reminiscent of old-school
Stephen King but with a shiny, new set
of tricks and an appetite to terrify. Rossi
is a writer, photographer, podcaster and
musician with Phil Rossi and the Bad
Habit. Crescent is available at www.
podiobooks.com.

* www.crescentstation.net/

to express post-Sept. 11 bleakness. The
characters in her poems evoke chaos and
regression, as well as song, wonder and
the tenacity of
the imagination,
Kutchins has published two previous
books of poems:
Between Towns,
recipient of the
Texas Tech Universi ry Press First
Book Award, and
l'OF..\I<; BY
t,.U LAUIU F.
'/'Cll !'\S
The Night Path,
recipient of the inaugural Isabella Gardner Poetry Award from BOA Editions
Ltd. and a Pulitzer Prize nomination.

*

www.boaeditions.org/books/slopeofthechildeverlasting.html

Secret, but Kepi ii Room
Slope of the Child Everlasting
BY LAURIE KUTCHINS
2006, BOA EDITIONS LTD.
ISBN: 9781929918911

Creative writing and poetry professor
Laurie Kutchins' third poetry collection grew out of extended scrutiny of
master poets - Matsuo Basho, Elizabeth Bishop, Garcia Lorca, Li Po and
Rainer Maria Rilke, among others - in
Kutchin's search for forms and voices

BY MICHAEL GUBSER, PH.D.
2006, AHADADA PR ESS
ISBN: 09732233 75

Secret, but Kept it Room explores the
concept of self as words - temporal and
spatial, real and artificial, dimensional
and fragmentary, a self both engaged
in the physical world and torn from it,
often disappearing into non-self. History professor Mike Gubser treats the
art of poetry as constructions in form,

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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MIXED MEDIA
{Books} Continued

SECRET
-

BUT- -

KEPT
-

IT -

ROOM

o~-ili,•
MIKE
GUBSER

letter and image
- building
notions of selfhood into various
poetic spaces and
structures to see
how they react.
www.ahadada
books.com/content/view/28/41/

*

Time's Visible Surface: Alois
Riegl and the Discourse on
History and Temporality in
Fin-de-Siecle, Vienna
BY MIKE GUBSER
2006, WAYNE STATE PRESS
ISBN: 0 -8143 -3208-0

Alois Riegl's art history has influenced
thinkers as diverse as Walter Benjamin,
Gilles Deleuze, Paul Feyerabend, Felix
Guattari, Georg Lukacs and Erwin
Panofsky. One of the founders of the
modern discipline of art history, Rieg!
is best known for his theories of representation. Yet his inquiries into the
role of temporality in artistic produc-

{Top40}

Breaking in the U.K.
Ross Copperman ('04) finds audience

Y

ou could say that Ross Copperman ('04) was born well
equipped for the music industry. He played piano at age 3,
made music before he could speak in full
sentences and soon after learning to form
sentences, he began writing songs - not
just pop songs. His repertoire also included
country, hip-hop, jazz, R&B and rock.
Copperman's dream has become reality.
With five months of negotiation behind
him, Copperman has signed a recording
contract with Phonogenic, a British label
and branch of Sony BMG.
"It's one of the best feelings in the world
[to] accomplish something on your list of
things to do before you die," says an ecstatic
Copperman, who sloughs off the question of
how you find the drive to make dreams real.
"You don't find drive. You are either born
with it or you don't have it," he says.
Behind every musical success story is a
support system. Copperman's support came
in the form of sound advice from good man-

tion, including his argument that art
conveys a culture's consciousness of
time, show him to be a more wideranging and influential commentator on
historiographical issues than has been
previously acknowledged. Supported by
a rich exploration of Rieg!' s writings,
history professor Mike Gubser argues
that Rieg! viewed arrworks as registering
historical time visibly in artistic forms.
Gubser's book emphasizes the larger
philosophical context and significance of
Rieg!' s thought
beyond the
narrow disciplinary concerns of art historians. Gubser
combines close
textual analysis
of Reigl' s works
with a thoughtful contextualization of
Rieg!' s ideas.
* www.wsupress.wayne.edu/german/cul
tural/gubsertvs/gubserb.html
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BY DIANE WILCOX, PH.D.
2006, SELF-PUBLISHED THROUGH LULU.COM

When a mother
becomes seriWe Don't Sit in the Grass Anymore
ously ill, her
child's life is
turned upside
down. We
Don't Sit in the
Grass Anymore
is a true story
picture book
told from a
young child's
perspective.
Educational psychologist Diane Wilcox
teaches children about the stages of
Lyme disease and describes the effects
of a simple action most of us perform
without thinking. Wilcox is a professor
and program coordinator for the College of Education's Human Resource
Development program. ffi
www.lulu.com/content/666131

*

cdbaby.com, "Copperman places
agers and good people. "It's all
a lot of emphasis on catchy hooks,
about the team you surround
a practice that always leaves the
yourself with, because this is a
crowd singing his songs."
very hard business," he says.
He likes to stay on top of curThe Roanoke native decided
rent technology, too. His 2004
to sign with a British record
independent, solo CD Believe
label because "It's easier to
was released through a podcast.
break in the United Kingdom
"Podcasts are like radio shows in
first," he says. Maroon 5 and
MP3 format," says Copperman.
the Killers both chose this
Copperman has performed
route. "They are more recepwith many bands and artists
tive to my style of music, and
including Gavin DeGraw, Rod
it's overall a good approach to
Stewart and Phil Vassar ('85).
take," says Copperman. ''I've
grown a thicker skin, because
Ross Copperman ('04) His favorite touring experience
was with Berrer Than Ezra.
dealing with U.K. press and
"Those were some of the craziest nights of
media is quite a difficult task at times.
You're always on their radar."
my life," Copperman says.
Some of his favorite artists include RadioCopperman's single recently entered the
head, Travis and the Beatles. "Any band or
Top 40 charts in the U.K. His album, Welcome to Reality, was released on May 28 in the
songwriter that writes a great song gets my
U.K., and U.S. fans can expect to see a release
support," says Copperman.
in February 2008. "My next step is to take my
The former JMU Student Ambassador adds,
album into the U.K. Top 10 and then break
"JMU is where it all started for me. Being an
ambassador was instrumental in helping my
America," says Copperman, whose songwritcareer, because it allowed me to meet a lot of
ing style is emotionally charged. "I feel like I
get the most meaningful lyrics when I create
different people who played big roles in the
fictitious characters based off of my emotions
JMU community. I built up my [musical] foland life experiences." According to critics at
lowing at JMU, and it spread from there." ffl
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Alumni News
N ew alumni board leadership, three new alumni staffers, Senior Week 2007 welcomes M ay graduates and friends support the Carrie Kutner
Student Ambassador Scholarship . .. .
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Mini-Reunions show lhe Madison spirit
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1951 classmates, 1991 friends and the 1961 Tri-Sigs extend the Madison Experience ...

Arboretum paparazzi?
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Friends capture wedding proposal in the arboretum . .. ..

Be the Change
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Kim Fa rrar ('87) is Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine's deputy secretary of administration .... . ....... ···· ····

Alumni Chapter News
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Alumni chapters across the nation share the Purple Pride , support the Class of 2011 and raise scholarship money .

Blueslone Weekend

68

T he Class of 1957 joins the Bluesrone Society and a reunion interview with Tresa Quarles ('57)
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{Alumni Association}
Alumni Association Board of Directors president-elect is A-J
Fischer ('92). A resident of Charlotte, N .C. , Fischer is vice president of Bank of America, Charlotte.
N ew members joining the alumni association board within the last year include William
Five alumni join board B Y C oLLEEN D 1xoN
F. Boyer ('96) , Paul Cline ('82), Kelly Stefanko
(' 94), Lorraine Warren Strickler ('52) and Paul M.
on Offley ('89) stepped into the position of
Thompson ('80) .
Alumni Association Board of Directors presiBoyer is an attorney with Sharp & Grow LLP
dent in July. Offley is the senior counsel for
in Washington, D .C. , lives in Harrisonburg and is
the Housing Authority of Baltimore City. He
a consultant with Cline Energy Inc. Stefanko is a
has served on the Alumni Association Board for
deputy city auditor for the City of Norfolk. Strickeight years and is a past co-chair of the Black Alumni
ler ('52) is a homemaker in Harrisonburg. T hompChapter and a former chair of the Black Alumni Chapson lives in Southlake, Texas, and is a partner with
ter Scholarship Committee.
Jon Offley ('89)
As board president, Offley looks for ways to make good
Henry Rak Consulting Partners.
Alumni association board members involve alumni and curuse of the wide array of talents found among JMU' s broad alumni base. He plans to create a network of existing alumni and to rent students in supporting JMU's mission and goals by providreach back and provide a vital resource for soon-to-be and recent ing quality comprehensive programs to support educational, culffl
graduates. He is married to Lisa M . Barley Offley ('89).
tural, service and socially diverse opportunities.

Jon Offley ('89) lakes helm
of alumni association

J

{Alumni Relations}

20 0 7-0 8 JMU

;

Alumni Association Board

•....=a

.!
Ill

(' 93)
(' 96)
M ARK CHERNISKY (' 91 )
P AUL C LI NE ('8 2)

D AWN S MITH B ARNES
WI LLIAM F. B OYER

A-J

FI SCHER

(' 92)

(' 96)
(' 85)
S AM A. J ONES (' 91 )
M ARGOT H ALI DAY K N IGHT ('74)
M EDA L ANE ('7 1)
J OHN G . L EAKE (' 87)
BETTY B ALL M ANN (' 58 )
S EAN T . H ARRINGTON

ELAINE T
NSDALE
o rn HI

(' 99)
(' 89 )
J OSHUA P RINGLE (' 95 )
I NEZ G RAYBEAL R OOP (' 35)
K ELLY STEFANKO ('94)
J AMIE J ONES MI LLER
J ON O FFLEY

LORRAINE W ARREN STRICKLER

(' 52)

('8 0)
L. SCOTT T HORNHILL ('78)
P AUL M. THOMPSON

t Want your alumni
chapter highlighted
in Madison?
Pitch your story to martinmh@jmu.edu
or call (540) 568-7520.
I
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opment. Prior to accepting the
position at JMU, Dowell worked
at Elon University as the assisAlumni office hires
tant director of Greek Life.
three, two former
Stephanie Hamson is a chapDukes join staff
ter coordinator. She will work to
B Y C OLLEEN D IXON
establish new alumni chapters
The Office of Alumni Relations
and expand the volunteer base
has added three new members,
and build on JMU's alumni protwo of them Madison alumnae:
gramming. Hamson previously
Gina Dowell, Stephanie Hamson
served as an administrative
('06) and Jessica Lumsden ('04).
assistant for the JMU Institute
Gina Dowell graduated
for Innovation in Health and Hufrom John Carroll University
man Services, Pre-Professional
in Cleveland in 2006. As asHealth Programs.
sistant director of alumni relaAs assistant director, commutions for chapter and volunteer
nications and marketing, Jessica
management, Dowell will work
Lumsden will develop and manwith larger, established alumni
age all print and Web materials
chapters and leaders. She will
for the Office of Alumni Relaassist with new chapter develtions, the JMU Alumni Association and alumni
chapters. She
most recently
served as a pub~.'.
",....
!r..·.
lic relations specialist with the
"
1 -1
. .
:
.'.•,
-.......
Atlanta ConvenJessica Lums- tion and Visitors
Gina Dowell
Stephanie
den ('04)
Bureau. ffl
Hamson ('06)

w
~-.,

{Scholarship}

Craig Blass
Memorial golf
tournament
BY JASON E. SFAELOS ('96)

The Craig Blass Memorial Scholarship Committee was created
in 2001 by friends of Craig
Blass ('96) to honor his memory
through a JMU scholarship fund.

Blass died in the Sept. 11, 2001
Twin Towers attack. Blass' friends
and Metro Dukes volunteers sponsor an annual golf tournament to
fund the scholarship for JMU students. The fifth golf tournament
will be Sept. 22 at South Riding
with a 1p.m. shotgun start. Cost is
$125 per person, and the format is
captain's choice. Register for this
year's tournament or learn more
at http://blassmemorial.org/. ffl
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{Senior Week}

Alumni associalion welcomes
, Class of 2007
1

Seniors inducted as Madison alumni

T

he JMU Office of Alumni Relations sponsored 2007 Senior
Week from April 23 to 27.
May, August and
December 2007
graduates were welcomed to
the JMU Alumni Association
with a week of events including a candlelight induction
ceremony, guest speakers, a
senior picnic, free entertainment and music by Exit 245.
New alumni association
board president Jon Offley
('89) addressed seniors on behalf of all alumni and encouraged them to continue the Madison Experience and celebrate their transition from senior
to Madison alumni. He also challenged students to continue the Be the Change spirit.
Seniors enjoyed a picnic on the Commons sponsored by the Senior Class Coun-

Soon to be alumni "Brighten the lights of Madison" in the candlelight Senior Induction Ceremony on the Quad on April 23. 2007 Ms.
Madison and Mr. Madison address fellow seniors during the candlelight induction ceremony. Linia Duncan is president of Students for
Minority Outreach, and Tripp Purks is a volunteer for Make Your Mark
on Madison and the Madison Class Challenge.

cil and participated in
one of the oldest JMU
senior traditions, the
candlelight Senior Induction Ceremony on the Quad.
The Student and Graduate Duke Club
provided games and music outside D-Hall
on April 24, and the first 200 seniors ate
dinner for free courtesy of the Madison
Class Challenge. The Student Ambassadors

{Scholarship}

Honoring a JMU ambassador
Friends fund Carrie Kutner Student Ambassador
Scholarship BY CARLY LEDuc ('08)
riends and family of Carrie Kutner ('94) coordinated
the first Carrie Kutner Family Fun Weekend on campus March 31 to raise money for the memorial Carrie
Kutner Student Ambassador Scholarship.
Kutner attended JMU as a freshman in 1994, despite
being diagnosed with cancer the summer before her senior year of
high school. An active member of the Student Ambassadors, Kutner
passed away July 20, 1995, shortly after her first year of college.
"Carrie was an exceptional person who taught us all a lesson about
courage," says Mark Rosenfield ('94), a friend of Carrie
through her older sister, Ali.
"Carrie was - and continues
to be - an inspiration."
In 1997, the Student
Ambassadors created a scholarship in Kutner's memory.
Ali Kutner Holmes ('93,
'95M), also a Student Ambassador mer Rosenfield through

and the Senior Class Council sponsored
happy hour and music events downtown,
and Senior Vice President for Student Affairs Mark Warner ('79, '8 1M, '85Ed .S.)
presented "Unconventional Wisdom -Dr.
Warner's Parting Thoughts" for seniors on
April 26.
Exit 245, the all-male a cappella group,
rounded out Senior Week in the Festival Ballroom with the final concert of the year.
ffi

other Ambassadors. Ali's friends grew close to Carrie when she came
to campus to visit her sister. After the last of Ali's circle of friends
married, the group faced the end of opportunities to get together.
They decided to meet once a year at JMU. The annual trip turned
into a perfect fundraising opportunity for the Kutner scholarship,
and the Carrie Kutner Family Fun Weekend was born.
The scholarship award is $1,400 dollars. "We are committed to getting the fund endowed at $1 million," says Rosenfield. "We realize this
is ambitious and will rake some time, but we're up to the challenge."
Eight families participated in the first Carrie Kutner Family Fun
weekend, March 31 to April 1. The event included a visit from Duke
Dog, lawn games, face painting and a meal at the Festival. Each family also started a scrapbook that will be used for annual representations of the families' JMU spirit.
"The inaugural event was a huge success," says Holmes. "The alumni
office staff and students were very helpful in coordinating this event."
Holmes and her father awarded the scholarship for the 13th rime on
April 1. "Carrie represented
Sharon and Mark
the best of what JMU is all
Rosenfield ('94)
about," says Rosenfield.
hold a limbo pole
for Future Dukes at
To donate to the Carrie
the Carrie Kutner
Kutner Student AmbasFamily Fun Weeksador Scholarship fund ,
end. Alumni in the
background are
please contact Ali Homes
Dave Lloyd ('94),
at treyholmes@mac.com,
T.J. Kenah ('94), Ali
or Mark Rosenfield at
Kutner Holmes ('93,
markr@rhe
breedenco.
'95M) and Andrea
Powell Arcona ('93).
com for information. m
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{Mini-Reunions}

Sigmas together, Sigmas apart
BY } AN E
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met my Sigma sister and
Woodstock native Carolyn Morrison Chapman
('61) on a sunny fall day
in 1958 when I joined
Madison College's Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority.
Born in the hospital that years
later became the Tri-Sigma national
headquarters, Carolyn seemed preordained to become a Sigma. In
our junior year, she campaigned
for SGA president while her roommate, Nancy Harmon Petersen,
engaged in a bid for Honor Council president. A joyous celebration
for the two resonated throughout
~ampus and Sprinkle House - the
Tri-Sig's home. The roommates
supported each other in their leadership positions and their lives.
All the 1961 Sigmas have remained close. We began a reunion
tradition the first year after graduation. Ar first, there were athome luncheons. Faraway away sisters Karen Hayes Morgan
(Georgia) and Nancy Brown Latham (Arizona) flew in one spring
for a get-together at Carolyn's home. We grew smarter with age,
and restaurants with private niches for gabby gals gained much
appeal. One year, arrangements were made for an on-campus special luncheon. It seemed surreal. We were escorted to an elegant
dining room where JMU music students, in formal performance
attire, played chamber music while we dined. It was so unlike
years past when we dashed to Harrison Hall dining room to be
seated before the large oak doors slammed closed in the faces

('61)

1961 Tri-Sig sisters enjoy a November weekend retreat in Front
Royal: (1-r) Jane Garrett Marshall, Brenda Clark Arthur, Jane
Atkinson Cralle, the late Carolyn Morrison Chapman, Sandy Smith
Stevens, Mary Hope Stowers Worley, Gibbie Parrish Berry and
Nancy Harmon Petersen.

of latecomers. Afterwards, we had a guided tour of the greatly
expanded campus. Our guide explained new developments and
future plans, and we departed as even prouder alumnae.
Fall 2006 marked the 45th-annual reunion of our T ri-Sigma
Alpha Upsilon sisters. In response to Carolyn's request for a get-together, Brenda Clark Arthur hosted the Nov. 4-5 weekend reunion
at her mountain retreat in Front Royal. Carolyn had, for more than
a year, been fighting breast cancer.
CONTINUED ON PAG E 65 »

CLASSMATES CONTI N UE TH E MADISON E XPERI EN CE

1951 mini-reunion
1951 classmates Jayne Pierce Thomas,
Gill Tempie Hanlon, Martha Moore Graham Thomas and Paige Fentress Custer
gathered at Jayne Thomas' home in New
Kent, Va., June 11 to 14. "This was the
fourth time the four roommates have all
got together since our graduation from

1951 classmates Jayne Pierce Thomas, Gill
Temple Hanlon, Martha Moore Graham
Thomas and Paige Fentress Custer gathered in New Kent, Va.

Madison College 56 years ago," says
Thomas. "We laughed and talked until our
jaws hurt! As the Madison College alma
mater states, '... with the passing years
its friendships grow in memory ever
green.' We are living proof."

Then and now
Jim Katzman ('89) sent in "then and now"
classmate photos from 1991 and July
2007. Katzman, of Herndon, is immediate
past president of the JMU Alumni Association Board of Directors. "The friends in
the 1991 and 2007 photos are seated and
standing in the same order," says Katzman. "The 1991 photo was taken in Myrtle
Beach, S.C., during Spring Break, and the
July photo was taken in my backyard at
our cookout for friends. JMU really does
breed lifelong friendships."

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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1991 and 2007
photos show
lifelong Madison
friends. All alumni
are Class of 1989,
except Elaine
Turner who graduated in 1990.
Front row (1-r): Lyn
Savedge Page,
Ben Lee, Kathy
Chaffinch Adkins, Jim Katzman. Back row
(1-r): Jeff Nay, Ron Ching, Elaine Fridge
Turner, Chris O'Dell and Mike Riggs.
199 1 PHO TO GRA PH COURTESY OF LYN PAG E (' 89)
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MINIREUNIONS

CONTINU ED FROM PAGE 64

Brenda issued the rallying
call. Six of us rushed to Front
Royal: Gibbie Parrish Berry, Jane
Atkinson Cralle, Nancy Harmon
Petersen, Mary Hope Stowers
Worley, Sandy Smith Stevens
and myself. Karen Hayes Morgan
sent her regrets. Eager to be supportive, we all gathered hopeful
we'd say or do something, which
would strengthen Carolyn. But it
was her sparkle and ever-present
concern for ochers chat lifted our
spirits. Her energetic strength of
will amazed us. It was hard to
believe she was fighting cancer.
Her faith and dedicated church
service reinforced her resolve. That day
her medicine was laughter, and in all
the frivolity she forgot her pain pills.
Chatter reminiscent of Sprinkle House
bridged bygone years. Once again, we all
engaged in lace-night girl talk. On Saturday morning,the group gathered on the
deck, and eight women once again sang,
"We're Sigmas together, and we're Sigmas apart."
We anticipated chat we'd be together
come spring. Early Tuesday morning, May 8, comforted by her husband,
French; son, John: and daughter, Laura;
and their spouses, Kathy and Neil;
Carolyn's two-year struggle ended. Ac
the Woodstock First United Methodist
Church, professional vocalist Brenda C.
Arthur ('61) sang hymns chat Carolyn
cherished. Mary Hope S. Worley ('61)
spoke of the 45 reunions she and her
Sigma sisters treasured.
The 1961 Alpha Upsilon Sigmas
are honoring Carolyn with the Carolyn Morrison Chapman ('61) Memorial
Fund. Send gifts to: Office of Advancement Gifts and Records, MSC 3603,
800 South Main Street, Harrisonburg,
VA 22807. Make checks payable to the
ffi
JMU Foundation.

Arboretum paparazzi
Friends capture wedding proposal on film
n May 13, Evan
Turnbull ('09M)
took his girlfriend
of four years, Julia
Klumpp ('08), to
JMU 's Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum and Botanical Gardens for an
afternoon walk. Little did Klumpp
know what her boyfriend had in
store for her.
As the couple walked the arboretum
trails, Turnbull suddenly bent co one
knee and proposed. As Klumpp tearfully
accepted, she had no idea chat Turnbull's
housemates were hidden in the trees and
shrubbery around chem, photographing
the event at his request. "An engagement
is a very special moment, and I wanted to
have the memories captured on film," says
Turnbull. "Thankfully, Julia never noticed
the photographers."
Klumpp was "completely surprised and
overwhelmed. I was in shock when Evan's
housemates came out of the trees, " she

BY CARLY

F
a

LEDuc ('08)
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s
says. "These pictures will help us keep this
amazing memory for the rest of our lives. "
Turnbull and Klumpp met while he was
a sophomore at the University of Virginia
and she was a senior in high school. They
began dating in May 2003, but decided to
delay marriage until Klumpp finished her
undergraduate studies. They plan to marry
in the arboretum on May 10, 2008 . 'The
significance of the arboretum will be even
greater when we hold our wedding ceremony there, " says Klumpp.
ffi

TOP 5 MADISON
PROPOSAL SITES

DID YOU GET ENGAGED ON CAMPUS?
Tell us where, and Madison will publish the Top five wedding proposal sites in the next issue. Is Kissing Rock No. 1? The arboretum?
You tell us: madisonmag@jmu.edu or Madison magazine, 220 University Blvd., MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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{Be the Change}

Every day is different on a mission lo help
Kim Farrar ('87) serves Gov. Kaine administration
r
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O'Dowo ('07)

A typical day involves meeting with the secy mission in life has always
retary of administration and processing reports
been to help everyday
or updates from agencies she oversees. "When
people," says Kim Farthere are gray areas that one of our agency
rar ('87), the dep uty secheads encounters, they often contact me for
retary of administration
input or guidance," she explains. "Depending
under Virginia Gov. Tim
on the nature of the issue, there may be items
Kaine. "I believe the best way for me to have
that I then need to report up to the secretary
the greatest impact in that regard is to be part
or, in some cases, to the chief of staff."
of the process of delivering a good return of
services for tax dollars."
Farrar also serves the public beyond the
governor's office. She volunteers at her church
Farrar oversees seven state agencies and
works on the governor's performance manas a counselor and helps with its college and
teen outreach ministries. "I love giving back
agement team. She also advises the secretary
of administration, the chief of staff and the
to young people," she says.
Before working for Kaine, Farrar spent four
governor regarding agency operational and
program matters.
years as special assistant for strategic manage"The citizens of Virginia have entrusted our
ment to Gov. Mark R. Warner. Before chat,
governor, who, in turn, has entrusted his cabi- Public administration major Kim Farrar she worked for the Virginia Department of
net to move Virginia forward," she says. "It is ('87) is the deputy secretary of admin- Motor Vehicles .
a real treat to have the privilege to serve."
istration under Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine.
Farrar graduated with a B.S . in public
Every day on the job is different for Farrar.
administration, and she earned a master's
"There is actually no average day, only because it really is a pretty degree from Virginia Commonwealth University. "I brag about
dynamic environment," she says. "Much of my time is spent in JMU all the time," she says. "I am convinced that it is the best
meetings, and some days the entire day is spent going from one university, because the campus offers everything imaginable for
meeting to another."
fl1
students to be able to succeed in life."

Meet your friends
and classmates at
the Eighth-Annual
Homecoming Tailgate
Enter to win fun prizes
in the Second Homecoming
Cheer
on the Dukes
as they cackle the
Richmond Spiders,
and wear your purple
for the live TV
broadcast of
the game

Tailgate Contest.

October 26-27
It's JMU's 100th
birthday! Come
back to the 'Burg
For more information:
www.jmu.edu/homecoming
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Professional networking
Meet fellow alumni and expand your professional contacts through the JMU Alumni
Professional Network. The APN seeks to
draw members from all professionals in the
Metro D.C. area. Alumni formed the network
to create a culture of sharing opportunities
among the JMU professional community.
The group sponsors several speakers and
networking events throughout the year.
Learn more at www.jmuapn.com/.

Marching Royal Dukes
Chapter seeKs members
BY DAN EVERARD (' 89)

I

Everyone knows that JMU's Marching Royal
Dukes are "Virginia's Finest." It's time for
MRD alumni to get together. We're forming the Marching Royal Dukes Alumni Band
Chapter. Pick up your horn, drum or flag and
send an e-mail to MarchingRoyalDukes@
alumnijmu.edu to get more information or
to volunteer to help with the new chapter.

/ Metro Dukes support
Class of 2011 and
prepare for Crabfest
Metro Dukes volunteers helped staff two
Freshman Send-Off Picnics in the Northern Virginia area this summer. The JMU
Parents Council and Office of Parent Relations sponsor nearly 20 send-off picnics to
welcome freshmen to the JMU community.
The picnics allow freshmen to meet others from their area who are also coming
to JMU, and to give them an opportunity
to ask questions of fellow freshmen, staff
members, parents and alumni in attendance. Metro D.C. area alumni supported
the events in Manassas on July 31 and in
Fairfax on Aug. 1.
The Metro Dukes will host the annual
Crabfest on Oct. 13 at Fort Belvoir's P-2
Field beginning at noon. Tickets are $27
per person. Kids 13 and under eat free. The
event includes all you can eat and drink
crabs, shrimp, hot dogs, corn on the cob,
cake, soda and beer. Visit the JMU online
community to register at www.alumniconnections.com/ olc/pub/JMD/events/. Doug
Segree ('92) will perform, and games and
entertainment will include horseshoes,
volleyball, a moon bounce, a clown and a
magician. For more information, please
contact Mike Jones ('94) at msjones@
jones-cpas.com.
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Shuck and jive: Richmond
Chapter volunteer and cup
sponsor Brandon Hedrick ('00)
led alumni, who weren't afraid
to get dirty and have some fun
shucking 400 ears of corn.
Primary Crabfest sponsor Kin Headley ('91)
of Hometown Realty shares some crabs
and strategizes on the upcoming JMU football season with Crabfest mallet sponsors
Eric ('92) and Kris Kuester ( '92), and their
two Future Dukes, Megan and Sydney.

Richmond Dukes celebrate
third Crabfest
More than 400 Richmond-area alumni,
family and friends enjoyed the chapter's
third-annual alumni Crabfest at the west
end's Knights of Columbus Columbian Center on Aug. 4. Mary ('91) and Sam Jones
('91) coordinated the event with the help of
many volunteers and nine alumni business
owner/sponsors. The event raised more
$2,000 to support future events and the
chapter's scholarship fund. Chapter leaders
teamed up with the Duke Club to host a
recent grad welcome event on July 12 at
the new BlackFinn Restaurant and Saloon.
Chapter members welcomed May 2007
graduates to the Richmond area. Learn
more about the chapter and 2007 alumni
Crabfest sponsors at www.richmonddukes.com.

Rocky Mountain readers
The Rocky Mountain Dukes chapter will
meet on Sept. 17 at the Dazzle Restaurant
and Lounge (930 Lincoln St., Denver)
at 6:30 p.m. to discuss The Language of
God, by Francis S. Collins. Join your fellow
Denver-area Dukes for fun, good food and
great conversation. R.S.V.P. at Colora
doChpt@alumni.jmu.edu.

Tidewater Dukes shore up
scholarship monies
Tidewater Alumni Chapter President Alison
Cooper ('93) says that her chapter's "fourthannual beach party was quite a success. We
want to thank everyone who participated
and helped us raise thousands for the chapter's scholarship." Alumni took over the
Ocean View Fishing Pier in Norfolk and held
a silent auction that raised more than $1,000
for the chapter's scholarship fund. Beach party sponsorships brought in $2,300 more. On
Sept. 20, Tidewater alums will gather for the
Third Thursday social event at ShoreBreak
Pizza (2941 Shore Dr. in Virginia Beach).
www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/tidewater/ . ffl
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{The Reunion Interview}

Friendships are still the heart
ol Mailison memories
Tish Quarles remembers classmates, cal! downs and friends

LEDuc ('08)

the first time in my life, For some rearesa "Tish" Quarles ('57)
son,
Dr. Cool took a liking to me and
returned to campus in
helped me. He wrote out the problems
April to celebrate her
for me in plain English, not in for50th class reunion and
mulas, so I could go into the lab and
dish on classmates and
do
chem on my own. I got a D chat
Madison College memosemester, but I was glad that it wasn't
ries. The pastor of Sc. Stephen's United
an F. I appreciated his compassion. I
Church of Christ in Harrisonburg
have such great respect for a professor
earned her bachelor's degree in physical
who
would give an individualized leseducation and a minor in psychology.
son plan to a student who struggled as
She caught physical education for 33
much as I did. He caught me co do the
years: two years in Fairfax County, six
same
for my future srudencs.
years in Albemarle County, one year in
M·
How did your experiences at MadiBotetourt County and 24 years in the
son prepare you for your careers as a
Harrisonburg City school system.
physical education teacher and a pastor?
Quarles is an RMH Auxiliary life
Q: Madison prepared me well for
member and a volunteer for the Valchat
era. As a girl from a small town,
ley Wellness Center and the SPCA.
coming to college was a complete culMadison magazine intern Carly LeDuc
Tresa "Tish" Quarles ('57) says what she values
tural shock. All of the sudden, I was
('08) interviewed Quarles, who dishes most about her Madison Experience are ·the friend·
living
with girls from the big city and
on the 2007 Bluestone Reunion and ships she made at Madison College.
playing
field hockey against teams from
her classmates.
Madison: What campus changes did you notice during your Wales. Playing on the hockey team was social mobility for me
- traveling to different cities and interacting with players from
50th reunion?
Quarles: Since I live locally, I have noticed JMU' s growth most many states and nations, as well. Having a psychology minor really
of all. The campus is huge. There are so many students and build- helped me as a teacher and a reverend. Teaching has enhanced my
ings - and traffic! Also, the rules have changed a lot. We were ministry. I like studying, now; and I love working with people.
I am proud of graduating from Madison after coming here
never allowed to walk across the grass, or allowed to wear shorts.
without
a good education. I went on to graduate from the UniverM· What hasn't changed about Madison?
Q: One thing that hasn't really changed is the loyalty of the sity of Virginia with a master's in physical education. I am proud
people here. The people who love their college and their class- of graduating from seminary with a Master of Divinity degree,
mates are as avid as they were when I attended. The spirit and and I'm thankful to have had good teachers who taught me more
than their subject matter.
dedication to Madison seems to have remained the same.
M: What was the most unique part of seminary?
M: I heard a rumor of a "call-down" that you received your
Q: I had co study Hebrew and Greek, although I had never studsenior year. Care co share?
Q: The boys from ocher colleges used to come on campus for ied a language, except a smattering of Spanish in high school. When
"panty raids," and the boy who collected the most panties would I attended seminary, I was a 55-year-old woman in a Greek class
get a prize from his buddies or something. They would come and with 22 young men, but my reacher was a compassionate woman.
knock on the window or throw a pebble up at it to get our at- If I learned the lessons a day or so after the men, char was OK, as
tention, and we would throw down our lingerie. As I was throw- long as I learned it. [Since seminary], I've also had co do a lot of
ing some down, the night watchman saw me, and figured out the personal reflection on what my stance on social issues is in relationroom number and reported me. I was "called down" by Dean ship to my spirituality. Growing up in a small southern town in the
Wilkins, who tried to impress upon me that this was a serious early '50s things were "true or false, right or wrong, black or white."
offense chat would "go on my records and follow me throughout Bur I've learned that isn't a true picture of how life really is.
M: What do you treasure most about your time at Madison?
my career." And, no one would want to employ me because of it.
Q: What I value most are the friendships I made. I wish I could
I said, "I disagree, if someone saw that, they probably would want
co hire me, because they would chink I was a fun and energetic have kept up with them more over the years. I really liked Mary
Ashton, who recently died of cancer. I wish I could have cold her
person" In the end, it didn't end up following me at all.
how much she meant to me, and how much I appreciated her for
M· Who was your favorite professor?
Q: My favorite professor was Dr. Raymond Cool, who at che taking me under her wing and making me feel accepted. I appretime was one of the top 10 chemists in the world. I came into ciate everyone who's been a part of my life, and I am trying to use
ffl
college with no background in chemistry, and I was failing for those experiences to make a difference in others' lives.
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BLUESTONEREUNION

Spring
Reunions
2007
Nearly 150 Madiso n College
al umni from th e C lasses of
1937, 1942, 1947, 1952 and
1957 returned to camp us to
celebrate Bluestone Re union
Weekend April 21 -22.
Members of the Class of 1957 were inducted into the Bluestone Society and celebrated with JMU President Linwood H .
Rose and his wife, Judith, at the president's home. Alumni
reminisced at a Welcome Home Picnic, toured campus, visited
the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum and Botanical Gardens, and
mingled at class receptions and dinners.
The Madison Confessional program in
the Leeolou Alumni Cen ter Great Room
was, agai n, a great hit. JMU Associate
Vice Presiden t for Constituent Relations
Steve Smith ('71) moderated as alumni
remembered call-downs and Dean Gar-

Above left: Bluestone Society members and 1957 classmates share a
laugh during the Madison Confessional program at Bluestone Reunion
Weekend. Above right: Associate Vice President for Constituent
Relations Steve Smith ('71) encourages reunion participants to share
stories about the broken rules of the Madison College era.

" Thou shalt not pick up
chicken with your fingers."
Patricia Wheeler Gochen·
our shares some of Dean
Garber's "strict rules."

An ne Warren Zorn, SGA president in 1957, says, "Madison
people are so special. I thank God that I had the opportunity
to be here with so many wonderful friends." Her classmates
co ncur and toast Madison friendships at the picnic luncheon.
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Members of the
Class of 1942
celebrate 65 years
of Madison memo·
ries. Edna Burkee,
Kitty Hastings
Baggott, Suzanne
Cowne Watts and
Nora Fowlkes Wise
take time out for
photos during
Bluestone Reunion
Weekend.

a

!I

Celebrating their
60th reunion
are members
of the Class of
1947-Trigg
Holladay Archibald, Thomasine
Calloway Lemons,
Catherine Bittle
Sizemore, Mar·
garet Pence and
Madeline Heat·
wole Stewart.

The Class of 1952 celebrates 55 years of friendships and Madison
College memories. Seventeen classmates gather on the patio outside
Warren Hall for photos and conversation.
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Classmates celebrating their 65th, 70th and other special reunions
enjoy a recognition luncheon hosted by the president.

Longtime JMU supporters and sisters Alpha
and Margaret Spitzer, 1937 graduates, chat with
Elizabeth Zimmerman Chrisman, ('32), center,
who was celebrating her 75th reunion.

Elizabeth Zimmerman Chrisman ('32) of Christiansburg receives a special gift
from the JMU Alumni Association in celebration of her 75th class reunion. The
health economics major last visited campus 30 years ago.

Patricia Wheeler Gochenour ('57) thanks Michael Snow ('08), a member of the Madison Singers, which performed during the weekend.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss4/1
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Each year in April, classmates celebrating their
50th reunion are inducted into the Bluestone
Society during a candlelighting ceremony.

Phil Wishon, dean of the College of Education, talks with reunion
attendees about the current challenges facing educators and how
JMU is responding through cutting-edge teacher preparation.

WISHON PHOTOGRAPH BY JENNY BAKER ('0 8)
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{Parents Council}

Family connection

Madison Events

Get involved in your students' Madison Experience
SEPT. 14

n behalf of the Parents prefer to have the newsletter mailed to you,
Council, we extend a please e-mail kited@jmu.edu.
warm welcome to all of
As spokespersons and advocates repreyou who are joining the senting JMU in our communities, Parents
JMU family as parents of Council members serve as a liaison between
freshmen and transfer stu- parents and the university. This is a great
dents. We know this is an exciting time for way to get involved in JMU and to learn
firsthand about its many diverse academic
you and your son or daughter.
Settling into the
and extracurricucollege experience
lar programs. The
is exciting. The
Parents Council
JMU staff offers
has enriched our
extensive opportuJMU experience
because of the spenities and resources
cial friendships we
to help with the
transition. We enhave formed. All of
courage you and
us are willing and
yo ur students to
anxious to answer
take full advantage
your specific questions about the
of campus clubs,
organizations,
Parents Council
services and assisand general questance, which are all
tions about JMU
outlined at www.
programs.
We encourage
jmu.edu.
you to be involved
Please join
in your student's
Parents Council
Madison Experimembers and felence. We are exlow JMU parents
cited
for our Merfor Family Week- Barry and Debbie Barnard ('OBP)
edith, a Centennial
end, Sept. 28-30.
Thousands of JMU families take advantage Duke, who will graduate in May. Working
of this opportunity to get a taste of campus together, we can assure the success of our
life with their students and further enhance students and further the advancement of
their Madison family experience. Find out this outstanding university.
more at www.jmu.edu/parents/Family_
Weekend.shtml.
Be sure to sign up for the Parents Coun- Welcome to the JMU family,
cil newsletter, The Madison Family Con- D EBBIE ANO BARRY BARNARD ('OSP),
nection, at www.jmu.edu/parents/. If you Parents Council chairs

Constitution Day
www.Jmu.edu/alumnl/chapters/tldewater
SEPT. 17

Rocky Mountain Dukes
Book Club
www.rockymountaindukes.com

SEPT. 21-22

Alumni Board of Directors
Meeting
www.Jmu.edu/alumnl

SEPT. 22

Craig Blass Memorial
Golf Tournament
http://blassmemorlal.org/

F
a

SEPT. 28-30

Family Weekend
www.Jmu.edu/parents/

OCT. 13

....a

Metro Dukes Crabfest
www.metrodukes.com

OCT. 13

's

Mineral Museum Grand
Opening
http://csm.Jmu.edu/mlnerals/
OCT. 26-27

Homecoming
Bridgeforth Stadium
www.Jmu.edu/alumnl
DEC. 15

Commencement
www.jmu.edu/commencement
For more detailed information on any of
these events, please call the JMU Office
of Alumni Relations toll free 1 (888) JMUALUM. or visit the online calendar at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/index.html
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63

Alpha and Martha Spitzer
celebrated their 70th class
reunion in April during Bluestone
Reunion Weekend. The sisters also
attended the annual Scholarship
Luncheon in March co meet che
recipients of the Spitzer Scholarship for Business and Marketing
Education and che Spitzer Scholarship for Health and Nutrition.

Joan Wicks Rowles rec ired
after 40 years in education.
She enjoys volunteering, traveling
and an annual "mini-reunion"
with Madison College classmates .

64

Joseph Flory retired as
director of international
education at Radford University.
He looks forward co more rime
with his grandchildren and for biking, hiking and kayaking.

49

Evelyn Dickson D owling
is an assistant coach and
master's coach for the Palm Beach
Country Synchronized Swim Team
in West Palm Beach, Fla. Ac che
2006 U.S . Master's Championships in Porcland, Ore., she won
first place in solo (70's age group)
and first in figures. Her duet won
second place (60's age group).

54

Harry Jeavons owns All
Purpose Music and has
provided entertainers of all types
for 25 years . He has composed
more chan 200 songs including
We Fell in Love at ]MU and My
Home Virginia.

Sa

Sarah Jane Welch Davidson was named to the
board of trustees of Wye River
Upper School in Wye Mi lls, Md.
She has served che education field
for 35 years, (21 years reaching
physical education and 14 years as
a counselor) . The physical educa-

70
Evelyn Dickson Dowling ('49)

cion major earned a master's degree
in guidance and counseling from
Bowie State Un iversity. She also
worked for Queen Anne's County
Board of Education and Gunscon
School where she also coached.
Davidson served more than 11
years on the Centreville, Md. , town
council. She also has served as a
court appointed special advocate.

62

Betty Harrington Griffiths retired after 25 years
as director of alcohol and drug
counseling with Linn County
Mental Health. She also served
for 14 years on the Corvallis Cicy,
Ore., city council.

Elizabeth "Beth" Zimmerman Chrisman
of Christiansburg says that she had "a wonderful time" at her 75th class reunion during
April's Bluestone Reunion Weekend. "The
last t ime I was on campus was for my 45th
reunion," says the home economics major.
" I was shocked at JMU's size. It's almost too
big." Chrisman is a retired educator with Roanoke city schools
and the Montgomery County School Board.
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Linda Miller Bolen retired
from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools in North Carolina
after 35 years as a middle school
guidance counselor. She and her
husband, Gary, are spending rime
decorating their new home in
Stanfield, N .C. Carol Burke
Davis retired from reaching and
relocated co Florida. She is director
of the Hibel Museum Ga llery and
the arc camps education director.

*

74

Howard Houghton
received che 0. Heath
Onthank Award, che highest honor bestowed on Fairfax
County employees, for his work
advocating for senior citizens in
the Fairfax community. The
Greenville, S.C., Literacy Association named Elizabeth Wi nborne
Sullivan volunteer of the year.

*

76

Computerworld magazine
named Mike Thomas
('77M) one of its Premier 100 IT
Leaders for 2007. The finance
and marketing major and M .B.A.
holder is vice president and general
manager for Lockheed Martin Integrated Systems & Solutions. The
magazine lauded Thomas for providing outstanding customer support co the intelligence community
and for providing innovative IT

solutions char will enable customers
to realize their vision of a seamless
all digital, data centric business
environment. The Premier 100 IT
Leaders Awards program honors
executives who show "exemplary
technology leadership in resolving
pressing business problems."

79

Philip Armstrong received
the American Advertising
Federation's Silver Medal Award.
Marshal Aus berry Sr. earned his
Doctor of Ministry degree from Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
in South Hamilcon, Mass. His dissertation is cicled "Effective Preaching co the African-American Female
Audience." He is the senior pastor
ofAntioch Baptise Church in Fairfax

*

SUPPORT THE

Madison

Expenence
FROM YOUR IRA

If you are 70 Y2 or older this year,
you are allowed to make a tax-free
gift co JMU from your Individual
Retirement Account. The Pension
Protection Act of2006 created
chis special opportunity - but it's
only available until December 31.
Consult your qualified financial
adviser before making a gift.

To learn how you can support
Madison through your IRA or
other planned giving, contact
Ted Sudol, director of gift
planning, at (540) 568-1776 or
e-mail sudoltj@jmu.edu.
www.jmu.edu/development/
planned_glvlng/
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Station. * Donald Earman received
designation as a certified mortgage
planner specialist. Few Virginia
mortgage loan officers achieve this
designation, which requires training
in financial planning and taxation
to assist borrowers in managing their
debt to build maximum wealth. *
Walter Wilson earned an M.B.A.
with a concentration in finance from
the UniversityofRichmond.

80

Patrick Conte was
appointed president and
CEO of Agiliance, a leading provider ofIT governance, risk and
compliance solutions. A 20-year
veteran of the high technology
industry, Conte previously served
as vice president of worldwide sales
and field operations for Topspin
Communications in Mountain
View, Calif. * Elaine Runner
Stevenson is a business analyst
with CTG Inc. and works at Bayer
Corp. in Pittsburgh.

81

financial advisory services to middle-market and emerging growth
companies in the Southeast.

J. Stephen Hufford joined

the investment banking
firm of Croft & Bender as a director. Croft & Bender is an Atlantabased investment banking firm
focused on providing mergers and
acquisitions, private equity and

82

Charles Hanger accepted
the position of video production engineer at Chesapeake
Public Schools in Chesapeake.

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dear Gail O'Donnell ('60):
I want to thank you and the members ofthe Class of1960 Endowed
Academic Scholarship team for awarding me an amazing scholarship. I
am able to worry less about money and more about my academic studies.
I am a sociology major from Richmond, Va. I serve as a resident adviser
and am involved in Madison Pride, a program where ]MU students
return to their high schools to promote ]MU. Thank you again for this
scholarship. Words cannot express how much it means to me.

-

Thank you,
Bianca Monroe ('09)
&CZ

C

04

¥4

84

Gary Clark was inducted
into the Virginia Sports
Hall of Fame in April. The former
JMU football player is a two-time
Super Bowl champion with the
Washington Redskins. In 1984,
Clark became the first JMU player
drafted by a professional team in
the U.S. Football League draft.
The expansion team in Jacksonville made Clark its first choice
(he was the sixth pick overall).
The university's Gary Clark Most
Valuable Offensive Player Award
is presented each spring and
named for the NFL All-Pro. The
Virginia Sports Hall of Fame was
established in 1972 and honors
the state's contributions to sports.
The organization pays tribute
to individuals who have made
lasting contributions to sports
achievement and service on a state

and national level. * Cally Williams Kawachi moved to Dakar,
Senegal, with her husband , Rev.
Satoshi Kawachi, and their twins,
Suzi and Sophi. The couple will
work in theological education for
Mission to the World, the mission
sending agency of the Presbyterian
Church in America. * George}.
Marcoccia is regional sales director for Travelers Inns P&C PL for
the state ofNorth Carolina. *
Bruce C. Thayer traveled to Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation, S.D.,
with his son, Nick, and their traveling baseball team, the Virginia
Mets, for Spring Break 2007. The
team assisted the nonprofit ReMember organization by building
beds for the Native Americans
living in this desolate, povertystricken area. Team members
sent 130 backpacks filled with

2§$0 ¥ $!!444
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A different path
lo leadership
Lt. Col Mosman serves US efforts in Traq

L

BY H EATHER LU CI ANO

('07)

t. Col. Don Mosman ('85) backs up his beliefs. The financial adviser took military leave from his job as a senior
vice president with Wachovia Securities from May 2005
to August 2006 to serve as a military transition team
leader in the Diyala Province, Iraq.
The biology major was a ROTC distinguished military graduate.
Shortly after graduation, Mosman was commissioned as an infantry
officer. "I decided on active duty, so I went to Fort Benning for my
basic course and then was assigned as a lieutenant to the 2/4 infantry unit in Germany. During ROTC, I attended both Army Airborne
School and Army Ranger School. Both were great experiences."
Mosman transitioned to the Army Reserve in 1990 and earned an
M.B.A. at Virginia Commonwealth University in 1992. He worked in
the financial services industry until his recent military leave.
Mosman was enthusiastic about his deployment to Iraq in May
2005. " I was promoted to lieutenant colonel in January 2004, so
when I was mobilized and deployed to Iraq as a military transition
team leader, I was excited. I thought it would be an awesome job to
be a brigade team leader."
Mosman led a 10-man team in Iraq assigned to advise, mentor,
train and support an Iraqi infantry brigade. "Our team was assigned
to the 1st Brigade, 5th Division (Iraqi Army) in the Diyala Province,"
Mosman says. "We were stationed at Kirkush Military Training Base,
an Iraqi Army base about 25 kilometers from the Iranian border,
northeast of Baghdad. We lived with the Iraqis on their compound,
trained with them and conducted counterinsurgency, humanitarian
and various security missions. We completed several civil affairs
missions to help build the Iraqi people's trust and confidence in the
Iraqi Army. We supported the Iraqi people during the Constitutional
Referendum and National Elections - an extremely rewarding time."
Mosman established a special friendship with an Iraqi brigade
commander, Brig. Gen. Essa. "We became good friends and still
correspond," he says. "It's inspiring to see so many JMU graduates
serving their country. I reflect fondly on my Madison experience
more and more as I get older."
Married 18 years to his college sweetheart, Jenna Trehy ('85),
and with four children, Mosman says, "JMU and ROTC prepared me
for my next 22 years of service."

I
I

85

Kurt Hodgen was promoted to city manager for
Harrisonburg in June. He served
as assistant city manager for six
years. Laurie Phillips, a 22-year
veteran educator, is the 2007
Shenandoah County Teacher of
the Year. Phillips was selected for
her ability to teach special needs
students and for her positive influence outside the classroom. Phillips
initiated a Transition Day for rising
ninth graders who are enrolled in
special education at Stonewall
Jackson High
School, where
she also mentors
new teachers.
She earned her
degree in special
Alexandra
education and
Dapolito
has served the
Dunn ('89)
clinical faculty at
JMU while participating in numerous workshops on differentiation,
remediation, content area instruction, brain-based research and
transition beyond high school.

*

*

*

90

Maj. David Cox was promoted to lieutenant colonel.
He is stationed at the Pentagon in
Washington, D.C. * StephenM.
Kurtz was promoted to director for
information technology at USATODAY.com in Mclean. * Michelle
McGrath lives in Richmond with
her son, Matthew. She is pursuing a
master's in art education from Virginia Commonwealth University.
Henrico County Public Schools
named McGrath the Middle School
Art Teacher of the Year for 2007.
She has taught art at Brookland
Middle School since 2000. * Lisa
D. Winn accepted a position at the
YMCA of Greater Richmond as
director of branch financial development. She is responsible for fundraising and financial development
ofYMCAs in the Richmond area.

86

Sherri Cohn Murrer
and husband, Erick, own
Dynamic Solutions International,
a consulting business focused on
sales, marketing and new product
development for the specialty food
ingredients industry. Lt. Col.
Tom Washington was promoted
to colonel in June.

*

88

I

ing partner ofHeritage Financial
Consultants LLC. The firm provides
comprehensive financial planning
and wealth management services to
corporate executives, business owners
and high net worth individuals. * Jill
Elswick is a freelance business writer
specializing in the disability, health
and life insurance industries. She was
previously senior editor ofEmployee
BenefitNews in Washington, D.C.
Freed Etienne earned a Ph.D. in
public policy and administration in
May 2006. Mike Lynch returned
to Washington, D.C., to serve as chief
ofstafffor U.S. Sen. Charles Schumer.
Lynch was previously employed by
the National Democratic Institute as a
country director in Serbia.

school supplies to the elementary
schoolchildren last year. Through
a variety of fund raising activities,
the team raised nearly $10,000 to
cover the expenses for their 2007
trip. For more information about
Re-Member and Pine Ridge visit
www.re-member.org/index.html.

Lt. Col. Richard
DuBreuil was selected to
serve as the 4th Joint Communications squadron commander for
the Joint Communications Support Element at MacDill Air Force
Base in Tampa, Fla. DuBreuil
lives in Riverview, Fla., with his
wife, Kelly ('90), and their children Jake and Mikayla.

89

Alexandra Dapolito Dunn
is general counsel for the
National Association ofClean Water
Agencies in Washington, D.C.
Brian Gracie was named manag-

*

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear Michelle Flora Miles {'70)
I want to thank you andyour
classmates for awarding me the
Class of1970 Alumni Scholarship.
I really appreciate this help in
paying for school. I chose ]MU
because ofthe academics and the
beautiful campus. I feel blessed
to be going to the university ofmy
choice. My parents are very proud
ofme for attending M adison. I
plan to apply to and attend]MU's
graduate program and earn a
master's in psychology. Thank you
again for helping me achieve my
goals and dreams at ]MU!
Megan Davis {'09)

*™
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91

Christine Bilbrey is assistant
director of the ]MU Madison
Fund. She oversees the university's
reunion giving, young alumni giving
and student giving via the Madison
Student Giving Campaign. Amy
Hodgen Jordan, co-owner of Stone
Hill Inn in Stowe, Vt., has been
recognized by Select Registry, Distinguished Inns of North America as
"Hallmark ofHospitality Innkeeper
ofthe Year." The award is given to
outstanding individuals or groups
whose ties and interactions within the
J community and the association have
i helped contribute to the industry.
Jordan, a business major, built Stone
Hill from scratch with her husband.
Jordan previously worked for Marriott Hotels, where she earned five Bill
Tiefel awards for excellence in guest
services. John Sherman accepted
the position ofsenior project manager
at Customer Chemistry in Herndon.

*

*

92

John Hinshaw is CIO and
vice president in charge of
IT at Boeing. Hinshaw had worked
for Verizon Wireless since 1993,
(previously Bell Atlantic). Hinshaw
held a number ofIT management
positions at Verizon, including vice
president ofIT and CIO ofVerizon
Wireless' southern region. The computer information systems major
also worked for Accenture and the
U.S. Department of Commerce. *
Brad Kile earned a Ph.D. in political
science at Florida State University
and is currently an instructor in
FSU's master's of applied politics
and policy program. He also runs a
consulting firm focusing on health
care policy and advocacy. Brad
Lawwill accepted a position as general counsel with Pierce Promotions
in Portland, Maine.

*

Making waves in Hollywood

S

B Y H EA THER LU C IA N O

('07)

tephanie Denise Griffin
Between acting jobs,
('95) seems to be in the
Griffin previously worked for a
right place at the right
Hollywood casting office. "To
time. The theater major
see all those actors I admired,
· from Virginia Beach is finding
and realizing they were in the
success after relocating to Holsame boat as me, gave me a
lywood.
different perspective," she says.
On Oct. 18, 2006, Griffin
"I realized that they also have
guest starred on CBS's popular
to come in and shake off the
crime drama, CS!: NY. She played
nerves. The longer I do this, the
a schoolteacher, who, she says,
more comfortable I am when I
"ironically ends up in the wrong
walk into an audition."
place at the wrong time." The
After seeing the business
beach-born actress is making
from the inside, Griffin has now
waves in TV, film and stage
set her sights on producing. She
appearances, including Buffy
has several script development
Stephanie Denise Griffin ('95)
the Vampire Slayer, Dragnet,
projects in the works with her
is finding success on Holly·
the romantic comedy Swirl, the
producing partner Shawnette
wood TV and film sets.
horror film Jeepers Creepers II,
Daly('OO).
and L.A. plays True Story and The Id and Bob.
"Whether it's acting or producing, it's all about
Griffin remembers her experience on the CS/ set
making audiences think about things in new ways,"
fondly: "They were very supportive, complimentary
says Griffin. "I love being a storyteller, and I hope
and kind. It was the nicest TV set I've ever worked on." to do this for the rest of my life."
Griffin's dream of being a successful actress
With upcoming roles in the film, The Jane
is being realized, but she says that she is still a
Austen Book Club, and the TV show, Manifest
"small-town girl." Her Madison Experience was both Mysteries: Coronation, it seems Griffin is definitely
"exciting and rewarding," she says. "Coming from
in the right place at the right time.
Virginia Beach, I was a big fish in a small pond. At
Griffin plays an attorney in The Jane Austen
JMU, there were a lot of talented people, and that
Book Club and is excited that part of the movie
was intimidating. I began to believe in myself with
was filmed at her house. The film is scheduled to
the encouragement of drama professor Roger Hall.
premiere in early fall, right after Griffin's favorite
He recognized my ability and gave me a chance."
premiere to date - the birth of her baby.

93

Joseph Kornikhas been
named editor-in-chief of
Consulting magazine in Peterborough,
N.H. Kornik will be responsible for
all editorial operations and will direct
the collaboration of the print, online,
conference and seminar content.
Consulting magazine organizes Ken-

Congratulations to the eight alumni ivho were nominated
by the City of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County for the
2007 LUCY F. SIMMS EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR AWARD

nedy Information's annual Consulting
Summit, the largest annual gathering
of consulting leadership in North
America. Kornik previously served the
Nielsen Co. as editorial director of the
Performance Group responsible for
editorial operations for three of the five
brands that make up that division.

94

Jon Pineda won the 2007
Green Rose Prize in Poetry
from New Issues Poetry &ProseofWestern Michigan University for his manuscript, The Translator's Diary. The
prize included a monetary award and
publication of The Translator's Diary in
the spring 2008 edition ofNew Issues.
Randy Taylor was elected as partner
ofthe Ohio law firm ofWeston Hurd
LLP. Taylor's litigation experience
includes medical malpractice, premises
and products liability, construction,
railroad, and contract law and appellate
matters. Weston Hurd LLP provides
comprehensive legal counsel to banks,
Fortune 500 companies, governmental

*
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agencies, health-care providers, insurance carriers, nonprofit enterprises,
small- and medium-sized businesses,
the real estate industry and individuals. * Jeremy R. Starkey was named
managing director ofMonarch Capital
LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Monarch Bank specializing in commercial mortgage banking and private
equity placement. He will continue
as senior vice president, commercial
lending officer for Monarch Bank in
Norfolk. Starkey is president ofthe
Hampton Roads Chapter ofthe JMU
Duke Club and serves on the Duke
Club Board ofDirectors. He and his
wife, Katherine ('96), live in Suffolk
with their daughter, Cara.

95

Jonathan Dooley earned a
Ph.D. in educational policy
and leadership from Marquette
University. He was elected to serve
as chair of the board of directors for
the National Association for Campus Activities.
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Colonial Melalcrafls
Alum balances tradition and innovation in handcraft business
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BY SANDE S NEAD ('98)

f you have made it to Colonial Williamsburg for America's 400th
anniversary, you've probably seen the handiwork of Colonial
Metal crafts along Duke of Gloucester Street. The Richmondbased business owned by Jason Fredrick ('97) is the maker of
several light fixtures on this historic street.
Known for its primitive New England styles and traditional southern Colonial light fixtures, Colonial Metalcrafts has been owned by
Fredrick's family for 40 years. Fredrick began working for his dad
right after graduating from JMU and purchased the business three
years ago. "My dad is semiretired now," Fredrick says. "He works
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. now and leaves the worries to me."
While Fredrick brought computer skills and marketing to the
business, he says he likes creating light fixtures most of all. Colonial Metalcrafts designs and makes lighting fixtures for builders,
decorators, retail customers and large retail outlets. They do
things the old-fashioned way - everything is made by hand. "If we
are short-handed or have a big project, I like to get back there in
the shop and get my hands dirty," he says.
Fredrick started his college career studying economics and business management at Hampden-Sydney College, but he wasn't happy
there. "My mother went to JMU before she got married, and she really
liked it," Fredrick says. "I had a lot of friends who went to JMU, too. So,
I decided to change schools. I majored in English and thought I would
see where the chips fell. No matter what I studied, I thought my career
would have me wearing a tie and pushing papers around. I thought I'd
be dealing with abstract things instead of [creating things.]"
Colonial Metalcrafts welcomes walk-in business and has a number of repeat customers. "We make a custom product that is appreciated by a small segment of the population," Fredrick says. "A lot
of people would rather go to Home Depot for light fixtures and just
throw it away when it breaks or they get tired of it. We make one-ofa-kind pieces that can be passed down for generations."
After buying the business, Fredrick added more contemporary
light fixtures to the company's mix of offerings. " I've been working
on more modern designs with cleaner lines and unique glass and
wood," he explains. "I want to keep the same quality this company is
known for, but move it forward as well."
Fredrick's wife, Abby Bricker ('98), is an attorney, but she moonlights as the company's Web designer and computer guru. She is
taking a year off to be at home with the couple's
daughter, who was born in July 2006.

*www.colonialmetalcrafts.com/.
View Colonial Metalcrafts' products at

Colonial
Metalcrafts

owner Jason
Fredrick ('97).

R. Bernie Pritchard was
appointed commissioner
for Greenville County, S.C., and
will serve on the Greenville County
Workforce Investment Board. He
is vice president ofSouch Carolina
Lee Hecht Harrison, a global human
capital consultancy. The Human
Resource Leadership Awards of
Greater Washington honored Katherine "Kitty" Dunman Nix, vice
president for human capital management at Ventera. The HR Leadership
Awards, sponsored by Marymount
University, honor human resources
executives for outstanding contributions to their organizations and to the
field of human resources management. Award winners are designated
in six areas: leadership, strategic
alignment, innovation, mentoring,
community services and promoting
ethical behavior. Nix's award was
in the strategic alignment category,
which "honors an individual for creating the path to connect manpower
talent and goals within an ethical
framework to support corporate
achievement insuring profitability
and sustainability." A computer informations systems major, Nix joined
Ventera in 1999 and has served as the
only HR director in the company's
history. Scott Ryman is a captain
in the Army National Guard and
serves as an aviation safety inspector
with the Federal Aviation Administration. Ryman is employed as an IT
consultant for VISTA Technology
Services in Herndon.

*

*

97

Jeffrey McKay received the

Democratic Party nomination to run as a candidate for the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors and
the Lee District representative this
fall. He looks forward to seeing fellow alumni on the campaign trail.
Laural Ann Ehat Roaldson started an
organic landscaping company specializing in wildlife gardens. Her designs
encourage desired wildlife to make a
home or visit the gardens she creates._

*

98

Douglas Batey enrolled in

the doctor of chiropractic
program at Logan University in
Chesterfield, Mo. Darey! Plue
earned a master's of education in
school supervision and administration from Bowie State University.
Judy Stone is a high school
sports digital content manager
with Hearst-Argyle Television. She
collaborates with Hearst-Argyle

*

*

stations in gathering and producing
content, including high school basketball, football and regional sports,
for various digital platforms.

99

C. J. Davis is student activities coordinaror at Cherry
Hill High School East in New Jersey.
Suzy Mucha accepted a residency
position in internal medicine at Stamford Hospital/Columbia University
College of Physicians and Surgeons
Program in Stamford, Conn.

*

0O

Michael T . Anzuini earned
a Master of Music degree
in instrumental wind conducting
from Rowan University. * Robin
White accepted the position of
executive assistant to the chief
information officer at the Library of
Congress in Washington, D .C.

0I

Steven Brook wrote an arti-

cle about the moderate Muslim brotherhood for the March/April
edition ofForeign A/fairs. * Corina
Quinn earned an M.S. in journalism from Northwestern University's
Medill School ofJournalism.

03

1st Lt. Chad Perdue is
serving in the Marine
Corps at Camp Pendleton, Cali£
He earned his Wings of Gold at
Naval Air Station
Whiting Field,
Milton, Fla., and
was recognized
for achieving the
highest gradepoint average in
advanced training 1st Lt. Chad
in basic and radio Perdue ('03)
instruments,
advanced tactics and shipboard
landings. He will fly UH-IN Huey
helicopters, the twin-piloted, twinengine helicopters used in casualty
evacuation, command and control,
liaison, resupply and troop transport.

04

Andrew Baugher and two

classmates from Regent
University's School of Law defeated
a team from Pepperdine University
to win the University of North Carolina's J. Braxton Craven Moot Court
Competition. The annual constitutional law competition is recognized
as one of the most prestigious appellate advocacy competitions nationwide. Gabriela Revilla accepted a
position at MTV Networks in New
York City. She will book music and

*
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celebrity talent for MTV Network
shows. * Jennifer Rosinski earned
an M.S. degree in exercise science
with an athletic administration
emphasis from McDaniel College in
Westminster, Md.

05

Ryan William Wilson
Charest ofWinchester

earned a master's degree in statistics
from North Carolina State University
in Raleigh. He accepted a full-rime
position to reach statistics at JMU
and will join the faculty this fall. *
Steven Foglya~o was promoted to
administrator, srock plan/compensation at Honeywell International Inc.
in Morristown, N.J. He will administer rhe global long-term incentive
plan as well as the "Bravo" reward
and recognition program. * Cara
Mary Mitchell has been accepted
into rhe Peace Corps and will serve in
Nicaragua in 2008. She will provide
entrepreneurial training and business
skills to high school-age students
and assist local small businesses. The
international business major previously worked as a compensation analyst for rhe Department of Defense in
Washington, D.C.

06

Matthew Thornton Dodson and Ashley Elaine

Jordan go rhe distance in the 2006
Monument Avenue lOK race in
Richmond. "We love to get together
and show our JMU pride," says
Dodson, an operations and quality
manager with Hilldrop Moving and
Srorage. Dodson is a business and
hospitality and rourism management
major lives in Spotsylvania. Jordan,
an integrated science and technology
and computer science double-major,

Ashley Jordan ('06) and Matthew Dodson ('06) compete in
Richmond's Monument Ave. 10K.

is a consultant with CGI Federal
Inc. She lives in Fairfax. * The San
Diego Padres drafted JMU's all-time
home run leader Kellen Kulbacki
with the 10th pick in the supplemental draft, which was held between
the first and second rounds of the
Major League Baseball draft. Overall, Kulbacki went No. 40, becoming
the highest-drafted position player
in JMU hisrory. Counting pitchers,
he was the third-highest pick ever
at Madison. Only Dan Meyer ('02)
and Brian McNichol ('95) were
selected earlier, with Meyer going
to the Braves at No. 34 in 2002 and
McNichol going with rhe same pick
to rhe Chicago Cubs in 1995. * 2nd
Lt. Kevin Tromly is an artillery officer supporting combat operations in
Baghdad with rhe 1st Infantry Division, the oldest continuously serving
division in the U.S. Army.

07

Former Madison magazine
intern Hali Chier is an
editorial assistant with Barron's
publishing in New York. The educational publisher is known for rest
prep books and thousands ofother
educational rides. Chier works with
the rest prep ream, proofreading
review books and many French language resting books. * The Chicago
Fire selected Mark Totten in the first
round of the 2007 Major League
Soccer Supplemental Draft. Torten
was the eighth choice in the first
round. The midfielder was a fouryear starter and a former All-South
Atlantic Region and All-Colonial
Athletic Association soccer selection.
He finished his career ranked 12th
onJMU's assisrlisr. * Kevin Trapp
and Mike Tuddenham were drafted
in rhe 2007 Major Indoor Soccer
League Amateur Draft. Trapp, a
four-year starter, was chosen by rhe
Detroit Ignition in rhe third round.
His 26 career shutouts rank second
all-rimearJMU. Tuddenham, a
defender, was selected in rhe final
round by the Baltimore Blast. He
was a three-year starter and an AllCAA first ream and all-stare second
ream selection in 2005. * Andrew
Walker signed a contract with rhe
Wilmington Hammerheads of rhe
United Soccer Leagues Second Division. The USL2 is the third tier of
professional soccer in the U.S. The
midfielder/forward was a four-year
lerrer winner and sports management
major. He earned rhe CAA Commissioner's Academic Award four rimes.

Put me in, coach
John DeFllippo tapped by Raider's coaching staff
BY LA URA T UTINO

('07)

J

The Oakland Raidohn DeFilippo ('00) lives and breathes
ers tapped John
football. As JMU quarterback from 1996
DeFilippo as QB
to 1999, Defilippo earned All-Atlantic 10
coach stealing
Conference Academic honors for four
him away from
seasons. He also led the Dukes to a league the N.Y. Giants.
title in 1998. While he was leading the Dukes
on the field, he landed summer coaching internships with the Indianapolis Colts and the Carolina Panthers.
"Two NFL internships and my speech communication major
helped me in public speaking and dealing with different personalities, Defilippo says. "These are things you truly need to be successful in the coaching profession."
The Oakland Raiders hired Defilippo as OB coach this past
spring. "The Raider organization led by Al Davis is one of the most
storied franchises in the NFL. It's an honor to wear the silver and
black," Defilippo says.
Defilippo learned about Madison while living in the Philadelphia area.
He attended the Dukes' football camp the summer before his senior year
of high school. "After 10 minutes on campus, I called my parents and said,
'If they offer me a scholarship, I'm com ing here,"' he recalls.
Immediately after graduation, Defilippo began his professional
coaching career as OB tutor for Fordham University. The following
year he accepted the graduate assistant position at the University
of Notre Dame, first working with wide receivers and tight ends, and
then working with quarterbacks in 2002. After two seasons with the
Fighting Irish, Defilippo accepted a position at Columbia University
(the crosstown rival of Fordham).
Following a two-year stint as OB coach for the Columbia Lions,
Defilippo was tapped by the NFL:'s New York Giants as an offensive
quality control coach. In just two seasons Defilippo developed a
strong relationship with the Giant's players and staff.
The Giants head coach highly recommended Defilippo to the
Raiders, and he is extremely excited about the promotion and new
opportunity. Football has always been a big part of DeFilippo's life.
His father, Gene, was a football coach and an athletics director at
Villanova University and Boston College. "I had many role models in
football when I was growing up," says Defilippo, "and they helped me
to learn the values of teamwork, hard work and dedication.... I began
playing football during my freshman year of high school, but deep
down I all I ever wanted to do was coach in the NFL. People would tell
me I was crazy, but I'm very lucky. I'm living out a dream."
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Lindsay Caperton, 3/29/07. * Kara Mclane Burke ('92) , and

19905 Ela Heyn ('90) to Joseph McAdams, 1/8/07 * Jacqueline

Christopher, a daughter, Haley Marie, 9/7 /06 . * Jacqueline

Rocco ('92) to John Giambalvo, 4/22/06 * David Timmons

Rocco Giambalvo ('92) and Jon, a daughter, Sophia Marie,
2/28/07. * Chrishana Lloyd ('92) and Lance Freeman, twins

('94) to Rebecca Hoover, 7/29/06 * Andrea Woodson ('94) to
Jeremy Smith, 12 /30/06 * Kelly Malady ('97) to Paul Quick,

sons, Myles X.avier Freeman and Noah Xander Freeman, 4/8/07.

9/29/06 * Kristin Bosserman ('98) to Ryan Corrigan, 9/30/06

* Christopher Leggett ('92) and Jeannine, a son, Christopher

* Timothy C. Delobe ('98) to Meghan Patrizi, 9/2/06 * Kelly

Gaetano, 5/12/07. * Amy King Marley ('92) and William, twin

Jensen ('98) to Justin McAleer, 4/14/07 * Jennifer Park ('98)

daughters, Mary Carleton and Catherine Caldwell, 6/27 /06. *

to Brian Stout ('99), 4/21/07 * Jenny Brown ('99) to Peter
Wintermute, 9/30/06 * Gina Marie Crovato ('99) to Erik Hayes,

Janis Roberts Robins ('92) and Lyle, a son, Matthew Charles,
1/18/07. * Erica Carlson Schmalhofer ('92) and Markus, a son,

3/11/06 * Matthew Hertz ('99) to Jamie Roos, 4/15/07 * Peter
Meisel, ('99) to Carolyn Dewey, 5/12/07

Nikolaus Timothy, 4/28/06. * Julie Jurjans Steckel ('92) and
Frederick, a son, Maxfield George Pierson, 12/3/06. * Leasa

Daniel Shoop ('99) to Caren Shoop, 9/17/05

Neaves Tunnell ('92) and Jay, a son, Tyler Barrett, 3/5/07. *

2000s Molly Bowden ('OO) to Peter Osyf, 6/23/06 *
Christianna Lewis ('OO) to Michael Barnhart, 7 /22/ 06 * Jeffrey
Duszak ('OO) to Julia Rose, 9/30/06 * Randal Paige Morris ('Ol)

I

to Christopher Antle, 6/17 / 06 * Meredith Scott ('01) to Bradley

I

Geesaman ('02) , 12 /2/ 06 * Ashleigh Brook Beam ('01), to Adam
Karol ('OO), 9/30/06 * Colleen Carey ('01) to Matthew Schmitt,

en

9/9106 * Pam Meyers ('01) to Warren Kempf, 10 /2 1/06 * Allison
Flores ('02) to Seth Fletcher, 12/18 /06 * Brooke Ashcroft ('03,

0

'05 M) to Todd Ferguson ('03, '05M), 7/15 / 06 * Libby Starbuck

CD

11

z
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('03) to Gregory Slang ('OO), 10/ 14/ 06 * Gabriela Revilla ('04)
to Charles Strock, 2/ 17/ 07 * Erin Elizabeth McDonald ('05) to
Scott Sprouse ('04), 6/10/06 * Heather McLaughlin ('05) to
Ken Hamilton III, 9/9/06 * Christina Russell ('05) co Robert
Lam('04), 11/7/ 06

2/28/07. * Marilynne Eder Specht ('93) and Steven, a son,
Zachary Ryan, 4/11/06. * Carrie Willwerth Brogden ('94) and
Craig, a daughter, Layne, 2/20/07. * Victoria Sims Duncan ('94)
and Skye Duncan, twin daughters, Carys Skye and Elise Victoria,
11 /29/06 * Deryn Schiff Feria ('94) and Alex, a daughter, Rylan
Alyssandra, 3/6/07. * Nancy Hurwitz Gordon ('94) and Todd
('94), a daughter, Shannon Anne, 7 /7 / 06. * Michelle Bean
Habayeb (' 94) and Elias, a son, Farid Elias, 11/5 /06. * Jennifer
Gracyalny Loyer ('94) and Jason, a son, Dashel Sovera, 10 /30/06.
* Amity Hovey Monroe ('94) and Art, a daughter, Hallie

Madden ('95) and Ryan ('95), a son, Caden Luke, 7/2 1/06. *
Kathryn Slonaker Oprandy ('95) and Mike ('02), a son, Pierce
Michael, 6/25/06. * Maureen Daily Schilpp ('95) and Craig

1980s Calvin Yates ('82) and Sara, a son, Ambrose Samuel,

('95), a son, Colin William, 2/ 14/07. * Nikole Maslovs Seipp

4/17/06. * Sherri Cohn Murrer ('86) and Erick, a daughter,

('95) and Robert, a son, Landon Matthew, 2/2/07. * Sarah Barry

Olivia Marie, 6/15/06. * Paul Transue ('86) and Arlene, a son,

Shane ('95) and Fred, a son, Harrison Tyler, 6/5/06. * Kristen

Liam Patrick, 3/15/07. * Patricia Versis ('86) and Mark Zielinski,
a daughter, C hristina Marie, 11/11/04. * Kathleen Fields

Phillips Wood ('95) and Bryan, a son, Alec Charles, 1/23/07.

Kannan ('87) and Richard, a daughter, Jenna Elizabeth, 11/6/06.

* Jason Adking ('96) and Tennille, a daughter, Ella Josephine,
3/9/07. * Douglas Davis Jr. ('96) and Jill, a son, Douglas Davis

* Estelle McKemie Rempe ('88) and David, a son, Thomas,

III, 8/15/06. * Jennifer Hart ('96, 'OOM) and Scott Graber

9/23/07. * Lynn Hendricks ('89) and Kenneth Rand III ('89),

('95), a daughter, Zoe Catherine, 12/30/06. * Danyle Herrernan

twins, son, Kenneth Richard IV, daughter, Hadley Elizabeth,

Heilig ('96) and Christopher, twin sons, Declan Christopher

6/3/06. * Heather Webb Summers ('89) and Jim, a son, Joseph

and Cooper Christopher, 1/15 /07. * Melissa Jane Smith Larson
('96) and C hris, a son, Luke Thomas, 3/21/07. * Karen Wu

Vincent, 10/19/ 06.

19805 Casey Cronan ('90) and Nana Takasu, a daughter,
Kara Ann, 2/17/07. * James C. Hoffman ('90) and Marah, a
son, Andrew James, 3/19/07. * Michael J. Kinsley ('90) and
Tracie, a daughter, Siena Michelle, 8/16/05. * Angela Gill ('91)
and David, a daughter, Katherine Averett, 7 /6/06. * Kimberley
Counts ('91) and John Sherman ('91), a son, Samuel Clarence,
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Bingay ('94), a son, C harles Alexander Creston, 12 /16/06 . *
William Slamm ('93), and Nicole, a daughter, Olivia Caroline,

Coffman, a son, Mason Kemper Rhys, 11/3 / 06. * Emily Groome

19705 Jay Demeter ('76) and Amy, a son, John, 9/6/06.

I

Brian DiBartolo ('93) and Cheryl, a son, Alessandro, adopted
on 6/25/06, born 5/25/06. * Karen Gerard ('93) and Matthew

Grace, 6/17 / 06. * Stephen MacKinnon ('95, '98M) and Angela

Future Dukes

11

2/5/07. * Eleanor Thomas Lauver ('91) and Leo, a daughter,

Weddings

M A D IS O N

M AG AZ I N E

Mirabella ('96) and Tom ('96), twins, son, Matthias Timothy,
daughter, Leighton Ann, 3/7/07. * Scott Ryman ('96) and
Brandy, a daughter, Lana Scott, 6/12/06. * Maria Christopher
Watson ('96) and Brian, a daughter, Leah Marie, 2/11/07. *
Sandra King Andrews ('97) and Cliff ('97), a son, Harrison
Wright, 4/2/ 07. * Holly Lichliter Buck ('97) and Jeremy ('95),

82
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a daughter, Lindsey Madison , 3/ 5/07. * Julie Zimmerman Craig

Carley Jane, 1/7/07. * Kimberly Bowers Skrzycki {'99) and

(' 97) and Ed ('96) , a son , Liam, 4/10/07. * Brian Cunningham

Jeffrey, a daughter, Emilia Ryann, 3/30/07.

('97) and Joby, a daughter, Regan , 9/18/06 .

Turner (' 99) and Jeff, a daughter, Sara Elizabeth, 1/28/07.

* Jennifer Carro

Gardner ('97) and Greg, a son, Wrenn Michael, 3/5/07.

* Umesh Vemuri (' 99 ) and Amanda, a son , Natesh Walker,
9/28/06. * Jennifer Shane Whitaker ('99) and Christian ('99), a

Mindy Fisher Goodall ('97) and Daniel, a son, William Fisher,

son, Holden Patrick, 5/2/07.

Dietz ('97) and Jerry, a son, Jesse, 10/6/06.

* Kelly Stewart
*

* Kelly Lewis Lawton ('97) and Mike, a son, Nathan
Tyler, 3/14/07. * Jessica Pipitone Minarik ('97) and Micah
('96), a son, Jake Bernard, 6/19/06. * Carlei Mizell O'Neal
2/16/07.

I

('97) and Shaun ('96), a son, Patrick Jace, 1/11/07.

* Michelle

* Mark
Reed {'97) and Lynn, a daughter, Jamie Lynn, 5/20/06. * Julie
Baker Pierce ('97) and Jason, a son, Seth Owen, 8/2/06.

Walsh Ryan ('97) and Michael, a daughter, Katherine Hannah ,

* Denice Luviano Sanders {'97) and Brent ('96), a son,
* Catharine Hering Wyman ('97) and
Patrick ('98), a daughter, Brogan Elizabeth, 11/8/06. * Brian
Carey ('98) and Meg, a daughter, Hope Louisa, 3/20/06. * Mara
2/19/07.

I

I

* Misty Durham

Evan Joseph, 12/17/06.

R. Gipstein Hicks {'98) and Isaac ('99), a daughter, Zoe Rachel,

* Brian Jones {'98) and Rebecca, a daughter, Lindsey
Victoria, 3/10/07. * Kelly Austin Mitchell {'98) and Matthew
('98), a daughter, Megan Grace, 3/21/06. * Kristen Glessner
Klein ('98) and Travis {'98) , a daughter, Kylar Elise, 3/5/06. *
4/16/07.

Jennifer Cecchetti Rockwell {'98) and Brent ('96) , a son, Colton

* Amy Foutz Sfaelos ('98) and Jason ('96), a
son, Alexa nder Craig, 1/26/07. * Melissa Elengold Susseles ('98)
Leyland, 12/22/06.

and David, a daughter, Sadie Lynn, 5/8/07.

* C.J . Davis ('99)

2000s

Sandra Taylor Anzuini (' OO ) and Michael {' 00 ), a son,

Thomas Rob ert, 5/3/07.

* Deborah McClelland Berger (' OO )

and Peter ('98) , a son, William Reed, 4/8/06 . * Emily Porretta
Chiaramonte (' OO ) and John (' OO) , a daughter, Jenna Rose,

* Nancy Hoffman Holloran (' OO ) and Neil, a daugh* Amy Petteway Lindelow (' OO ) and
Scot, a daughter, Emma Rae, 2/9/06. * Molly Bowden Osy f {' OO)
and Peter, a daughter, Sophia Paige, 2/8/07. * Elizabeth Glasser
Sibley {'00) and Benjamin, a son, Wyatt Colemn, 1/25/07. *
5/23/06.

ter, Reagan Faith, 5/11/07.

Erin Thomen DiCola {'01) and Nichol as, a son, Linkin Enzo,
1/ 19 / 0 7.

* Rebecca Lynn Heitfield Makowski (' 01 ) and Chris, a

son, Luke Christopher, 8/22/06.

* Meghan Bowman Eggleston

*

{'02) and Niles, a son , Bowman Dean, 8/7/06 . Meryl Rukenbrod Marshall ('02) and Ryan, a daughter, Lucille Eli zabeth,
10/27/06.

* Beth Woods Sakshaug {'02) and Richard {'02) , a

7/27/06.

* Heather Richardson {'03) and Stephen Webb {'01) ,

*

Hickman {'99) and James, a son, Alex William, 1/18/07. * Staci

Heather McLaughlin
Hamilton ('05) and Ken, a son, John Tyler, 12 /22/06. * Amanda
Spray Hembree {'05) and Brandon, a son, Jacob Paul, 10/13/06.

Howard Klompenhouwer ('99) and Remco, a daughter, Anje

* Kateesha McGregor Manderson {'05) and Marcus Manderson

and Stacey, a son, Ethan Joseph, 2/9/07.

Riese, 2/4/07.

* Colleen Gallagher

* Angie Hagan Peden ('99) and John, a daughter,

n

*

Mary Gillespie Brennan
{'03) and Bill {'03), a son, Zachary Paul, 10/22/06. * Caroline
Banks Sanders {'03) and Harold {'03), a son, Christopher Daniel,
daughter, Nicole Madison, 3/8/07.

a daughter, Claire Isabella , 10/19/06.

('05), a daughter, Kamari Lynn, 10 /27/06.

&i
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In Memoriam
'

ANN REYNOLDS RIPPLE ('29) ofRichmond, 3/10/07 MARGARETTA COFFMAN STEPHENS ('29) ofHarrisonbu rg, 1/28/07 VIRGINIA
HEARRING WOOTEN ('29) ofRichmond, 2/11/07 LOUISE McMELLON BOWLES ('31) ofMartinsvi!Le, 6/22/ 06. LUCY L. CONY ER ('33) of

Waynesboro, 3127107 FRANCESE . WHITMAN JONES COLUMBUS ('34) of Gales Ferry, Conn., 10/13/06. MARGARET GLOV ER BOWMA N ('38)
ofHarrisonburg, 1/24107. ISABEL RUSSELL TODD ('38) ofSeaford, Del. , 3/21/07. CATHERINE FUNKHOUSER LI LES ('42) ofHarrisonbu rg,
2112107. ANN CLARK MILLER ('42) ofFredericksburg, 1112/07. ANNIE WHITLO CK MOODY ('44) ofRichmond, 1116107. A NNA B. GORDON
('45) on 2/5/07. CORA JEAN WHITE RADER ('48) ofSilver Spring, Md. , 2/16/07 RAYMOND W. SHOWALTER JR. ('50) ofKeezleto wn,

3/10/07 EMILY SCOTT G!LKESON ('52) ofHarrisonburg, 3/15107. JACOB E. BAKER ('53) ofStuart's Draft, 4/12/ 07. CHARLES EUGENE
I

CRIDER ('54) ofFairfax, 2/9/07. JEANNE FOSTER LUCK ('58) ofRichmond, 4/2/07 ELAIN E HARRIS ENNIS ('59) of Sta unton, 12/1/ 06.
CAROLYN MORRISON CHAPMAN ('61) of Warrenton, 5/8/07 WILLIS C. YOUNG ('63) ofAlexandria, 2 /13 / 07 TERESA ADAMS BROADWATER
('70) ofSpotsylvania, 2115107. PHILIP RUDOLPH WHETZEL ('71) of Costa Mesa, Calif, 111/07. FAY E A. BENNETT ('72) on 2127107.
MARS HA HENDERSON NEW ('72) of Chesapeake, 4/15/07 ROG ER DALE HARRIS ('76) of Waynesboro, 4115/07. PI ERCE ASK EGREN ('78) of

Annandale, 11129/06. MARTHA STREET DovEL ('78) ofKeez letown, 7117/07. ANN E MERRITT BISCOE ('79) on 1116/ 07 J ULIA CAMPBELL
SAUTTER ('89) ofFairfax, 4117107. DAVIDE. FULLER ('97) of Christiansburg, 119107. DAVID H. ETON ('00) of Waynesboro, 3119107 EVIN
JOEL SHOAP ('06, '07M) ofFairfax, 3/24107 PATRICK RYAN GAY ('07) ofWarrenton, Va.!Charlotte, NC., 7115107.
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The official drink
of cramming.

Coca-Cola is a proud sponsor of James Madison University.

1SS

ote

The alumni office welcomes .news for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address

Home Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Employer
Job Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ }MU Class Year _ _ _ __
News _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

It can take up to six months, or two issues, far your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate your patience.
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Not many people are as well versed in terms like "swaptions" and "exotic derivatives" as Sean Tobin ('92) . As director of cross rates sales for
Deutsche Bank's San Francisco office, he quickly rose as a financial analyst, becoming a salesperson for West Coast accounts for Lehman Brothers
by the time he was 25. Today, Tobin works to identify investment opportunities for large institutional clients. In aggregate, his customers manage
almost $2 trillion across various investment disciplines. Tobin is at work at 4:30 a.m. each day, but says it's worth it to be able to leave early in the
afternoon to spend time with his family and coach his daughter's soccer team. He also gives back to his community through Autism Speaks. Tobin
praises his JMU finance degree for preparing him for professional success, and he has served for three years on the College of Business Executive
Advisory Council. In 2005, he established the Tobin Family Endowment in honor of his parents.
PHOTOGRAPH BY ROD SEARCEY
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